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Ian McHarg (landscape architect)
Nothing in my history, before or since, has equaled the degree of
contrast I then experienced: Cassino one day - dead and dying on
the battlefield, a calamitous carnage, blood, mud, sorrow, despair,
bombs, rockets, and mortars - and the next waking to silence,
whispers, footssteps, church bells, peace”

Otto Dix, painter of ‘Der Krieg’
“War is something so animal-like: hunger, lice, slime, these crazy
sounds … War was something horrible, but nonetheless something
powerful … Under no circumstances could I miss it! It is necessary
to see people in this unchained condition in order to know
something about man’”

in his autobiography, ‘A Quest for Life’ (1996)

quote in artist description moma.org (2014)
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Looking at his appearance, his simple uniform, he is obviously not a mythical
hero. Or the first man in space.
May I introduce you to a seemingly insignificant soldier, one in millions, who
could only imagine himself being on the moon, at the battlefield of the First World
War by night.
A 4-year world war - reduced to a stereotypical soldier figure and an abstract,
cratered landscape by night...
Realise this is more or less as far as our imagination reaches.
This simplification serves to understand a very serious episode of history, in which
the inhabitants of these landscapes witnessed and participated in horrific scenes of
brutality, violence, and carnage.
It is in such a landscape in which this unknown soldier apparently found his death.
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The sad ending of the story for millions, is that part of history which you
encounter if you visit the old frontlines and former no-man’s land today:
the dead collected at thousands of cemeteries;
the names of those with no known grave are engraved on hundreds of monuments;
ruined villages, cities and agricultural fields are reconstructed
or their remains covered in forest.
Here. there is a huge contradiction between the actual events which took place and
what part of history is being told.
8
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stretching from the swiss alps to the belgian coast is todays Westfront of the First World War
with its cemeteries, memorials and museums.
Those black gaps between the sites of memory are the actual battlefields and devastated zones.
reoccupied, rebuilt and reconstructed.
These landscapes are incidentally mentioned in the newspaper when a cow fell in a hidden
underground tunnel, a mass grave is discovered during construction work
or a farmer lost his live by ploughing through an explosive shell.
Hundred years later, these incidents bring the other parts of the story temporarily to the surface:
the conditions of soldiers in the Unknown landscapes of the First World War.

Wageningen University

bruxelles

Verdun

basel
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Preface
The world has turned over many times in the last century, but the
landscapes of 1914-1918 continued to entrap both the dead and survivors.
The last survivor until very recently.
“but I still remember the refrain of one of the most popular barracks ballads of
that day which proclaimed most proudly that old soldiers never die; they just
fade away” (General MacArthur’s Address to US Congress April 19, 1951)
The chapter in the life of the millions for whom their living memory refused
to be repressed and silenced, is finally closed: lived experience, clearly
stamped on one’s memory or scribbled on mud-smeared bits of paper,
ultimately became history.
But for the time being, the landscape of the Western Front itself is far from
a finished narrative ‘project’ as new episodes are still being written: this last
living witness cannot and should not be silenced.
During my BSc and MSc program in landscape architecture at the
Wageningen University, I specialised myself in historical geography,
heritage- and (post-)conflict related objects of study.
The choice for this thesis topic, ‘designing experienceable stories in the
Unknown Landscapes of the First World War; Western Front, 2014-2018’
comes forth from the aroused and rediscovered interest in the First
World War and its landscapes during my involvement in the masterplan
“Remembrance Park 14-18” during an internship at Lodewijk Baljon
Landschapsarchitecten: a design for a regional landscape park, initiated by
the ministry of Flanders, to link monuments and relicts of the First World
War for commemoration, reflection and experience.
Rumours hit me about impressive memorial parks in rolling, remote and
rural Northern France. So I went. Thanks to all who believed in this project.
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fascination

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Research context
1.1.1 Design LAB
this thesis project has a main emphasis on storytelling by landscape
design for post-conflict landscapes of the First World War and is carried
out in dialogue with the landscape Machine laboratory, which is a
participatory design lab and discussion platform at the Wageningen
University.
aim of the ‘lab’ is to find common means and gains among landscape
architecture students working on their own final Msc thesis projects
with topics ranging from river deltas, wastewater treatment, livestock
breeding to tourism industry.
shared is a common interest in designing and conceptualising living
landscapes with productive qualities, whether it is the production of
clean water and soil, dairy products or the production of meaningful
stories.
production

Four research angles (landscapemachines.com, 2013), relevant to the
conceptual development of these ‘productive landscapes’ have been
summed up on this page. This thesis explores the potential of narrative
centred environments being designed to be experiential and interactive.
Welcome in a world of embodied experiences, (co-) production and
consumption of history by battlefield tourism!

1.1.2 Reading guide
“Warfare, a powerful agent of landscape change, is a
unique form of landscape disturbance in that it is often
larger in magnitude and size than other forms of
anthropogenic disturbance”(Hupy, 2008 p.405).
but “at some stage, peace does break out”(bourke, 2004
p.480): a post-conflict landscape is born. This chapter
kicks off with the personal fascination of the author
for the ‘reflective’ role of post-conflict landscapes for
addressing stories of war and peace (1.2-.3)

18

narration

aesthetics

anthropology

Landscape aesthetics
e.g. embodied experience,
(new) ritual engagement,
everyday landscape
interactions, shades of
sublime and design style

Landscape anthropology
e.g. local influence,
feedback aspects of human/
environment interactions,
entrepreneurship of the
designer, (new) socioeconomic cooperation

Landscape production
e.g. concerning
diversification of yield,
introducing (new
forms of ) biodiversity,
ecosystem analyses and
thermodynamical system
mapping

Landscape narration
e.g. design and
communication,
interpretation, meaning and
value, involvement of other
communicative expertise,
pervasive computing

and his academic and professional fascination for
the research angle ‘landscape Narratives’ within the
landscape architectural discipline.
after this, the recent narrative flourishing of the First
World War theme in relation to battlefield tourism will
be introduced (1.4-.5).
in chapter two, fascination makes place for frustration. a
critical view will be given on existing theory and methods
within the research angle of landscape Narrative design:
a provisional problem statement and research question
will be formulated.
chapter three is an introduction to the study area along
former Western Front: the transformation from conflict
into post-conflict in which the military inhabitants were
relieved by returning refugees, battlefield pilgrims and
-tourists. all shaping this same landscape.
in chapter four, the lansdcape Narrative research
angle meets todays Western Front. From a First person
perspective, fieldwork sessions on cemeteries, war
monuments, memorial parks and remnants of battle
will be evaluated with the mixed use of existing and new
methods.
step by step, the previously formulated problem
statement, purpose and ambition for the design phase
will become more clear, as well as the vast selection of
design tools which the landscape architect has to his
disposal.

it concludes with redefining ‘landscape Narratives’
and the choice for a design case: a region along todays
Western Front which meets the formulated ambition: the
‘1917’ cambrai region along the planned, but unfinished
project canal seine Nord europe - a temporal occasion
during the festivities and commemorative activities of the
worldwide 2014-2018 centenary.
chapter five starts therefore with a new dataset: a genius
loci dataset, which does not generalise the conflict to
a worldwide perspective, but is region-, and person
specific: we are going to test if the landscape narrative
design ‘tools’ allow the landscape to articulate (and
the individual visitor to interpret) the experience of
individual soldiers which inhabited and narrated this
region a century ago: their war.
The last chapter will reflect on the fusion of two
experiential storyworlds - the traveller now and the
witness-participant then - for a full-scale experience of
historic events in the spirit of remembrance.
an answer will be formulated on the contribution of
the chosen path in this thesis for innovation in the
entrenched research angle of landscape Narratives for the
academic and professional world.
The ‘ordinary’ pages which follow the story of research
and design are coded in ‘bleu horizon’ in this thesis.
conclusions, assumptions and considerations for
subsequent steps are marked in a deep red.
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1.2 Topic: landscape narratives
addressing war & peace themes

Landscape narration seems to be a fossilised research
angle, dealing with representation and symbolism rather
than reality, focusing on the past instead of looking
forward and serving an intellectual clientele rather than
serving the public interest.

The nature and quality standard of this thesis is above all
prompted and guarded by supervisors and chairgroup.
Not insignificant is the student his own freedom to
operate besides the rules of the game. Especially in topic
and case choice.

However, Wageningen is as well branded as the ‘City of Life
sciences’, as the ‘City of Liberation’.
The first scientific Peace Conference in Wageningen
on ‘Post Conflict, Cultural Heritage and Regional
Development’(peaceconference.eu, 2013), stressed the
ever-present necessity of addressing war and peace themes
in the development of post-conflict landscapes, heritage
and tourism.

According emeritus professor Koh, a final thesis for
the master program of Landscape Architecture at
Wageningen University, should generally answer to five
points (personal lecture notes, 2010):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

a global issue
a local implementation
legitimate, informed
creative design, innovative, visually attractive
eloquently written.

Not only by post-conflict reconstruction work but also
by landscape narrative design, landscape architects can
play their part in helping people to bear the burden of
bereavement and prevent the conflicts of the future:
landscapes and events as a reminder in case history tends
to repeat itself.

The Wageningen chairgroup of landscape architecture
‘aspires explicitly a leading role in the international
discussion on the landscape architecture of the
future’(van den Brink, 2010). A research agenda on
scientific renewal and transformation is therefore leading
and inspires MSc theses.
To strenghten the academic position of landscape
architecture, there is a need to ‘develop its methodoligical
repertoire’(Duchhart et al., 2013; Deming & Swaffield,
2011), mainly in the context of designing, which is the
core activity of the discipline.
A wide variety of design issues and research angles
contribute to this ambition, informed by integrating
knowledge from all departments and research institutes
at the Wageningen University, with emphasis on natural
and social sciences.

For this topic, landscape narration is not just a luxury,
but a necessity. When time passes, landscape is the ‘last
surviving witness of conflict’(Chielens et al., 2006).
I believe that landscape design needs continuous
innovation, to provide present generations with the
possibility to interact and identify themselves with the
past in a contemporary and meaningful way.
figure 1.3 - .5:
Liberation day in Wageningen,
ritual representation of
liberation: witnesses of
conflict, message of peace.
source: own collection

Informed and inspired by this academic context, the
twenty-first-century landscape architect works on
adaption strategies for depleting fossil resources, for
adapting to climate change, for feeding the world
population (9 billion people in 2040) and for the quality
of life in urban environments, since recently inhabited
with the majority of the world its population.
The research angle ‘landscape narration’, does not yet clearly
fit among the grand challenges of the coming century and the
ambition for innovation within landscape architecture.
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1.3 Fascination
1.3.1 Landscape Architects as
‘Spatial Storytellers’
In the basis, a story is an ‘accumulation of several events
which are in a way connected and interrelated’ (Oxford
dictionaries, 2013). The whole is more than the sum of
its parts, which makes storytelling a powerful way to
build up a meaningful message, like a message of peace.
Landscape architecture is a storytelling discipline;
landscape architects are able to make stories experiential
in landscape by providing visitors with down-to-earth
stimuli: sticks, stones and living material.
I am fascinated by the transition from the earthly
configuration of landscape to (divine) interpretation: how
can a meaningful message be structured in landscape?
Figure 1.2 to 1.4 show some of the clearest examples of
storytelling by landscape design:
the visitor circuits in estate Stourhead (Wiltshire), in a
memorial park for the First World War (Somme) and
through a nature development area (Drenthe).
All three landscapes are more or less constructed with the
same stimuli, including a winding path, but articulate
three totally different stories:

(1.2) Virgil’s Aeneid: Aeneas’s journey from Troy to his
founding of Rome (Woodbridge, 1970; Rogers, 2001)
- a client his personal, fictional story;
(1.3) ‘First of July’ narrative, in which the layout of
the park focuses “exclusively on a 30-minute military
action during a 50-month war” (Gough, 2004; p.235)
- a national, historical story;
(1.4) the experience of phases of natural succession
after the deliberate rising of groundwater tables
- a touristic, ecological story.

The given examples show three landscapes which are
ingeniously programmed to mediate a single fictional,
historical or ecological storyline, but might appear as
‘cartoons of meaning’(Krinke, 2005; p.17) to todays
visitor:
many story elements and sequences along the walk lost
their effectivity in stimulating thought and thinking and
fail to trigger the imposed associations. At least I became
illiterate.

22

1.3.2 The ‘Reader-Visitor’
producing meaning

Cerebral Cortex

In the previous page, the duality of storytelling by
landscape design was mentioned: configuration versus
interpretation, writing versus reading.
Research, earlier referred to as ‘research on design’, can
demonstrate to which extent these designed landscapes
still succeed or fail to communicate the story content
to the contemporary or future visitor. For example by
doing ethnography, participant observation, survey and
interviews among visitors.
However, knowledge generation by research on design
is not an objective in itself in this thesis. There is a need
to ‘develop the methodological repertoire of landscape
architecture’(Duchhart et al., 2013; Deming & Swaffield,
2011), mainly in the context of designing.

figure 1.9:
gray & white matter
responsible for interpreting
the exposure to sensory
stimuli in landscape
(artwork: Bodyworld expo)

So, instead of reflecting on existing efforts on storytelling
by landscape design, there is an increasing need for
methodology which generates new knowledge for future
designs. Innovation is, above all, the most important
research motivation.
In this context, designers are better served by a
methodological repertoire on activating individuals to
interpret their environment, than being able to label visitors
as literate or illiterate to traditionally designed storylands.
After all, deriving meaning out of landscape architectural
stimuli, ‘sticks, stones and living material’, happens in the
mind of the individual.
Acknowledging two-way communication between ‘teller’
and ‘reader’ in landscape is a humble starting point for
design which better fits myself, but more important landscape architecture, than the arrogance of an elitist
view or a nostalgic longing to a glorious past.
Especially regarding (thesis) topics which do not
necessary require the uplifting of certain personalities,
ideologies, regimes, triumphal or traumatic events.
Therefore, I embrace a paradigm shift in the emphasis from
representation to evocation; to both storyteller and reader.

figure 1.6 - .8: (left p.)
designing stories in
landscape: from earthly
configuration to divine
interpretation
2. Palladian bridge &
Pantheon, at Stourhead,
design by Henry Hoare &
Henry Flitcroft
(GB, 1753-56)
3. lawn of craters & trenches
at Beaumont Hamel
Newfoundland Memorial,
design by Dutch-born
Canadian Rudolf H.K.
Cochius (Fr, 1922)
4. duckboards through
wetland, at National Park
Dwingelderveld, designer
unknown (NL, 2006)
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1.4 Trend: experience, 			
interaction & temporal events
In the previous paragraph, a paradigm shift towards
bi-directional storytelling is mentioned as a humble
and possible starting point for innovation in the
methodological repertoire for landscape narrative design.
The necessity of this shift is not only cautiously indicated
within the academic discussion on narratological research
in general or landscape architecture in particular - more
about these discussions in the theory and methods
chapter.
Outside in the field is where this paradigm shift
increasingly manifests itself:
offering ways for individual interaction with conflict
and post-conflict heritage is an upcoming flagship in
battlefield tourism -pilgrimage. This tourist branche is
booming business and continues to develop and expand.
Only France hosts already at least 20 million visitors
a year (theguardinan.org, 2011) for its battle sites and
war history. The amount of war related museums in the
Netherlands grew from six between 1945 and 1980 to 28
in 1990 to 83 today (Somers, 2014).
Indicators for the shift from representation to evocation
are first of all indicated by new or recently refurbished
museums focussing on interactive, experiential
exhibitions which were, till recently, only associated with
the youth section.
In his recent dissertation on these phenomena, Erik
Somers (2014) mentioned that there seems to be a
growing demand to empathise with historical events and
even re-enact these events when time distances ourselves
from them, witnesses fade away and living memory
becomes history.
Another indicator for the shift is the rocketing number
of war-related, unofficial memorial sites and social
communities in the worldwide web.
The dynamic, informal and interactive character of
‘digital remembrance’(Hess, 2007) by vernacular
memorials “represents ‘space for action’ as well as
reflection and remembrance”(Madrell, 2012; p.50)
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A third indicator is the development and public
availability of application software for mobile devices for
interpretation of heritage and history with geo-referenced
battle- and trench maps, aerial imagery, and other
modelling, video and audio material for in the field.
These apps sometimes serve as an outside extension of
an exhibition inside a museum(i.e. Volkskrant, 2012
June 23rd) and sometimes as a component for a touristic
routing project or travel(-ling) exhibition.
All examples mentioned on these two pages, provide
three recurrent modes which elaborate on the visitors
demand to interpret conflict and post-conflict landscapes
for their own purposes and interest. Modes, for example,
1. to ‘experience’ the scenery of warfare, sometimes out
of morbid curiosity (Sharpley & Stone, 2009; Seaton
& Lennon, 2004) or nostalgia (Iles, 2006; Tarlow,
2005);
2. to ‘explore’ a person’s own (national or family)
history by visiting associated sites; and
3. to ‘share’ narratized (travel) memories with others.
(Bendix, 2002)
The indicators and events captured in page-filling images
and sound in this chapter are inspirational. For me,
these experiences proof that outside museums and the
digital world - in landscape - certain stimuli can excite
meaningful, uplifting, sometimes poignant and intense
narrative experiences. This due to personal or shared
interactivity with war and peace themes.
History can become living memory again, and temporarily
brought to life in the contemporary by events.
Unravelling such ‘magic moments’ and being able to
evoke them via landscape design might acquire some
features and phenomena which are unconventional for
landscape architectural design: walkers, planes and horses.
The legacy of the First World War is without exception
the perfect case.
Figure 1.10:
‘listening location’ of
Liberation Route Netherlands
at a 1944 Airborne landing
place. Incidental galop awakes
a literal sense of liberty.
Source: photo: own collection;
audio: liberationroute.com
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1.5

Theme: the living memory
of the First World War

... the popular memory of the Western Front is one of
“horror, pitty and pointless attrition”(Sheffield, 2002
p.5).

The First World War Centenary between 2014 and 2018
does not only mark the start, end and major events of the
war.

Despite depictions of the First World War as pointless,
the landscape “still possesses the capacity to evoke both
fascination as great emotion”(Wilson, 2009).

It also marks a hundred-year evolution of
commemorative spaces in post-conflict landscapes:
‘a process of selecting sites for building memorials,
grounding of ritual action in calendar, and a crucial stage
of transformation or disappearance’ (Winter, 1995),
simultaneously with passing generations.

The endless rows of headstones, names on memorials
‘To The Missing’ and the awareness of corroding and
leaching explosive and chemical munitions in the
subsoil (Hupy, 2008), are a seemingly inexhaustible and
omnipresent source able to provoke a strong narrative for
the understanding of conflict and post-conflict landscapes
in general.

Transformation happens by “frequent re-inscription of
meaning” (Gough, 2004), by ongoing digging up stories,
often literally, and developing ways to (re)interpret the
conflict and (re)telling history for contemporary public,
familial or personal purposes (Wilson, 2007).
In the media for instance, opportunities are being
seized to draw parallels between the First World War
and Europe its economical and political instability
today and parallels between the ‘chemists’ war’ and the
Syrian government, suspected of violating the Geneva
Protocol by employing Sarin gas on its citizens (news.
nationalgeographic.com, 2013).
These comparisons recall imagery of inhumane horror
and warnings for recurrence.
In contrast to heroic representations of the 1944-45
liberation earlier, the imprented sound of an allied
Dakota, veterans enjoying applause - the widely accepted
(and discussed) (Goebel, 2004)) narratives of the First
World War are primarily negative (Vieira, 2007).
No Man’s Land, continuous shelling, mud, rats feasting
on decaying corpses, shell shock, dirty men feeling
helpless, dead could drop from the dark (“as easily as song”
(Rosenberg, 1917))...
Figure 1.11 & .12:
ongoing digging, drawing
parallels: the narrative of the
First World War is everything
except closed.
Sources: 1.10: Reuters, 2013
1.11: own collection
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For the time being, the landscape of the Western Front is far
from a finished narrative ‘project’ and therefore a legitimate
case study for landscape narrative research and design.
Being able to research the theme as an objective observer,
‘unprejudiced’ is an authentic misconception (Denzin &
Lincoln, 2000): it is not possible to solely visit cemeteries
and battered forests in a drizzling rain, being unaffected
and without bumping into situations where imagination
runs wild.
“As soon as one is in, one is connected”
(Devlieger et al., 2008; p.638).
‘Unprejudiced’ should therefore refer to the state of mind
which makes the researcher-designer able to be bodily
and emotionally engaged with (designed) landscapes to
understand what it takes to lunge into a storyland, stick
to the storyline, attach meaning and take it home to
overthink. A premise which fascinates me.
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frustration

CHAPTER 2 - STATE OF THE ART
The late Latin word ‘narrativus’ means “telling a story” (oxford
dictionaries, 2013). The English noun ‘narrative’ is defined as “a spoken
or written account of connected events; a story” (oxford dictionaries,
2013). Both definitions include both the practice (or art) of telling and
the content of a story.
In the previous chapter, the field of landscape architecture was
introduced as a storytelling discipline, and ‘landscape narration’ as its
academic representative.
In the absence of a recent and elaborate reference work on the
theoretical fundaments of this research angle, this chapter will try to
critically review the full range of existing methodological repertoire on
storytelling by landscape design.

2.1 Narratology,

a transmedial & cross-disciplinary origin

Narratology, founded as an academic discipline in the sixties and seventies
(Ryan, 2006), presents narrative as an umbrella term:
“[Story] is independent of the techniques that bear it along”
(Claude Bremond, 1973)
And by this, the same storycontent can migrate freely from one medium to the
other (Herman, 2009). From book to painting to garden. Taken in mind that
some media are “born storytellers, but others suffer from serious handicaps”,
according to Marie-Laure Ryan (2006 p.4).
In his book ‘Reading for the plot - design and intention in narrative’, Peter
Brooks marks out that not only by the traditional manner of demarcation
‘once upon a time’, but even in a sudden change of tone, it is possible ‘to
recognize ‘the story’, evoke a desire for a plot, ‘even when its medium has been
changed’(Brooks, 1992 p.4). Summary:
story transcends language and genre;
the “experience of reading”(Brooks, 1992 p.47), is what binds them;
Narratology to rule them all.
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“The change in the wizard ’s
voice was astounding. Suddenly it became menacing,
powerful, harsh as stone.
A shadow seemed to pass
over the high sun, and the
porch for a moment grew
dark. All trembled, and the
Elves stopped their ears”
figure 2.2: narrative is the
overarching term for both
story and telling
(based on Potteiger &
Purinton,1998)

Narrative

Story (content)

events
characters
settings

Telling (expression
/medium)
structure/utterance

tale
game
dance
comic
cinema
history
tragedy
painting
landscape
news item
conversation
stained glass window

Ironically, narratological scholars fail to jointly narrate
their own theoretical history (Phelan & Rabinowitz,
2005), although an outsider, like a landscape architect,
nearly drowns in the produced volumes on the
discussion. A simplified version:
Ryan mentions that in the 30 years after the founding,
Narratology has “mainly developed as an investigation of
literary narrative fiction”(Ryan, 2006): literary theory and
-criticism of written books.
During this “heyday of structuralism”(Herman,
2009), scholars were concerned with the unemotional
categorisation and “identification of minimal narrative
units and paradigmatic structures”(Brooks, 1992) for
analysing stories: defining prototypical storylines, genres,
tropes.
During the last decades, narratology underwent a
‘cognitive turn’ (Fludernik in Phelan & Rabinowitz,
2005), in which not only text, but all interpretation
and sense making activities of human beings are studied
in cooperation with disciplines like psychology and
anthropology. According to cognitive narratologists,
stories function as a means for making sense of real-world
experience and ‘the self ’(Devlieger et al., 2008).
In a storyworld, the experience of ‘reading’ itself is part of the
articulation of experience in story.
This beautifully complements the origin of narratology
and the core activity of landscape narrative design.
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2.2 Landscape Narratives
two major contributions
There are two major contributions, which deal with
both the theory and the practice of telling stories in the
perspective of landscape design. Both were launched in
1998, nearly simultaneously, but still separately.
The writers of ‘Landscape Narratives’, Matthew Potteiger
and Jamie Purinton, are the founding fathers of the
generally employed definition of landscape narrative
design:
The two authors introduced the term ‘Landscape
narrative’ to cover both the content of the story and the
landscape which functions as a medium for telling. In
various ways, they say, stories ‘take place’(Potteiger &
Purinton, 1998) in landscape.
Ann Winston Spirn, professor of landscape architecture
and regional planning at MIT, launched her book
‘Language of Landscape’ in 1998. In this book, she draws
a comparison to language and literature for studying
landscapes: ‘landscapes can be composed as literature,
or become literature when we read our own stories into
them’(Spirn, 1998).
Spirn does mention the term ‘landscape narrative’, but
only to explain the difference between the stories which
landscape narrators tell about landscape (‘landscape
narratives’) and the stories which landscape architects tell,
in her words ‘landscape authors’, by shaping the physical
landscape directly.
Referring to story content, the examples of landscape
narrative landscape design, mentioned in the book
of Potteiger and Purinton, are generally focussed
on enhancing the local identity, a ‘sense of place’,
while the examples of Spirn are often devoted to an
ecological or environmental agenda and mainly personal
interpretations of landscape.
In the basis, Spirn, Potteiger and Purinton share two
statements:
1. landscape architecture is a storytelling discipline;
2. the analytical tools to research stories anchored in
ordinary (vernacular) landscapes, and the design tools
to design place and story, are one and the same. It
could be a method.
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figure 2.3:
‘Landscape Narratives design practices for telling
stories’; by Matthew Potteiger
and Jamie Purinton
landscape narrative refers to
both the story, what is told,
and the telling by means of
landscape.

figure 2.4
‘The Language of Landscape’;
by Ann Winston Spirn
landscapes can be read and
composed with the rules and
conventions from traditional
literature theory.

The chapter in ‘Language of Landscape’, which is about
codification, provides landscape architects more or less
with a method. Spirn labels features in landscapes as
specific ‘figures of speech’ or ‘rhetorical means’, borrowed
from linguistics, to recognize and employ the “figurative
qualities of landscape”(Spirn, 1998 p.216-239).
Referring back to the previous chapter about the history
of Narratology, Spirn can be identified as one of the last
Mohicans of ‘structuralism’, thanks to her emphasize on
language and written literary fiction and the urge to pull
apart a landscape or a landscape experience in minimal
narrative units.
Potteiger & Purinton however, do not pretend to
generate strict narrative laws. They note that “we come
to know a place because we know its stories”(Potteiger
& Purinton, 1998 p.6) For coming to know its stories,
and enhance them by design, landscape architects have to
understand the practices which are on the basis of it.

By this, Potteiger & Purinton introduce landscape
narratives, more explicit than Spirn, as a cognitive
construct, which corresponds to a post-structural
narratology. Although, they also mention certain figures
of speech: irony, metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche.

‘Practices’
(Potteiger & Purinton,
1998)

Centrally, Potteiger & Purinton elaborate on five
practices to anchor (hi-)story to their physical place
in landscape. They clearly signify these five as ‘cultural
practices’, because it goes beyond the sphere of
influence of design to “include daily life, rituals and
interpretation”(Potteiger & Purinton, 1998 p.73).
For designers, the task is to create ‘an ordering of event,
to control time and place and to create coherent sense of
closure’(Potteiger & Purinton, 1998 p.64): the experience
of reading.
Contributions from the Wageningen University:
At least three teams of (former) student-colleagues at the
Wageningen University showed effort and persistence to
combine the works of Potteiger & Purinton with Spirn
(and) by elaborating on each other’s thesis:
•

•
•

by combining the conceptual framework of Potteiger
& Purinton with the literary approach of Spirn
by introducing four story types, derived from epic
genres, to categorize the bulk of rhetorical means
and figures of speech: chronicle, report, memoirs and
novel (van der Westen & Westerink, 2006)
by testing and finetuning the storytypes for particular
design cases (van der Westen & Westerink, 2006;
Knoot & de Waal, 2009; van Schie & Wolters, 2013)
by developing methods to research only the visual
impact of rhetorical means and figures of speech in
the physical landscape (van Schie & Wolters, 2013)

On the one hand, these elaborations are valuable for
testing and visualising the codification system of Spirn,
which stays a complex exercise.
On the other hand, the efforts are again too exclusively
engaged in the identification of minimal narrative
units (‘34 rhetorical means and figures of speech’) and
paradigmatic structures (‘+4 storytypes’) and therefore
neglecting the plot-like temporal en spatial dynamics
which shape narratives by experience. The cognitive
approach of Potteiger and Purinton is mentioned but
subsequently and systematically neglected.

1. Naming
2. Sequenzing
3. Revealing &
Concealing
4. Gathering
5. Opening
Figures of speech
(van Schie & Wolters,
2013):
Placement
Framing
Contrast
Exaggeration
Distortion
Alliteration
Echoism
Assonance
Parallelism
Epanaphora
Epanalepsis
Climax
Anticlimax
Anachronism
Prochronism
Anachorism
Anastrophe
Synecdoche
Metonymy
Personification
Euphemism
Conceit
literature
Allegory
& language Cliché
Antithesis
Narratology
Oxymoron
Antiphrasis
Litotes
?
figure 2.5:
Meiosis
written literary fiction
Landscape Design
Dramatic irony
casting its shadow on a
Apostrophe
field of study that originally
Aposiopesis
transcends discipline and
Exclamation
media
Interrogation
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2.3 Landscape Narratives
‘reality is broken’

The two books discussed in the previous subparagraphs
proved to be inspiring for already 16 years.
Nevertheless, in this twenty-first century, the persistent
role of Narratology and literature theory in the
development of the academic, methodological repertoire
of landscape narrative design is on stake.
In his farewell address at the Wageningen University
on 20 May 2013, professor Emeritus of Landscape
Architecture Jusuck Koh pointed out that the “language
we use influences the way we think. The representations
we employ influence and bias the outcome and
evaluation of design”(Koh, 2013).

3.3.1 ‘Old media’:
Regarding narrative design during the course of history,
landscape- and landscape architectural theorist did
not only borrow a literature approach to design, but
contracted the whole range of available narrative media in
landscape architecture.
Aside from content, these media are used literally as
models for landscape design projects. For example, by
using compositional conventions and features learned
from painting. In front of the spectator, message and
meaning is intended to flow naturally from painting to
landscape. (Crandell, 1993; Hunt & Conan, 2002)
Some examples of representations:
•
•

Landscape as painting (Crandell, 1993);
Landscape as poetry (Rogers, 2001; Koh, 2013);

•
•
•
•

Landscape as theatre (Rogers, 2001);
Landscape as dancing (de Jong et al., 2008);
Landscape as travel writing (Rogers, 2001);
Landscape as language (Spirn, 1998)

The words of professor Koh and the (incomplete) list of
alternative representations, made me realize four things:
1. with a narrative approach, landscape architects
have never worked directly with reality. The list
of old media can be considered as representations
of representation: “double representation”(Koh,
2013). After all, landscape can never become canvas,
paperback or rhyme;
2. preference for a certain product of design can lead
to a biased choice for a matching representation.
Exclusively choosing and using an individual
medium, like language, excludes the narrative
potential of other representations, taken in
consideration that “some are born storytellers, others
suffer from serious handicaps”(Ryan, 2006);
3. a narrative approach to landscape design should
always be transmedial and transdisciplinary,
because in paragraph 2.1 it was mentioned that
story is “independent of the techniques that bear it
along”(Bremond, 1973 p.12). Therefore, literature
is just one of the valid options since ‘Language of
Landscape’ came on the market in 1998;
4. for me, it is frustrating that the methodological
narrative repertoire of landscape architecture
is generally outdated and, if employed today,
considered as ‘artisan’, at best as ‘contemporary’ or
‘artistic’, but not often as an ‘innovative’ blueprint
for exploring the theoretical and methodological
foundations of landscape narrative design.
A recent example to point four is the helophyte park
‘Huize Moerenburg’ in Tilburg (NL).

figure 2.6:
Moerenburg (NL) landscape narrative design
is not exclusively concerned
with a language-based
approach
source: platformvoer.nl
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Architectural- and water features in this park are quite
literally representing a painting of the gone estate from
1700 - in distorted perspective:

On the scene, new models for landscape design appear:

a wink to Koh his double representations; for Potteiger &
Purinton it links to the design practice of ‘revealing’
and the figure of speech ‘litotes’ for Spirn. A perfect
example of 20th century Landscape Narrative design.

•
•
•

3.3.2 ‘New media’:

As a certain ‘digital climax’ in this list, Roel Theunissen
showed in this recent thesis “Dynamic Landscape
Sensations”(2013), that the landscapes we inhabit and
visit can be transformed from ‘passive, analog spaces into
intelligent entities which interact with you and respond
to you - by computer technology’(Theunissen, 2013).

Times have changed since the turn of the century.
The exponential growth of information technology,
digital network technology and their mobile applications
lead to the rapid torning down of the walls between
representation and reality “where the physical and virtual
worlds meet”(McGonical, 2011).
In her book, ‘Reality is Broken’, Jane McGonical (2011)
takes a stand for integrating games more closely into our
everyday lives, ‘to solve bigger real-world problems’. She
observes:
for education and entertainment, narrative centred
environments are becoming highly interactive, immersive
and collective.

•

Landscape as multimedia game
(Admiraal et al., 2009);
Landscape as augmented reality (ted.com, 2010);
Landscape as video (Girot &Wolf, 2010);
Landscape as pervasive computing
(Theunissen, 2013; Roosegaarde et al., 2011)

The comparison with ‘Landscape Narratives’ remained
untapped in the study, so here there is one: virtual reality
eventually becomes physical reality, but in the end it is
still a landscape narrative: there is a storycontent and
there is a way of telling. It is only computer mediated.
figure 2.7:
design proposal for ‘pervasive
computing’ by Theunissen
(2013): a visual and tactile
sensation of a play between
three sources of energy
(content)

the thin tubes
autonoumously bend and
change from transparent to
opaque, responding to the
flows of wind and water and
the movements of visitor
(telling)
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figure 2.8
torning down the walls
between representation
and reality at the 100th
anniversary of the Titanic
catastrophe:

a lifesize projection on an
arctic iceberg by light artist
Gerry Hofstetter (source:
hofstetter-marketing.com,
2013)
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2.4 Landscape Narratives
a pragmatic stance

According to the previous paragraph, it seems like the
research angle landscape narrative design entered a pivotal
point in its methodological and theoretical development.
The seasoned research angle might wish to adopt new
media within their repertoire, like mentioned by the
concluding words on pervasive computing. Though,
new media is not necessarily in need of the codification
systems of the old media to represent message and
meaning in present landscape:
new media can trust on techniques which literally evoke
stories to happen in front of the eyes. This instead of
representing them via circumlocutory mental decoding
processes via ‘practices’, symbols, metaphors etcetera.

This is a pragmatic stance, which matches the field of
Narratology which was “conceived as a field of study that
transcends disciplines and media”(Ryan, 2006).
Pragmatism is therefore the most obvious stance, not only
to gain a comprehensive approach to landscape narrative
design, but also to investigate the theme of this thesis:
the existing legacy of the First World War demands
practicing intellectual eclecticism: the 100th anniversary
of the First World War marks a century of (re-)telling
history and memory by a wide range of media. New
media will without a doubt continue doing so, all in their
way altering the narratives of conflict.
Just like the Titanic movie, which altered the narrative of
the catastrophe into an epic romantic disaster.

A statement against this old-new dichotomy, is that
the potential and availability of (computer) technology
is not per definition an excuse to throw overboard the
traditional representational forms and label them as
redundant.
As argumented in 3.3.1, point two, the use of an
individual medium or representative form, old or
new, will bias and limit the outcome of design and the
narrative potential of landscape in total.
So, the subdivision between old and new media in
the previous paragraph does not necessarily imply a
revolution in the landscape architectural methodological
repertoire. It can be seen as just a chance to design,
by chance, a little bit more directly with reality, as
argumented in point one in the previous paragraph.

figure 2.9: (right page)
to a more comprehensive
approach to Landscape
Narratives, relevant for
battlefield tourism.
original scheme in grey by:
Van der Westen & Westerink
(2006)
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2.5 This research

2.5.2 Purpose

2.5.1 Problem statement
on theory & methods

The purpose of this thesis is to embrace the trend from
representation to evocation, and to reposition the study
of landscape narrative design on the transmedial and
cross-disciplinary track.

Practice teaches us that for commemoration,
education and entertainment purposes, narrative centred
environments are becoming highly interactive, immersive
and collective.
In chapter one, I mentioned a paradigm shift to bidirectional storytelling which also emphasizes the role of
the reader, from representation to evocation, as a starting
point for innovation in the methodological repertoire
of Landscape Architecture regarding landscape narrative
design.
However, I remarked that recent theoretical and
methodological efforts on designing such narrative
centred environments, are too exclusively engaged
with the identification of minimal narrative units and
paradigmatic structures borrowed from structuralist
(traditional) narratology.
Thereby, plot-like temporal and spatial dynamics in
landscape, which shape narratives by experience and
interaction (the ‘experience of reading’) are neglected.
Therefore, methodology on landscape narrative design
is deficient and does not do justice to landscapes which
possess the capacity to evoke both fascination as great
emotion and which memory and (his)story knows no
narrative closure: post-conflict landscapes.

Truth is what works at the time, each method that is
available to understand and solve the research problem
will be used. Therefore, this approach matches also a
Pragmatic Worldview (Creswell, 2009)
This research aims to explore a communicable, analytical
method to recollect and episodically map experienced
story events in landscape, both vernacular and designed,
from a first-person perspective, and which is directly
inspirational for landscape design purposes.
A testcase along the former Western Front of the First
World War is sought to design experienceable stories in
landscape which makes the individual visitor able to be
bodily and emotionally engaged with historic events of
the First World War.

2.5.3 Research Question
How can a pragmatic approach to Landscape Narratives,
contribute to designing experienceable stories
in the Unknown Landscapes of the First World War?
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from conflict- to post-conflict landscape

CHAPTER 3 - Unknown & No Man’s
“The Western Front encompassed two great braided rivers of men and
materiel. Between the armies’ front-line trenches lay no-man’s-land,
a territory controlled not by either side but by chaos.
The sights, sounds, and taste of death formed its most conspicuous features.
It was not meant to be part of the human experience - it was truly no man’s.
Still, this most inhuman place was a human creation.”

(Helphand, 2006 p.27)

Defining the Great War battlefields, especially the Western Front, is an
ongoing obsession in scientific literature and popular media. Since the
outbreak of the war, narrators have been trying to outmarch each other
in phrasing the scale of destruction of land and life between 1914 and
1918.
The ‘struggle to communicate the unimaginable and horror’ with
language and metaphor (Helphand, 2006), rhetoric (Sheftall, 2009),
image and form (Winter, 1995), carries through in the mediation of
this story in the battlefield landscape of today. This chapter aims to
explore to what extent this ran aground.

3.1

Conceptualising todays Western Front

Landscape and legacy of the First World War are claimed by a wide variety
of specialisms including anthropology (e.g. Saunders, 2004), (military-,
art-, cultural-) history, tourism studies (e.g. Sharpley & Stone, 2009a),
architecture (e.g. Geurst, 2010), garden- & landscape architecture (Helphand,
2006), (cultural) geography (Hupy & Koehler, 2011), heritage studies and
archaeology (Robertshaw & Kenyon, 2008).
Increasingly, there are calls and attempts for less sentimentality (Wilson,
2009), but also for more interdisciplinary responses to the interweaving of past
and present: how the conflict should be remembered and studied within the
sense of trauma still felt in society. Todays Western Front as interdisciplinary
object of research is conceptualised by anthropologists Nicholas J. Saunders in
his contribution ‘Material Culture & Conflict: The Great war 1914-2003.
According to him, and referring to the list on the right of this page, ‘all of
these landscapes occupy the same physical place”(Saunders, 2004 p.8). The last
shot fired did not turn the Western Front in a “single historical entity, nor a
fossilisation of four years of war”(Saunders, 2004 p.8)
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Todays Western Front:
• “industrialized
slaughter houses,
• vast tombs for ‘the
missing’,
• places for returning
refugees and contested
reconstruction,
• popular tourist
destinations
• locations of memorials
and pilgrimage,
• sites for archaeological
research and cultural
heritage development,
• and as still deadly places
full of unexploded shells
and bombs”  
(Saunders, 2001a p.37)

3.1.1 Lieux de mémoire vs
Milieux de mémoire
Noteworthy are the differences and similarities between
the second- or third-hand accounts of a war-torn world
by landscape architecture professor Kenneth I. Helphand
and the writing of Saunders who builds on multiple
publications.
The Western Front then: spatially continuous (rivers), but
entrenched and unclaimed, inhumane but human-created
and above all: a multi-sensory experience. Chaos, dead.
The Western Front today: spatially fragmented (places,
locations, destinations), in a way sacred, but most
important: a multi-layered meaning, claimed and
contested. Conceptual chaos, but still deadly.
Remarking on this quick and dirty comparison, there is
a switch noticeable from the main focus on individual
experience to group interpretation. More about this in
the next paragraph.
Referring to the Westfront means referring to landscape
‘then’, not now. It is claimed that what exist now are
merely ‘lieux de mémoire, sites of memory, because there
are no longer milieux de mémoire, real environments of
memory”(Nora, 1989; Winter, 1995; Gough, 2004).
Milieux de mémoire:
After the war, tourists and veterans from all parts of the

world rushed back to the scenes of battle “to satisfy
a morbid curiosity” before it was gone (Sharpley &
Stone, 2009a). The First World War “ruined the ideas of
ruins”(Dyer, 2012): the returning refugees and pilgrims
encountered a “countryside of former places, missing
woods and obliterated villages”(Iles, 2006), “littered with
war refuse and unspent ammunition”(Shepheard, 1997).
The period 1918 to 1935 stands for the period of “La
Grande Reconstruction”(Clout, 2010): the chaos has
been thoroughly replaced by reconstituted farmland and
by repaired or reconstructed buildings. 333 million cubic
metres of trench had to be backfilled, barbed wire covered
an estimated 375 million square metres.(Clout, 1996).
For some regions, like the Verdun battlefields, any
plans for restoration were abandoned, villages were
never rebuilt and agricultural land never reploughed.
These ‘zones rouges’ were too dangerous for public
access and later re-planted with forest.(Hupy, 2011) In
the Champagne area, large stretches of battlefield were
transformed into military training grounds (e.g. Camp
Suippes), concealing the remnants of peasant life.
To conclude this short history of the milieux de mémoire
in the first half of the 20th century: the war wiped away
the pré-1914 landscape, but the reconstruction wiped
away the landscape of war or covered it in forests. In its
own way, ‘la Grande Reconstruction’, “a replica of its
medieval self ”(Saunders, 2004 p.12), spatially marks the
environments of memory.
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Lieux de mémoire:
Since the beginning of the war, both sides of noman’s land were responsible for erecting (un)official
monuments, tending hastily dug battlefield graves,
overfull cemeteries and even trenchgardens (Helphand,
2006). Most of it decayed, was destroyed in later battle,
looted and cemeteries were reconfigured after the war.
During the interbellum, “as the pilgrims passed through
the devastated landscape, they left behind vast numbers
of stone markers, obelisks, monuments and memorial
detritus”(Gough, 2006).
At the British side in 1917, the architects Edwin Luytens,
Herbert Baker, and later Reginald Blomfield and Charles
Holden, were approached to be the principal architects
for the design of permanent war cemeteries and future
war monuments for the recently founded Imperial War
Grave Commission (Geurst, 2010).
During his first visit to the battlefields, Lutyens wrote to
his wife: “the question is so big, so wide that the most
one can do is to generalize”(Geurst, 2010). More than
half a million soldiers from the British empire lost their
life in Belgium and France, are buried or have no known
grave. Todays Western Front landscape is dotted with
about a thousand commonwealth cemeteries.

f igure 3.2

“It is utterly impossible to
locate the site of a street or
house. The only remaming
landmarks are the pond
and the cemetery—the
latter considerably
enlarged by the addition of
numerous German graves.
Everywhere else nothing is
to be seen, except heaps of
stones and rubbish, beams,
scrap-iron, and débris of all
kinds.
At Montauban Church turn
to the right. On leaving the
village take the road
on the left to Carnoy”
caption photo: “Montauban,
where the church stood ”..
(not printed here)
Source; Michelin Guide to
the Somme Volume 1, p.6364 (1919)
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figure 3.2
panorama over the barren
Champagne landscape in
1925, from the top of the
Navarin memorial:
lieux meets milieux
source: D. Lauder,
greatwarphotos.com, 2012

Less visually dominant are the cemeteries, ossuaries and
necropoles of other involved nations: consequences of
other burial habits, budgets or choices for concentration
or repatriation of their dead. In 1954, for example, it was
decided that all remaining ‘ehrenfriedhöfe’, ‘ehrenteilen’,
‘gemeindefriedhöfe’ and ‘geländegräbern’ should be
concentrated on bigger german cemeteries. (Volksbund
Deutsche Kriegsgräberfürsorge, 2014) In the province
West-Flanders, four German cemeteries remain of the
hundreds which have been present.
Pierre Nora describes his concept ‘sites of memory’, ‘lieux
de mémoire’ as “privileged memory that has retreated
to jealously protected enclaves”(Nora, 1989 p.12).
Understood as a ‘place, ‘site’ or ‘loci’, these enclaves
‘signify the physical articulation of the past. They are sites
of representation’.(Trigg, 2012 p.78)
Regarding the theme of the First World War, historian
Jay Winter presents sites of memory concurrently as
‘sites of mourning, to explore the experience of loss and
the search for meaning in all combatant countries”: the
“universality of bereavement”(Winter, 1995 p.10)

3.1.2 Reflecting on literature study
Literature fom a wide variety of scientific specialisms
presents us a huge contradiction: the contradiction
between the actual events which took place in the
landscape of the Western Front, ‘the unimaginable and
horror’, and what part of history is being told in this
landscape today: the sad ending of the story and the
process of recovery.

Wageningen University

Arnhem

This contradiction on ‘storycontent’ is not per definition
presented as a problem, but rather the result of the
considerations and choices which are made after the
ending of the First World War. Life goes true.
But the image of todays Western front, as sketched out
by the literature study in the previous pages, is not per
definition complete.

Nijmegen

In any case, this sketched image does not satisfy my
expectations, which are explained in detail in chapter
1.5 and 2.4: in landscape, there is a demand and struggle
to communicate the (in)human experience of historic
events, but the traditional codification systems, which are
used to mediate loss, are not sufficient.
Besides this, the sketched image does not join my
personal observations of comparable post-conflict
landscapes: the beaches of Normandy or closer to
home: the landing sites of the 1944 Operation Market
Garden around the Dutch city of Arnhem, which offer
both: understanding and re-experience of events in
landscape and museum, intermingled with the official
commemorative acts at cemeteries and monuments and
an ongoing digging up of stories, bodies and remnants.
Winter uncovers the crux of the problem of studying
todays western front: sites are often studied from a
national perspective and very limited in a comparative
way. Historians conceptualising todays western front,
including Winter, end up in wooly and generalising
language, while it starts to be interesting when compared
in all its complexity: spatially, and then experientially: by
visitation.

figure 3.3-.5:
a comparable landscape?:
the liberation route ending
near Arnhem: sites of
memory and mourning
marking events, but also a
landscape which continues
to provide (uncomfortable)
glimpses of Operation
Market Garden in 1944.

The next paragraphs are a start-up to this, which is called
a method of arm-chair travelling. But first, the target
group: the Western Front traveller will be defined to
explore ‘the interaction of the individual tourist within
the tourism system’(Larsen, 2007).
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3.2

The Western Front traveller,
pilgrim nor tourist

This paragraph involves the quest for a coherent
definition of the Western Front traveller for the
application in a landscape design, which turns out to be
incoherent.
Battlefield visitation and particularly the visiting of First
World War battlefields, has always been associated with
religious pilgrimage: for many from all over the world,
grave visitation ment and means a lengthy journey.
Pilgrimage could be described as “a journey resulting
from religious causes, externally to a holy site,
and internally for spiritual purposes and internal
understanding”(Barber, 1993)
During the Interbellum:
Between the two world wars, during the interbellum,
the division between two groups of visitors was clear:
a group of visitors ‘motivated by general interest and
leisure aspects’(Winter, 2011) was overshadowed by
the enormous community of bereaved who came to the
Western Front to grief individually or attend at escorted
(mass) group tours and the unveiling ceremonies of the
national monuments: the (ultra)highlights.
According to Lloyd (1998), three strictly differentiated
groups of visitors existed between 1919 and 1939, based
on their motivation.
• the “traveller”, who is truly interested and really
appreciates the significance and meaning of
battlefield or memorial.
• the “tourist”, who is not much interested and
considers the battlefield or memorial as ‘just another
sight’. Lloyd classificates tourists as “nonfeeling”
travellers, who are involved in “improper behaviour”
• the “pilgrim”, who experiences and expresses certain
kind of emotional, mental, or religious feelings
(Lloyd, 1998)

figure 3.6 & .7
Inside & outside the Ulster
Tower Memorial (Somme)
Site of pilgrimage or leisure
tourism?
source: own collection

Two forms of visitation:
pilgrimage, the focus being
on the spiritual value of
visiting memorials and
graves. Types:
•
•
•
•

widows, veterans and
immediate family
Second and third
generations
family history (as a
hobby)
public grief (as support of
the bereaved)

battlefield tour, travel to
understand what happened
and why”. Types:
•
•

•
•
•

veterans
leisure visitors (including
re-enactors or living
history enthusiasts,
collectors, preservationists)

educational visits
visits by the Armed
forces (for training and
study)
peace visits

source: ‘The darker side of
travel (2009), Sharply &
Stone p.191-200
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After the Second World War:
During and after the Second World War, the public
interest in the First World War declined and less and
less battlefield pilgrims were seen at the Western Front.
German visitors avoided the Western Front while
German veterans and their relatives were common
visitors during the interbellum.
The eighties and particularly the nineties have seen a
renewal of interest and battlefield visitation (Scates,
2002). The wildest estimations could not predict
explosion in popularity during this First World War
centenary between 2014 and 2018. And probably the
years after.
Trend of dedifferentiation:
In 2011, Caroline Winter published her study about
battlefield visitor motivations and characteristics to
provide some empirical clarity with respect to the
pilgrim-tourist debate. For this, a sample of international
visitors to the city of Ypres in Belgium was measured.
She encountered that the majority of the battlefield
visitors are tourists which are ‘surprisingly’ not alike
Lloyd his nonfeeling and improper zombie-tourists, but
share characteristics with secular pilgrims. Similarly, the
pilgrims exhibit many of the characteristics of tourists.
In the volume, “The darker side of travel”, two forms
of visitation of battlefields and war memorials from
the British perspective are distinguished by Frank
Baldwin and Richard Sharpley(2009), as listed on the
previous page. They suggest that “distinction between
battlefield pilgrimage and tourism is blurred in practice”
(Sharply&Stone, 2009)
This trend in tourism research, probably not a trend
in reality, is one of dedifferentiation: post-modern
(battlefield) travelers have the tendency to mix pilgrimage
and tourism in their trips. (Collins-Kreiner, 2010;
Baldwin & Sharply, 2009; Winter, 2011). Besides this,
contemporary travelers have the tendency not to view
themselves as pilgrim (Winter, 2011a+b), nor as typical
tourists (Prebensen et al., 2003), but highly individual.
The visitor of the Western front is truly Unknown.

figure 3.8 & .9 (up)
commercial battlefield
tour operators providing
visitors with a comfortable,
controlled experience.
Serious tourism or a
medieval exploitation of
senior pilgrims?
sources: own collection

figure 3.10
the author, involved in
improper behaviour on Blanc
Mont American Memorial.
Or is he reenacting the
peaceful 1915 ‘Christmas
truce’ soccer game between
friend and foe in no-man’s
land? sources: own collection

Concluding:
It is clear that the quest for a coherent, broadly shared
definition or differentiation of the Western Front traveller
is problematic and a waste of time. But there are other
lessons to be learned.
Seemingly, there are moments in time and space when
individual visitors switch from tourist to pilgrim and vice
versa. This ‘switch’ might be part of the ‘experience of
reading’ (see chapter two).
Landscape narrative design and research on design might
enhance and uncover this process as it links with the
cognitive turn in (landscape) narratology with the focus
on the individual making sense of experience.
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figure 3.11
crop of a standardised,
1:2000 British trenchmap
in preparation of the Battle
of Cambrai, 1917. Both
British and German trenches
are marked with solid lines.
Dotted in red are belts of
barbed wire of the German
Siegfried Stellung which
total width is not visible on
this map. Source: library.
mcmaster.ca , 2014
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figure 3.12
example of the growing,
digital dataset of todays
Western Front with Google
Earth

3.3

Armchair travelling

A device is considered as ‘mnemonic’ because of its
ability to ‘aid memory’(Frederickson et al., 2003).

Something simple as a collection and typology of
(all) sites of memory and mourning on a map, crossboundary, does not exist outside tourist brochures and
(surprisingly detailed) websites of battlefield fanatics.
The challenge of the contemporary landscape along
the former Western Front is the geographical scale
(+650km in length) in combination with the quantity
of individual sites, which manifest themselves in many
guises and scales.
Only in the province West-Flanders, which covers the
first 10% in length of the frontzone, already 1331
relics have been inventarised (VIOE, 2005), from
road-markings to underground shelters, including
49 main touristical attractions (Westtoer, 2008) - an
amount which is rapidly growing due to the Great
War Centenary and renewed interest.
Dealing with such a scale, quantity and complexity in
the range of ‘attractions’ is overwhelming, but in the
basis not unknown to landscape architectural research
and design. Fragmentation and generalisation is a way
to deal with complexity: to get grip on ‘bulk.
On the basis of this chapter is the creation of a
‘growing’ spatial dataset for gradually getting grip on
the contemporary landscape along the former Western
Front and its related sites: a mnemonic device.

Geo-information tools, like Google earth, offer quick
possibilities to create such devices and allow to add
‘layers’ of information to maps and to zoom-in and out.
Mnemonic Device for armchair travelling:
• .kmz file included in the Appendix on DVD;
• downloaded input: Commonwealth
Wargrave Commission, Volksbund Deutsche
Kriegsgräberfürsorg, L’Atlas de Nécropoles;
• manual input: site, info & georeference - from variety
of public sources (veteran organisations, local and
regional tourism- & heritage organisations, battlefield
fanatics, the author his personal wanderings.
Available time, resources, scattered supply of data and
personal unfamiliarity of the author with the subject
matter in the preparation phase, made it an impossible
task to pursuit a complete inventarisation of sites along
the frontzone.
Benefits include that unfinished datasets and preliminary
results become adaptable, communicable and presentable.
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figure 3.14
Todays Western Front
encompasses a meandering
river of cemeteries, relics,
musea and monuments
for particular battles and
missing casualties, from the
Belgian coast to the Alps.
Source: google earth
Traces of dead follow the
nuances of the frontline,
sudden outbursts of
violence, the vicinity of
railway lines or shipping
locations which never were
reached

Todays visitable sites along the Western Front are divers
from origin (from Canada to South-Africa), but have
certain recurrent features which can be considered as
the basic feature of a site itself or as the components
of a modulair design of a site. Often those are more
complex and extensive sites or territories. Like the
Chemin des Dames on the previous page, which can
be considered as an enumeration of its parts.
Furthermore, there is a certain gradation noticeable,
mostly archieved by general popularity, reputation,
complexity, monumentality and the scale of the site.
This ‘logic’ of todays Western front has found its
origin mainly during the interbellum. Later additions
after the second world war and more recently due
to the 90th and 100th anniversary, are in most cases
additions or modifications of existing sites.
Marked in yellow are sites which are visited by
hundred thousands to a million visitors per year.
These national icons obtained an universal glamor
and became directly related with probably the most
notorious battlefields: Ypres(4), Passchendaele(5),
Vimy(6), the Somme(8,9), Verdun(21).
On a certain distance from the concentrations of
these icons, visitors seem to dissapear from landscape.
Even during peak season, travelers might encounter
deserted but impressive memorial parks. Such sites are
certainly not (landscape-)architectural inferior and
their historical context of battles not less notorious
than their well visited counterparts. An example is the
case study of this thesis: the Cambrai battlefields are
one of the best documented, but least visited regions.
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Second category sites are not strictly the prime national
sites of memory and mourning, but often secondary
memorials or sites with remnants of war which have
remained essential components of touristic circuits and
pilgrim trails since 1918.
An example is the ‘Pool of Peace’ on the Messines Ridge,
a 80m wide minecrater which is never backfilled due to
its ‘peaceful’ appearance. The same counts for the ‘villages
detruit’ in the forests of Verdun, part of the visitor circuit
with Douaumont ossuary (20) in its centre.
As focal points of national pilgrimage trails, ‘via dolorosa’,
are the submemorials of, for example, Canada (St. Julian,
Hill 62, Bourlon Wood etc.) or the Commonwealth
Monuments to the Missing (Ploegsteert, Louverval, Loos,
Haucourt, Neuve Chapelle (India) etc.)
All other sites or features are only visited out of impulse
or with a specific reason. Those are the scattered
cemeteries, demarcations, remnants, musea and
monuments along the road which remind visitors they
are still traveling the Western Front.
A classification:
A
Western Front highlights (>22)
A1
Western Front ultra highlight (>6) universal icons
B
Commonly visited WW1 sites (+/- a hundred)
C
Sites to ‘pass by’ (thousands)

Sites of Memory & Mourning with A-classification:
1. 1938
King Albert Memorial
2. 1930&1962 Yser Memorial
3. 1932
Trauerndes Elternpaar (s. friedhof Vladslo)
4. 1927
Meningate Memorial to the Missing (Ypres)
5. 1927
Tyne Cot Memorial to the Missing
6. 1936
Vimy Ridge Canadian Memorial
7. >1920
Nécropole Notre-dame de Lorette (*near Vimy)
8. 1932
Thiepval Memorial to the Missing
9. 1925
Beaumont Hamel Newfoundland Memorial
10. 1926
Delville Wood South-African Memorial
11. 1938
Villers-Bretonneux Australian Memorial
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The solid, red line follows the more or less
fixed frontline and no-man’s land during
the entrenched period in 1915 and 1916.
The furthest, German advance in France,
during the invasion and German Spring
Offensive in 1918, is marked with a dotted
line. The furthest advance of the allies
through Belgium and into Germany is not
marked in this map.

Big dots represent the main Sites of
Memory and Mourning of the First World
War; the small dots the war cemeteries
of all nationalities, scattered throughout
todays (reconstructed) landscape of Western
Europe.

The nontransparant, forested zones in the
east represent todays forests located in the
zones which were totally devastated at the
end of war: both subsurface and surface are
permanently scarred by battle on a large
scale.
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On this page, we zoom in on a fieldwork
session along the Chemin des Dames: a
heavily fought ridge throughout the war,
which can now be considered as a day
program for battlefield visitation.

B

C
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Outside the protected, touristic enclaves,
strange things happen.
The dark areas and beyond offer ‘glimpses’
of the milieux de mémoire on a daily basis
- real environments of memory: incidental
events which reach the news even more
incidentally:

after 1919, wars are still being fought on
the old battlefields, new cemeteries are
still being built and the war still makes its
victims.
In this 21th century, many people are
involved with this war on a daily basis:
démineurs, farmers, filmmakers, forensic
experts, archaeologists, construction
workers, foresters & locals.
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figures pg. 59 (numbers via scheme next page)
1. interview director Jan Matthys on an icy filmset of tv
serie ‘In Vlaamse Velden’;
screenshot 3.00min.: http://cobra.be/cm/cobra/
videozone/rubriek/film-videozone/140109-mv-invlaamse
velden?playlist=7.39718 (2014).
2&10: reconstruction warscape at filmset Steven
Spielberg ‘Warhorse’;
source: unknown (2012).
3: farmer lost his life during ploughing, Ypres;
source: unknown (2012).
4. excavation munition dump, Westhoek; ]
source: http://www.forumeerstewereldoorlog.nl/
viewtopic.php?t=2216&start=350&sid=e8c520cdcebb1c
60bc5ac6f3a5df8cf4 (2014).
5. cleanup naval mines of North Sea Barrage;
source: http://www.defensie.nl (2013)
see map last page of this report.
6. two casualties by granate First World War during
construction work, 19th March 2014 Ypres;
screenshot 0.00min.: http://nos.nl/video/625419-tweedoden-door-granaat-eerste-wereldoorlog.html (2014).
7. WW2 bulletholes in WW1 monument,
at Villers-Bretonneux;
source: own collection (2012).
8. discovery Stollen 10d German Tunnel in 2008, the
Somme;
source: http://www.durandgroup.org.uk/somme%20
stollen%2010d.html (2014).
9. explosives in munition dump near the coast of
Knokke-Heist turns out to be all filled with toxic gas
November 8th 2013;
source: http://deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/regio/
westvlaanderen/1.1774060 (2013).
11. filmset tv serie ‘In Vlaamse Velden’ publicly visitable
in 2013;
source: http://geocass.wordpress.com/2013/04/19/teamessex-trip-to-brugge/ (2014).
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12. Discovery British training trenches WW1, March
7th 2014 Portsmouth;
source: http://nos.nl/artikel/620150-brits-oefenterreinwo-i-herontdekt.html (2014).
13. a new cemetery is built after discovery mass graves in
2009: Pheasant Wood Cemetery Fromelles;
source: http://servicepersonnelandveteransagency.
blogspot.nl/2010_07_01_archive.html (2012).
14. discovery of ‘last’ fieldgrave from 1917, photograph
by Michael St Maur Shei (2011);
source: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/
article-2058917/Remembrance-Day-2011-Hauntingpictures-Great-Wars-battlefields.html (2013).
15. caption: “Israeli shelling has caused heavy damage
to the Commonwealth war graves in Gaza City, where
British and Australian soldiers were buried after dying in
the First World War”, 20th January 2009;
source: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/
middleeast/israel/4299569/Israel-shelled-UK-war-gravesin-Gaza.html (2013).
16. Dutch Royal Marines train with pack animals,
saddalry from WW1, borrowed from GB;
source: http://www.reformatorischeomroep.nl/
nieuwsbericht/136518/mariniers-trainen-met-paard-alslastdier (2014).
17. discovery and excavation of tank ‘Deborah’ near
Flesquières, November 1998;
source: http://www.tank-cambrai.com (2013).
18. ‘Tombe des Grimsby Chums’, discovery of 20 British
soldiers near Arras in 2001;
source: http://www.lemonde.fr/sciences/
article/2014/04/21/l-archeologie-de-la-grandeguerre_4404903_1650684.html (2014).
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Somewhere along the 650km frontline &slightly away from the main touristic
networks, a theatre of war is accidentally recreated along the construction of Canal
Seine Nord Europe: (see blue line on previous page)
By coincidence, a seemingly insignificant landscape along todays Westfront is
turned 100 years back in time.
This canal runs for 40km parallel to his older brother Canal du Nord, which was
also left under construction during the outbreak of the war and became a central
obstacle during the first large-scale deployment of tanks near Cambrai in 1917.
Not only archaeological remains will be recovered, but also temporarily the form
and atmosphere of the Battle of Cambrai: a dry channel bed, buzzing activity,
rumbling machinery and landscape change on superhuman scale.
Recent financial problems of the French government and European Union left
this canal also under construction for the next coming years during the 100th
anniversary where all eyes of the world are focused on the westfront of the first
world war.
A perfect case project to re-connect the stories of Unknown Soldiers to their
Unknown landscapes. After a century, it is about time to bring those stories locally
and temporarily to the surface by doing ‘Genius Loci Archaeology’.
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compared in all its complexity: experientially

CHAPTER 4 - Methods & Analysis
Pigeon Ravine cemetery, Epehy (France): the experience unfolds
naturally when stepping over a small doorstep and opening the iron
gate to an associative world, designed and managed to create the
‘illusion of durability’(Trigg, 2012), permanence, perhaps representing
death as ‘enchanted sleep’(Bourke, 2004; Goebel, 2004), in a “chapel
under the heavenly vault”, “a churchyard, a cloister, a sacred place, a
temenos”(quotes by Lutyens and Baker, in Geurst, 2010 p.26-27).
It might be a cliché, but the carefully designed tricks work virtually
every visit, at every CWGC cemetery and at any time: a build-in
delay at the entrance, a line of orientation, successive perspectives
which conceal and reveal architectural elements and which frame
vistas over cemetery and landscape: the cross of sacrifice, the stone of
remembrance, a shelter, the direction of headstones, walls and tree(s).
By this, Sir Edwin Lutyens and his architect colleagues were not only
involved in organising the dead, but also in staging strolls. This chapter
seeks a way to incorporate a cognitive approach for evaluating and
designing such sequences for storytelling purposes: plots.
1.

4.1

First Person, an exploration of alternative theory

4.1.1 assumptions & considerations
According to philosopher Yuriko Saito on everyday aesthetics:
facilitating satisfying temporal sequences for experience requires “the ability
to imagine how the experience unfolds for its user, recipient, or viewer”(Saito,
2007 p.227). This ability can be translated into emphatic skills required for
designer-storytellers. Skills to keep ‘readers’ figuratively turn the pages.
We can assume that empathic skills of designer-storytellers are to a certain
extent interchangeable with the cognitive processes and behaviour of readervisitors in landscape: the individual battlefield tourist. Landscape narrative
design leans therefore as much on organisation and intention, as a storyteller
who strives to a satisfying plot and a reader who reads for a plot.
Therefore, ‘plot’ or ‘emplotting’, as an organising AND sense making activity,
is in this thesis proposed to bridge the gap between designer-storyteller and
reader-visitor for Landscape narrative research and design.
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2.

3.

4.

plan made in secret
by a group of people to
do something illegal or
harmful;
the main events of a
play, novel, film, or
similar work, devised
and presented by the
writer as an interrelated
sequence;
a small piece of ground
marked out for a
purpose such as building
or gardening;
a graph showing the
relation between two
variables.

all relevancies of ‘plot’ for
landscape architectural
research & practice
according to the dictionary
(oxforddictionaries.com,
2013):

“A beginning is that which does not itself follow anything by
causal necessity, but after which something naturally is or
comes to be.
An end, on the contrary, is that which itself naturally follows some other thing, either by necessity, or as a rule, but
has nothing following it.
A middle is that which follows something as some other
thing follows it. A well constructed plot, therefore, must
neither begin nor end at haphazard, but conform to these
principles”
The poetics of Aristotle, translation in S. Butcher (1961)
H. P. Abbott (2007) distinguishes plot as the sequencing
of events that makes a story a story and not just an
assemblage of events which ‘naturally or causally follow
each other’(Aristotle). After all, not all representations
of sequences of events serve storytelling purposes, “as we
know from recipes”(Herman, 2009 p.1).
Lutyens is truly an Aristotelian, as long as the cemetery is
read as it is supposed to be read:
the associations evoked by its military and religious
symbols, by its classical references in its architectural
elements and the equality in dead by the design and
arrangement of headstones: known or unknown,
soldier or officer, friend or foe. But most important: as
a soothing last resting place of a (distant) relative on a
desolate battlefield, far from home.
And not if interpreted as an (landscape) architectural
recipe for building cemeteries. This stresses two things:

First is the discussion if a stroll on a site of memory is a
landscape narrative plot, or just the literal movement along
a plotted line, 40 meters through space - 8 minutes through
time, while events ‘happen’ and scenes unfold. The notion
of such plots might explain the popularity of a ‘Kevin
Lynch-like’ analysis of orientation and rational movement
of the observer in the physical environment (Lynch,
1960). Movement of the body (and eye) through time
and space, and the events on the way, can be mapped and
communicated.
Second is the notion that ‘people bring their own stories to
the Western Front’(Shepheard, 1997) and especially to
remote sites like Pigeon Ravine. Such sites would have
been passed by if this was not the case. Commonly visited
sites and (ultra-)highlights evoke more complex, multilayered, ever-changing and pre-disgested national or
tribal narratives, but are still modular designs of which
sites like Pigeon Ravine are its lego bricks and individuals
are its visitors.
So, next to a method of rational movement, a
Social Constructivist worldview will be adopted for
collecting data and developing a method for mapping
and communicating landscape narratives. Social
constructivists assume that ‘individual human beings
construct meaning and understanding of the world
around them within their social, historical and cultural
context’(Creswell, 2009). A researcher is aware of his
own (designer) background shaping his interpretation of
collected data. Story might turn out to be a recipe.
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Communicational Achilles heel:
A Social Constructivist worldview matches the earlier
presented Pragmatist worldview in this thesis: pragmatist
researchers agree that research always occurs in certain
political, historical and social contexts ‘and is therefore
reflective on these contexts’(Creswell, 2009)
Now the concept of narrative has wrested from
traditional narratology, the ‘classical and structuralist
period’(Herman, 2009) (see chapter 2), the notion of
‘plot’ has also travelled transmedial and cross-disciplinary,
resulting in a much broader definition of plot.
To avoid confusion with established definitions,
sequences of events are in many narrative studies not
referred to as ‘plot’, but for instance as ‘construct’,
‘episode’, ‘causal event chain’, or just as ‘experience’.
What is lacking is a communicable, analytical method to
recollect and episodically map those narrative experiences,
both in vernacular and designed landscapes, from a firstperson perspective, and which is directly inspirational for
landscape design purposes.
Quantitative and mixed approaches (Creswell, 2009)
are well-equipped with a well-stocked toolbox of selfexplaining processing and presentation options: graphs,
tables, geoinfo, infographics: the rational movement
through the storyworld.
Qualitative landscape narrative methods lean much more
on a conceptual framework in which simplification is
possible when parallels are drawn with other narrative
media and disciplines.
This is directly the crux of the problem of landscape
narrative design. It nearly takes an extra master degree
in art history, linguistics and more recently, psychology,
informatics, artificial intelligence and game design, to be
able to draw significant parallels and communicate plot
from a cognitive point of view.

4.1.2 Plot stretches beyond perception
Svein Larsen, professor at the department of Psychosocial
Science at the University of Bergen, developed for the
concept ‘tourist experience’ a cognitive approach.
In his view, tourist experience should not be considered
to be ‘any or all the activities taking place while on a
tourist trip unless an account is made of the process
by which these events become essential for the
individual’(Larsen, 2007).
Translated to plot: methods which assure a thorough
documentation of all story events and particularities of a
place are not of much use if the events which personally
matter cannot be identified and the responsible sense
making process is not understood.
Larsen therefore presents a conceptual framework on
the construction of episodic memory of an event which
occurred at a particular place and time: a “past personal
travel-related event strong enough to have entered longterm memory”(Larsen, 2007 p.15).
Because expectation and evaluation are included, sense
making activities stretch far beyond the timeframe of
actual perception.
The relation with ‘plot and emplotting’ is clear: travellers
participate in particular events and accumulate memories
by undertaking the journey (Larsen, 2007): both earlier
and later experiences are included in the sense making
process of particular events. Dutch and German language
offer this distinction: erfahrung vs erlebnis.

III phases of personal
narrative construction
‘episodic memory’

figure 4.2:
schematic representation of
the literal movement along a
plotted line, through space or
time
start

accumulation of events
‘Erfahrung’ / ‘ervaring’

event / ‘Erlebnis’ / ‘belevenis’

start / end
sequence in space

expectation
sequence in time
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end

sequence in time

perception

evaluation

4.1.3 Plot: top-down vs bottom-up

4.1.4 Consequences for the linearity of plot

The line of reasoning that tourist experiences and
landscape narrative plots might be considered to be
pure psychological phenomena has lead us slightly away
from the assumptions which were settled in the problem
statement.

Regarding landscape narratives, Potteiger and Purinton
provide us with the two extremes: open and closed
narratives, as schematized in figure 4.4. They present the
practice of ‘opening’ as a ‘strategy to exchange multiple
stories and challenge the privileged, closed, stories
attached to a place’(Potteiger & Purinton, 1998).

In the problem statement, a paradigm shift to bidirectional storytelling was mentioned, which emphasizes
the role of the reader and rejects the strict division
of roles with a ‘production side and a interpretation
side’(Herman, 2009) in the storytelling process.
This does not mean a complete revolution in which the
landscape architect is, for comparison, a cook who invites
guests to cook in his professional kitchen: it might be an
entertaining exercise, but most of the guests will not be
excited by their own creations.

Landscape architecture is not the only discipline which
is professionally and academically concerned with spatial
storytelling. For game design, narrative models are being
adapted for story generation in a virtual reality.
Marie Laure Ryan formulates the role of the (game)
designer for bi-directional storytelling (Ryan, 2006 p.99100):
“The ideal top-down design should disguise itself as an
emergent story, giving users both confidence that their efforts
will be rewarded by a coherent narrative and the feeling of
acting of their own free will, rather than being the puppets of
the designer”.

figure 4.3: (left p.)
schematic representation of
a cognitive approach to the
concept of ‘tourist experience’.
based on text in Larsen (2007)

figure 4.4: (right)
Ryan vs Potteiger & Purinton
(p.188): contrasting qualities
of open & closed narratives.
See also chapter 4.3.2

To avoid losing control, plotting of interaction “involves
a nonlinear or multilinear branching structure, such as a
tree, a rhizome, or a network”(Ryan, 2006 p. 99)
Ryan is one of those scholars who balances between
her storytelling workfield (in virtual reality) and the
bigger, interdisciplinary picture under the Narratology
umbrella (see chapter 2.1). This makes her work easily
exchangeable with other storytelling disciplines, like
landscape architecture.
Therefore, the interactive plotstructures she provides for
game design (see paragraph 4.1.5 in this chapter), are
welcome models for designing, mapping, analysing and
communicating landscape narratives, as an addition to
strategies as proposed by Potteiger and Purinton.

Realistic democratisation in landscape narrative design
considers the “extent of participation”(Herman, 2009)
with the spatial story, a ‘convergence between the
top-down planning of the storyteller and the bottomup input from the user’(Ryan, 2006), achieved by a
reasonable amount of choice: interactivity.

A cook could provide his guests with a buffet, but
everybody could still distinguish a dessert from a starter
and plot their menu as Aristotle would have done.
Or rebel.

Ryan points out that tolerating interactivity has
consequences for the linearity of plot, as the sequencing
of events is not only achieved by top-down causal
necessity, but also by enforcing moments of choice to give
the opportunity to deviate from the provided sequence.

The question rises to what extent the production side
and interpretation side for storytelling could to be
intermingled: a user demands a feeling of acting on free
will and the landscape architect wants to control narrative
structure. Interactivity can be modelled for design
purposes.
Ajar
ideal top-down narrative?
by plotting interaction

Closed
represented experiences
determined
commodified
private
separately framed
selected time frames
scripted
intended & encoded meaning
author controlled
storyspace

Open
lived experiences
indeterminate
participatory
public
integrated
layering of multiple times
nonscripted
possible & decoded interpretation
reader interpreted
discourse and intertextual space
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STORY

& DISCOURSE DIAGRAMS: for traditional narratives

4.1.5 Eﬃcient management of choice
Interactivity with narrative in a storyworld, whether in
real landscape or in virtual reality, can be plotted by a
designer-storyteller. Thereby, the “efficient management
of choice”(Ryan, 2006 p.105) is the primary task.
Marie-Laure Ryan has attempted to conceptualize the
management of choice via a collection of diagrams which
represent different ways for mapping and modelling the
decisions which determine the destiny of characters and
storyworlds (Ryan, 2001, 2006).
Matches between virtual reality and landscape narration
appear when the schemes are studied with landscape
architectural eyes.
On the first place, the simplistic schemes are usable for
the recovery from the communicational Achilles heel
(paragraph 4.1.1).
Second, the concepts offer a practical understanding of
story as a cognitive construct, which becomes the product
of running the ‘game’ in First Person perspective. A
designed interactive landscape narrative is the “productive
engine”(Ryan, 2006 p.102) of story.

start
end
1a. plot as state-transition diagram
the most basic plot in which choices offer themselves. It can be
chronological or present events in a different order

1b. plot as interplay of actual and virtual events
plot which contrasts the actual life story of a character with the virtual
paths that the character did not or could not take

In the first column, plot diagrams which describe
traditional narratives are presented. Those are turned
interactive in the second and third column.*
The nodes represent events and at the same time
moments of choice and opportunity. The arcs however,
which link the nodes, do not always share definitions,
but allow in all cases the individual to follow (chosen)
sequences of events. There is a difference between
sequencing on discourse level and story level:**
•
•

on story level, the arcs follow the chronological
succession of events in the storyworld. Time is
irreversible and events cannot happen twice: 1-2-3-4
on discourse level, the arcs represent the order of
presentation of events which can result in incoherent
sequences 1-4-2-3, a return to the same event 4-1-21-4-1, or beginning in medias res 3-1-2-3-4.

The traditional diagrams in the left column can be
interpreted as both discourse and plot diagrams, but
Ryan grants strict roles for their interactive counterparts
on the next page. Thereby, some arcs represent temporal
connections and some spatial or spatio-temporal ones.***
At the nodes, choices affect either discourse (column 2)
or plot (column 3). But not both.
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1c. plot as travel in storyland
a plot for mapping the journey of a hero (Odyssey, Ulysses) through
the geography of a storyworld in which various locations are visited

1d. plot as interwoven destiny lines
a plot for mapping the lives of a large cast of characters (soap) with
subplots and concurrent storylines. You follow a character for a while,
participate in the same events and then jump to other the life stories
*inconsistencies in horizontal arrangement of diagrams: 2c & 2d are
not derivatives of 1c. and 3b is a variant of 3c and less from 2b

DISCOURSE DIAGRAMS:

choices determine the order of
presentation of events in a pre-determined story

PLOT DIAGRAMS:

choices that result in different stories

2a. network
the most common discourse plot which allows rerouting and makes
events accessible through different routes. It cannot model the
chronological succession of events, because time is irreversible. But it
allows readers to pass incoherent sequences: alive, death, alive, death:
it models the temporal unfolding of discourse. No real endpoint

3a. maze
represents the topography of the storyworld and traces the wanderings
of the user: spatial narratives with different adventures and several
endings: liberation from the labyrinth or failure. Just like the network,
it cannot show the modifications made by the user to create new or
destroy existing links

2b. vector with side-branches
it follows the main story sequentially, but every episode offers the
opportunity to branch toward external materials and optional
activities that enrich the story: side-events

3b. flowchart
plot for organising self-sufficient episodes. It shows different ways to
reach certain points. Interpret as a spatio-temporal representation,
plotlines can only come together if the past is erased because past
actions cast a shadow on their future: otherwise it can never be the
same event

2c. sea-anemone
an ‘archival narrative’ in which the reader can consult an wellorganized database. It allows information to unfold recursively from
a main menu into a variety of submenus. The user can return to the
main menu in one jump

3c. tree
for modelling the decisions that await characters at various moments
in life. The storyworld is split into parallel worlds with distinct
histories. The user decides for the future at every branching point, but
cannot return to previous points

figure 4.5-.16
schemes re-drawn from
schemes by M.L. Ryan in
“Avatars of Story”, p.101,
103 (2006).

2d. track-switching
1d is made interactive with a track-switching system: at certain
decision points, you can switch (temporarily) or experience the same
event through other eyes, but it never takes you back in time
** Ryan’s use of ‘discourse’, ‘story’ and ‘plot’ is confusing. Discourse /
plot diagram applies on the effect of choice -> not on the diagram
itself which represents the sequences on discourse or storylevel.

In Avatars of Story, Ryan
improved former versions
of these schemes from her
earlier book “Narrative as
Virtual Reality” p. 247-256
(2001).
*** for a legenda of nodes & arcs:
see chapter 4.4
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4.2: Fieldwork method:

embedded landscape architect

Individual as object of study:
This paragraph includes the data collection procedures
and considerations for the fieldwork sessions, which is
the exercise of episodic mapping of events or ‘post-event
memory reconstruction’.
The object of this thesis research is not directly the
landscape of the former Western Front. The object is the
individual which roams around in the context of this
landscape: a visitor.
The wish to be able to look in the mind of the visitor,
transformed to looking in the mind of the travelling
designer, as was argued in paragraph 4.1.1. The author of
this report is the primary instrument in data collection:
an embedded landscape architect.

figure 4.17-.23
fieldwork: changing
travelmembers &
transportmodes

This choice for data collection is not only driven by
default, but also because it is the ‘most direct way,
without interference of intermediaries, interview methods
or statistics’(Creswell, 2009).
Advantage of this method is that at any time and for
many times, memories of events can be retrieved, reexperienced and even further refined in accordance to
later experiences.
It is therefore possible to reflect on all three phases of
personal narrative construction, because the embedded
landscape architect goes through all: the phases of
‘preparation, perception and evaluation’(Larsen, 2007).
Remarks on bodily and emotional engagement:
Last but not least, the researcher-designer becomes bodily
and emotionally engaged with the subject of research
himself. A social-constructivist researcher is indeed aware
of his own background shaping his interpretation:
I can never impersonate a grieving 3rd generation
mourner, or a ‘living history enthusiast’, because I am
none of those.
But as assumed in paragraph 4.1.1, the empathic
skills of designer-storytellers are to a certain extent
interchangeable with the cognitive processes and
behaviour of reader-visitors. And a ‘good’ landscape
architect should be emphatic.
Building a dataset by embedding leads to many
critical responses regarding scientific objectivity.
In correspondence with the adopted philosophical
worldviews and the assumptions and considerations in
paragraph 4.1.1., those remarks have been considered as
irrelevant for the time being.
Nevertheless, two self-reflective questions haunted and
guided the process of preparation, accumulating data by
perception and retrieving accumulated memories during
the reflective phase.
1. Is it possible, as a researcher, to create a state of
mind which makes him/her able to be bodily and
emotionally engaged with travel, during research?
2. and is it possible, also as a researcher, to create a state
of mind in which the accumulated (remembered)
experiences can be ‘re-experienced’ to be measured
and evaluated?
“Let’s see how it works out”, was the interim response
which settled those two questions.
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It must be noted that, during the preparation phase and
all trips, the author had just some vague notion of the
analysing methods which would be applied in a later
stadium.

Evaluation of tracked events:
The reconstruction is not complete without
distinguishing the processes which triggered the actual
experience and construction of memory while visiting
sites. These processes could clarify ‘how’ and ‘why’ some
events are being walked by unnoticed, while others make
a lasting impression.

The preferred consequence of this are more or less
untroubled site visits, only bothered by constraints like
budget, weather and the number of hours in a day.

Again, the solid assumption from psychology will be
joined: the individual visitor of a site constructs memory,
inter alia, on the basis of earlier experiences, expectations,
and sensory stimuli provided by his or her environment.
(Larsen, 2007; Myers, 2003; Passer & Smith, 2004;
Matlin, 2004). At least those four points will be
concurrently evaluated in relation to the tracked events:

Change of travel members and modes of transport
introduced variety in shared experiences. One fieldwork
session was carried out solo. Only the usual ‘fieldwork
gear’ was brought to support mapping and memorising
events: coffee and camera. And a GPS for occasional
tracking travelled routes and marking waypoints.
Accuracy of tracked events:
Regarding episodic memory, this reconstruction simply
occurs by tracking consciously remembered experiences
in place and time (where & when) and by naming the
content or meaning of the memory (what). This will be
illustrated by a dotted route, by which each dot stands
for a remembered event or moment of choice and
opportunity.
The wanderings of the researcher are recorded with a GPS
device and combined with the moment of caption of
photo and film fragments, which are automatically saved
as a property of the digital file itself. The accuracy of these
devices makes it possible to round off downwards to the
minute or meter, depending on the necessity for analysis.
The devices for tracking just function as a helping hand
to locate remembered experiences and focus on the
content and meanings of the events.
The necessity for accuracy might differ by the changing
relation between temporal and spatial unfolding of a
landscape narrative. For example if several events are
experienced during a short period of time while walking
with long strides through a site. Or when successive
events are experienced from a stationary perspective, like
from a panorama point.
The decision is made that disjoining the spatiality and
temporality of experience, the plot, is necessary for
the comparative analysis of orientation and rational
movement of the observer in the physical environment.

1. Most expectations were set in the preparation phase
during ‘armchair travelling’ (paragraph 3.1.1) and
can be easily referred to;
2. Earlier experiences consider earlier fieldwork sessions,
earlier site visits and earlier encounters on the same
site. But also the whole personal field of reference
built up by travel, education, media and so on. When
remembered, those experiences could be named as a
link or cue;
3. Overwhelming sensory stimuli, or the lack of it,
are most of the time recorded on photograph or
video (+sound). In the absence of recordings, these
are replaced by comparative fragments or written
language;
4. Apart from earlier experiences, also later experiences
should be evaluated. After all, ‘new information
can be added to change, strenghten or weaken a
memory’(Frederickson et al., 2003).
The potential of plot and plotting as a design tool or
design practice should be examined in overlap with the
design tools offered by Spirn, Potteiger & Purinton and
their successors.
Ryan devoted just seven pages of plain text and some
scribbled schemes in her 302 page book to explain the
diagrams. The diagrams are not holy, but at this point
just potentially exchangeable with landscape narrative
design. Potentially exchangeable, because reliability and
qualitative validity (Creswell, 2009) are questionable:
lacking references and poorly supported by examples
from gaming, I cannot figure out if the concepts are the
product of years of research on designing games. Or not.
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4.3:

Fieldwork - first observations

4.3.1 first observations on site-overarching level
In chapter three, a start was made in the creation of a
‘growing’ spatial dataset for gradually getting grip on the
contemporary landscape along the former Western Front
and its related sites: a mnemonic device.
A preparatory classification of visitable sites was drafted
and a certain ‘logic’ in design was derived from it, based
on the (narrative) features of sites: a wide variety of sites
can be understood as modular designs with a limited
number of (standardised) features.
Classification:
A
Western Front highlights (>22)
A1

B
C

Western Front ultra highlight (>6) universal icons

commonly visited WW1 sites (+/- a hundred)
sites to ‘pass by’ (thousands)

The first analysis of the fieldwork session on these two
pages is not to discuss if this classification and concept
of modularity is wrong or right, but research how and to
which extent the different categories of sites and features
of sites interact from an individual, travellers perspective.

What is a similarity, complex or not, is the accumulation
of events during an experience at site level and the
accumulation of visited sites at a site-overarching level.
Visiting a ‘site’ might be, to a limited degree,
interchangeable with event, an ‘Erfahrung’: a link can
be established with the concept of tourist experience of
Larsen (2007), as schematised earlier in figure 4.3.
The classification system of sites can therefore be
related to the psychological idea of ‘episodic memory’
as presented in figure 4.13. The sites visited during the
fieldwork are schematized in an extended plot.
Just an assemblage of events does not yet make a
(landscape) narrative plot. But on macrolevel, it is not
unthinkable that the traditional plotstructures of Ryan
can be identified from existing battlefield tours, plotted
around a theme. Interactive plotstructures fit the trend
of offering the individual more interaction with history
and heritage (chapter 2.5). Different site categories might
require specific plotstructures or a different position
regarding top-down or bottom-up storytelling.
Plot

on site overarching levels
accumulation of remembered experiences
‘episodic memory’

site

For this, the blunt and dispassionate ‘logic’ will be joined
with human organising- and sense making activity: the
notion of plot.
For fieldwork, there can be observed that plot manifests
itself on different levels or scales:
1. on site level, due to the spatio-temporal arrangement
of the different features or events (e.g. along a route)
which together form a modular design of the site;
2. on site overarching level, due to the spatio-temporal
arrangement of different sites in a region or in a (day)
program.
Reality often means more complexity: the Westfront
might even be considered as a plot in its totality: there are
enthusiasts which travel the former battlefields annually
to satisfy their urge to explore, although one human
life is too short to discover all. By visiting the same sites
multiple times, which in some cases happened during
fieldwork, features might be skipped, or studied more
thoroughly.

A1

A1

A1

highlights

commonly visited

often ‘passed by’

A

B

C
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A1

sequence in time

2
5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1
4

3

West-Flanders, Westhoek
French-Flanders & Vimy
Somme battlefields
Cambrai battlefields
Somme estuary
Compiègne
Chemin des Dames
Champagne battlefields

a.
b.
7

6

autoroutes du soleil
autoroutes to the Alps

8
b

b

a

a

figure 4.24 (up)
a touristic landscape: visited
clusters of Sites of Memory
& Mourning
during fieldwork.

figure 4.26 (right)
two intensive day programs:
a fieldwork day (up) versus
a commercial battlefieldtour,
studied by Iles (2006).

Figure 4.25 (left p.)
fieldwork in West-Flanders
(1) and in the Champagne
(8): the H3 site classification
system combined with the
concept of tourist experience

figure 4.27(down)
time spent at a random
sample of sites during
fieldwork

10

30

60

time
0730
0815
0830

90min

1230
1430

A1 In Flanders Field Museum (Belgium)
A1 Thiepval Memorial incl. info center & lunch
A1 Villers-Bretonneux
A1 Beaumont Hamel incl. info center
A Blanc Mont Memorial incl. lunch & soccer
A Caverne du Dragon - musée
B Polygonwood incl. lunch & forest walk (Be)
B Site Main de Massiges
B Hill 60 incl. caterpillar crater (Be)
A Notre Dame de Lorette
B Fort de la Pompelle incl. museum
B Ancien village de Craonne

1830
2000

Source: Iles, J. (2006): “Recalling the Ghosts of War:
Performing Tourism on the Battlefields of the Western Front”
time
0800
1000
1020
1055
1255

B Clairière de l’Armistice Memorial

1425
1440

B Hill 62 (Be)

1600

C Bellicourt Memourial
C Pont de Riqueval
B Fromelles - Pheasant Wood
A1 Menin Gate (Be)
B Oud-Stuivekenskerke (Be)
C Flesquières Tank Memorial

action
Breakfast
Battle briefing
Depart hotel (bags packed, bills paid, passports available) for: Pilkem
Ridge, Langemarck German Cemetery, Sanctuary Wood Museum,
Passchendaele Ridge, Tyne Cot.
Find lunch in Ypres. Visit to St George’s Memorial Church
Vimy Ridge tour to include: preserved trenches, craters
and tunnels and the Vimy Memorial
Arrive hotel, Peronne-Assevillers
Dinner and overnight

1620
1640
1725
1915
2100

action
Breakfast & route preparation
Depart Amiens, buy lunch at Carrefour
Australian National Memorial Villers-Bretonneux
Lochnagar crater (Albert), coffee break
Thiepval Memorial to the Missing of the Somme &
info center, coffee & lunch break
Ulster Tower Irish Memorial (Thiepval)
Beaumont-Hamel Newfoundland Memorial
& info center
Australian Memorial, Pozières Windmill &
Tank Corps Memorial
Newfoundland Memorial (Gueudecourt)
Canal du Nord crossing & tunnel entrance
Rocquigny Equancourt Road British Cemetery
Arrive Peronne, museum closed. quick dinner
Arrive Amiens, beers, overnight

Somme Battlefields, Fieldwork daytrip (3)
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4.3.2

first observations on site-level

I

The potential of plot and plotting as a design tool or
design practice should be first of all examined on the
scale level of a single site, before it can be analysed in its
landscape- and experiential context, being just one bead
in the event chain of travel:
as an enclavic space which can be conceived as an
modular design of standard features (chapter 3.3), but
also as a landscape narrative which is readable by its
spatio-temporal arrangement of features and events
within the enclave.

E
E

north
200m

During fieldwork at the Somme battlefields in France, the
16,5 hectare Beaumont Hamel Newfoundland Memorial
(-Park) was visited on a sunny afternoon in May.
During the preparation phase (H3), this ‘Site of Memory
and Mourning’, with a quarter of a million visitors every
year, was classified as an ultra-highlight of the Western
Front and probably the clearest example of a modular
design containing nearly the whole range of signifiers:
cemeteries, monuments, an interpretive centre and a tract
of preserved devastated landscape.
In ‘Sites in the imagination’, Paul Gough (2004)
examined how the recent topographical layout of the
site gives priority to a certain historic narrative: “the
topographical layout focuses exclusively on a 30-minute
military action on the first of July in 1916 during a
50-month war by the Newfoundland regiment”(Gough,
2004 p.1) which lost more than three quarters of its
soldiers within that failed attack.
A catastrophic historical moment for Newfoundland,
then a self-governing colony, now part of Canada.
Plotting on Story or Discourse level:
For visitation, parallels with narrative plots are quickly
drawn: the strict circular walk on the site rationally links
the lead signifiers of the park, just as the arcs in the
diagrams of Ryan which link events.
Plot can be drawn as a state-transition diagram, or as
‘travel in storyland’ with the entrance and exit at the
parking lot as start and end.
In this case, plotting does not entirely occur on the
level of story (for levels, see paragraph 4.1.5), because
the chronological ordering of events during the
Newfoundland attack are not artificially recreated in a
spatial and temporal sense here and now (see next page).
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Still, some events can be measured, walked or pointed at:
e.g. walking in or above the system of trenches, the
downhill slope without cover and the approximate
distance between the two frontlines with the tree stump
in the middle. A chronological plot would be: B1-CD-B1, assuming the visitor is one of the 10% who made
it back.
Analysed on discourse level, a plot orders the presentation
of story events: during fieldwork, the interpretive centre
was left for last and the route in figure 4.17 was walked
counter-clockwise, to avoid a group of schoolchildren:
B1-A-B1-C-D -B2-E1-B3-F-G-E2-H.
The existence of the Hawthorn crater was unknown
by then and E3 was skipped. The sequence of ‘lead
signifiers’(Gough, 2004) which signify the events from
the 30 minute action, were not understood as a coherent
storyplot during the phase of perception. That happened
not before the chronological storyline was presented at
the interpative center (H), in retrospective.
Plotting & phases of personal narrative construction:
Apparently, the features at this site can be episodically
accumulated as an narrative construct and the pathway
makes a loop, but it is not directly a formula for a
consistent narrative plot. For the direct impression during
perception, it would not have mattered much if the
roundwalk was taken clockwise, but it would certainly
have mattered if the visit was started at the interpretive
centre. But even by this deviation from discourse, the
same storyplot could be evaluated on afterwards.
To conclude: to analyse the interaction between
discourse and story level, all phases of personal narrative
construction need to be taken in consideration.

BEAUMONT HAMEL NEWFOUNDLAND MEMORIAL

E3

(Somme, Fr.) design by Dutch-born landscape architect Rudolf Hugo
Karel Cochius 1922-1925

E2

F

G
B2

Fact sheet - listing narrative references
derived from: Gough, 2004 p.7-8 & on-site information)
sources figure 4.16-20: by author, aerials based on bing.com/maps

E1

Chronological ordering of events on the 1st of July, 1916:
time action
7.20 explosion of Hawthorn mine;
7.25 the first wave of attack by South Wales Borders and
the Border Regiment mown down by machine-gun fire;
7.55 the German reply: artillery & machine-gun fire;
9.15 Newfoundlanders, waiting in the supportline St. Johns’
Road, were ordered to move forward in a doomed attack.
To reach their British frontline, they had to move in the
open, because the communication trenches were blocked by
wounded and dead soldiers from the first wave. Once in no
man’s land, the German frontline was still 550 meters
ahead. Halfway down the slope, survivors gathered around a
single tree, a marker for enemy fire;
9.45 the attack was over: it had been a complete failure.

interpret direction of attack
B3
D
C
actual direction of attack?

A
B1

H

Lead signifiers of the park:
A. focal & panorama point: bronze Newfoundland caribou on
a granite cairn, with a name plaque of the 1st Newfoundland
Regiment which lost more than three quarters of its soldiers
within half an hour;
B. preserved trenchline systems: British front-, support-,
communication trenches (B1), German frontline (B2), and a
trench from a later battle, often mistaken for a frontline (B3).
One is wheel-chair friendly;
C. no man’s land, recognizable by pigtails (for barbed wire) and
pitted with irregular shell-holes;
D. arboreal sybol: preserved stump of ‘Danger Tree’ halfway noman’s-land;
E. three CWGC cemeteries at the site, and many more in the
surrounding landscape
F. Y-ravine, a stronghold behind the German frontline (now
closed for public due to danger from explosives);
G. solitary monuments for other than Newfoundland regiments
which show the tensions over the ownership of memory
H. interpretive centre, Canadian students speak up to visitors;
I. Hawthorn crater (on walking distance from site).
Other narrative features:
•
bronze caribou (by Basil Gotto) is one of five at sites
associated with the Newfoundland Regiment along the
Westfron;
•
caribou surrounded with Newfoundland indigenous plants;
•
35000 trees & seedlings imported from Newfoundland,
Scotland & Holland;
•
sheep maintain a pastoral image of an antipastoral battlefield;
•
park is branded as sacred and enchanted place;
•
yearly remembrance ceremony on the 1st of July.

parking
north
75m

A, B

C, D
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Open vs Closed Narrative:
Visiting the industrial slaughterhouse of Beaumont
Hamel is both an impressive and depressive affair.
From a landscape architectural point of view, it is quite a
boring application of a traditional, linear plot.
All management efforts are employed to ensure a ‘topdown’ imposed (Ryan, 2006), closed narrative (Potteiger
& Purinton, 1998). There is no room left for interaction,
no matter the day of the year, part of the day, or the
route you take. But it automatically provokes discussions
on the authenticity of the topography which seemingly
represents wartime conditions inaccurately (Gough,
2004). And there is an ongoing war on the authority on
narrative, as “any parallel narrative - concerning German
soldiers or the Scottish troops who fought on the same
tract five months later - is left untold”(Gough, 2004
p.251)
“The Battle of the Ancre, whereof the storming of BeaumontHamel was a vastly important operation, opened on November
13, 1916, at six o’clock on a foggy morning, after two hours’
intense bombardment (..) A serious natural obstacle confronted
the Highlanders in a deep fold of the ground known as Y Ravine,
which ran down from the village to the German trenches, and the
ground in general over which their advance was made was horrible
with the dead and the litter of the struggle here in the previous
July” (Farrell, 1920 p.21-22)

According to Potteiger & Purinton: “Opening is a
strategy for denaturalizing ideology (..) Finding and
negotiating the multiple and interrelated stories of place
is a way of challenging privileged points of view and
questioning what is taken for granted.”(Potteiger &
Purinton,1998 p.189)
Beaumont Hamel learns us that existing sites which
are designed as closed, traditional plots will never
yield innovative principles on open, interactive plots
if they are analysed as closed, traditional plots. In the
next paragraph, fieldwork sessions of other sites will be
mapped with the concepts of Ryan from chapter 4.3.2,
under force. As predicted in the poem, imagination
cannot be completely controlled by author(ity).
figure 4.31 & .33
Recently, the term ‘park’ was
removed from BeaumontHamel Newfoundland
Memorial Park. To ensure
the sacred status with a
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top-down controlled and
forced landscape narrative.
And to avoid that pilgrimtourists (see chapter 3.2)
get involved in recreational
behavior. No shooting!

BEAUMONT-HAMEL
Captured, November 6th, 1916
DEAD men at Beaumont
In the mud and rain,
You that were so warm once,
Flesh and blood and brain,
You’ve made an end of dying,
Hurts and cold and crying,
And all but quiet lying
Easeful after pain.
Dead men at Beaumont,
Do you dream at all
When the leaves of summer
Ripen to their fall ?
Will you walk the heather,
Feel the Northern weather,
Wind and sun together,
Hear the grouse-cock call ?
Maybe in the night-time
A shepherd boy will see
Dead men, and ghastly,
Kilted to the knee,
Fresh from new blood-shedding,
With airy footsteps treading,
Hill and field and steading,
Where they used to be.
Nay, not so I see you,
Dead friends of mine ;
But like a dying pibroch
From the battle-line
I hear your laughter ringing,
And the sweet songs you’re singing,
And the keen words winging
Across the smoke and wine.
So we still shall see you,
Be it peace or war,
Still in all adventures
You shall go before,
And our children dreaming,
Shall see your bayonets gleaming,
Scotland’s warriors streaming
Forward evermore.

by E.A. Mackintosh
in ‘War the Liberator’
(1918 p. 20-22)
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4.4

First Person, an exploration of sites

The first observations from fieldwork show us that the
different categories, models and schemes as proposed by
the cognitive approach for studying landscape narratives,
seem to cooperate in an almost natural way.
The focus on the individual as the stable entity which
roams around in landscape, variably pilgrim and tourist,
mitigates the issues relating to scale levels, visitor- and
site typologies. Both content (story), structuring by plot
(telling) and the experience of reading transcends them
all.
The research of narrative plotting for todays Western
Front and its site applies on two interlinked levels:
1. as an enclavic space which can be conceived as a
modular design of standard features (chapter 3.3),
but also as a landscape narrative which is readable
by its spatio-temporal arrangement of features and
events within the enclave;
2. in its landscape, historical and experiential context,
being just one bead in the event chain of travel and a
larger historical narrative.
The potential of plot and plotting as a design tool
or -practice should be further examined, also to
pragmatically embrace all other landscape narrative
design tools offered by Spirn, Potteiger & Purinton and
their successors.
In the previous paragraph, evidence is given that
‘plotting’ overlaps with the cultural practices of Potteiger
and Purinton (e.g. opening vs closing), especially when
traditional plots are turned interactive.
It is more than logical that the different sources
complement each other in more ways. Story is after all
independent of the techniques that bear it along (see
chapter 3 ‘State of the Art’).

4.4.1 Evidence for Ryan’s plots
As indicated in the caption of figures on this page, visitor
circuits show evidence to act like interactive plots, or at
least contain elements of it.
This is not surprising: of course people are facilitated ‘to
handle a variety of situations during a day of (battlefield)
tourism’(Larsen, 2007). The notion of a passive “tourist
gaze”(Urry, 1990)’ is too blunt, although battlefield
guides were met for whom it is too much asked get out
of the air-conditioned travel capsule, present a muliperspective story and offer time on a site that allows
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more than a moment for pictures and draining fluids.
For mapping interaction, the plots of Ryan are discovered
to be confusing and too problematic to function as a
analysis and communicational tool.
• sometimes the arcs present temporal, and the other
time spatial or spatio-temporal connections;
• sometimes the sequences of events represent the
sequences of discourse, the other time chronological
sequences.
Ryan herself says that “various patterns are easily
combinable”(Ryan, 2006 p.105) and it can “even
combine choices that affect discourse with choices that
affect plot”(p.106).
Nicely said, but in a practical way, the inconsistencies
hinder the comparative unraveling of single moments
of choice in the enclavic space AND the knotting of
patterns in relation to the whole event chain of travel.
To solve this for now, the arcs and events were given a
strict description in the list on the next page, representing
‘moments of choice and opportunity’ for the visitation of
historic battlefield sites.

main storyline
alternative storyline
(if aware of/known)

different routes to different or
same event

storyline of fellow traveller
(if aware of/ known)
storyline of other character/
avatar

intermediate enter or leave

experienced event
virtual event, not experienced
peak experience, vivid memory
experienced opening/closing
of episode

side-event

shared experience

shift transport mode

shifting routes, episodes

traverse, meet

shifting storylines
side-events, rupture

switch tracks to
avatar (temporarily or not)

figure 4.46 - .48 (left page)
signs of individual & shared
interactivity by a school trip
to Thiepval Memorial To The
Missing of the Somme.

figure 4.49
List representing the
moments of choice and
opportunity applicable for
unraveling plots of site visits

Adding ritual events by
littering the site (here: at the
cross of sacrifice) with paper
poppies and little crosses.

The arcs and nodes are only
applicable for a temporal
notation of plot. The sequence
of events is represented by the
horizontal axis.

a database design enables
the search for the names on
the memorial of ancestors or
persons whose war story is
followed in the footsteps and
ends here. (archival narrative)

The list is distilled, fine-tuned
and supplemented by testing
the interactive plots for
fieldwork sessions

consult ‘archive’
main & sub events
add or delete event
(adding/removing narrative
features)
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4.4.2 Mapping of interaction
at Polygon Wood, West-Flanders (Be)
Illustrative for plotted interactivity is the First World War
site Polygon Wood, hidden in a 68 hectare forest at the
Ypres Salient and also known as ‘Doelbos’, referring to its
function as a shooting range already before 1914.
To draw parallels with the analysis of Beaumont Hamel
earlier, Polygon Wood can also be considered as a site
which gives priority to a certain historic narrative: the
Anzac narrative of the “Battle of Polygon Wood” during
the Third Battle of Ypres in 1917, when Australian forces
managed to re-capture that what was left of the boggy
wood and the large mound ‘Butte’ which strategically
dominated the area. Any parallel narratives are less
present, although the wood was ‘repeatedly captured and
lost in 1914, 1915, 1917 and 1918’(cwgc.org, 2013).
A difference with Beaumont Hamel is that the formal
cemetery and its monuments are not experientially
integrated in its battlefield context: on a discourse level,
entering the site means starting at the end of the story:
the human cost in the corporate design language of
Lutyens. The entrance to the cemetery does not - yet (TV
Park 14.18, 2012), offer entrance to the other parts of
story: the wood in which remnants of German pillboxes
are hidden.
The mapping exercise is to explore the storyline
of the individual visitor to reinforce the design
practice ‘plotting’. The site was visited all alone on a
sunny afternoon in august, feeling hungry. During
this evaluation phase, the moments of choice and
opportunity, as experienced, could be reconstructed by
heart and with the help of the tracked events.
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At least three moments of choice were distinguished
during the visit which influenced the narrative construct:
1. an archive which is just superficially consulted;
2. the choice to interrupt the spatial unfolding of story
to a stationary, just temporal unfolding of story;
3. the choice to ‘jump the fence’ into a forested maze
(1) The visit offered a steady accumulation of textual
information on signs, plaques, billboards, monuments,
name walls and headstones. Gradually, these reveal who
is commemorated and who is commemorating, who
is buried and who is still lost in the forest.. A line of
billboards introduce a wide variety of topics as a starting
point to interpret the site.
It could be seen as a main menu from which branches
reach to all corners and even to other sites related to the
Australian war efforts. It allows individuals to mentally
jump back to the main menu when lead signifiers
are being studied, but only when the billboards are
memorised by careful reading, which did not happen.
(2) Although benches and shelters are provided, eating
lunch at a cemetery could be understood as inappropriate
behaviour. Without a better option, the stairs were taken
to the heroic pedestal of the monument on the Butte.
Evaluating this choice for having lunch teaches us that
such interaction should not be underestimated: 14
minutes on this tranquil, panoramic spot covered more
than half of the total 25 minutes spent at the site.
However stationary, it was pure time experienced: it takes
time to acclimatise to the curiosities of the site, passing
visitors, silence and forest sounds. It is time for ponder,
for reflection and planning what comes next: I chose to
jump the cemetery wall and trampled the network of
forest rides to search for remnants resonating 1917. (3)

B2

>7
A

Lead signifiers:

A
B1

C
F

forest clearing:
A. Memorial to the Fifth Australian
Division elevated on the Butte
B1. Buttes New British Cemetery
C. New Zealand Memorial to the
Missing

D

E

under the canopy:
D. German pillboxes (bunkers)
E. ride / lane
edge of wood / field:
B2. Polygon Wood Cemetry
F. café museum

north
100m

D
E
B2
C

B1

A

sequence in space
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Previously, at least three moments of choice were
distinguished which could have turned the prioritized
Anzac narrative into a interactive plotstructure.
However, the possibility for a sea-anemone was not seized
by personal indifference; the forest was not interpreted
as a maze, the exact location of the pillboxes were
beforehand known (see Preface); the lunch, which offered
a stationary accumulation of events, did not leave an
exact, lasting memory on the content of those events.
Perhaps, there was a train of thought about the resilience
of nature amidst re-planted forest. Who knows.
The decision to disjoin spatiality and temporality of
plot (chapter 4.2), prevents the ability to show the
switch point were stationary experience takes over from
movement. Next to this, choices made earlier (to enter
the forest during lunch already), can only be mapped
when the choice manifests itself in actual action: the
moment of jump.
Fact is that the codification system for mapping
interaction is not totally adequate in communicating all
interactions. At least for this site. The codification system
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1
2
A

B2

3
B1 C
E

sequence in time

D

storyline mule
storyline gardener

is nevertheless deployed to map rational choices leading
up to an event which was a meaningful experience and
which later became a vivid memory.
The red node marks the sight of a mule, begging for
pruning waste from a CWGC gardener. In my eyes an
odd, but sad reunion or bond between the dead and the
other ‘beast of burden’.
Technically, it can be explained as an added and shared
interaction between gardener and mule, but observed and
interpret as a story event, amidst formally coded features
on the site. If I would have left the formal site, without
jumping into the forest at C, the mule might not have
been noticed and remembered in its story context. Not
only by difference in time, but also because of the 20
minutes spent to get a glimpse on the ‘other’ story, which
was not found between the ferns, but behind cabbage.

figure 4.56, .57 (left p. R) &
4.58 (this page)
The living mule established a
direct link with story content
and painting by Paul Nash
The Mule Track
(Oil, 609x914mm; 1918)
Source: iwm.org.uk
“Amidst the chaos of a heavy
bombardment the small figures
of a mule train are trying to
cross the battlefield. They are
reduced to defenceless puppets
at the mercy of forces seemingly
no longer man made ..”

figure 4.55 (left p. top)
fieldwork at Polygon Wood,
reconstructed plotstructure
figure 4.53 &.54 (left p. L)
Environment of Memory by
George Edward Bunten
The Butte, Polygon Wood
(Oil, 1220x1775mm; 1918)
Butte de Polygon
(Oil, 1217x1524mm; 1920)
Sources: warart.archives.
govt.nz
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4.5

First Person,

an exploration for innovation

“what did I walk into?”
This is the question which haunted me when driving
away from Polygon Wood, further along the Ypres Salient
and the Messines–Wytschaete Ridge in Belgium.
The other sites visited later that day of fieldwork, ‘Hill
62 - Sanctuary Wood’, ‘Hill 60 - the Bluff’, the ‘Pool of
Peace - Spanbroekmolenkrater’, did not produce an event
with likewise impact as the mule did:
poignant, meaningful, uplifting, intense..?
Unfortunately, because these summed up sites have all
the potential for it: with Polygon Wood, they generally
share the same stories of immense struggle and loss,
share likewise lead signifiers, route structures, switch
points from formal to informal places and moments of
interaction. So it might be something else.
Relating to the adopted umbrella term of narrative in
chapter 3.1, the mule is the first time in this thesis that
evidence is delivered for the ability of story content to
migrate freely from one medium to the other, landscape
included: from a representation of wartime reality in a
painting, via a mule in present-day reality at Polygon
Wood, to be interpret by a visitor.
In the introduction chapter, examples of narrative
experiences relating to the Second World War were
already referred to as ‘magic moments’(chapter 1.2 &
1.5): a Dakota flying overhead, a veteran in a parade..
The question was if these moments could be evoked
by landscape design, because such events acquire some
features and phenomena which are unconventional for
landscape architectural design.
A mule is definitely unconventional. But lacking
grandeur, a random animal is apparently already enough
to evoke a one-time magic moment for the First World
War, which fits the humble two-way communication
between ‘teller’ and ‘reader’: a fascination and premise,
which was introduced in chapter 2.3 & 2.5.
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History can become living memory again, and
temporarily brought to life in the contemporary by
events. Thereby, everything in landscape might have the
potential to join the stories of the First World War.
This is it. “so is it designable?”
Next steps for analysis:
The notion that this thesis project requires ‘a creative
design which is innovative and visually attractive’
(see chapter 2.2), forces this research to focus on that
‘product’. In short: there must be figured out what a
‘research by design(ing)’ can offer what plain analysis of
fieldwork can apparently not.
A holistic, cognitive approach to landscape narratives was
unexplored territory in the scientific realm of landscape
architecture. But it seems to work. Innovation in the
context of designing is the next step.
A problem statement for the phase of design (in Dutch:
‘het ontwerpvraagstuk’) should be able to be formulated
at the end of the fieldwork analysis which cover all visited
sites.
But therefore, the fieldwork analysis needs more direction
rather than shooting at everything that moves for the sake
of plotting landscape narratives from a cognitive point of
view.
Innovation for design(ing) requires a reasoned forsight on
which efforts will pay off most:
•
•
•

fascination (2.3&2.5) and the trends in society and
battlefield clientele (chapter 2.4&3.2) are clear;
the models of Ryan for virtual reality, which do not
perfectly fit reality, but satisfy by default;
in this paragraph, the most potential interactive plot
will be investigated more thoroughly, for design
purposes.

figure 4.59
In Flanders Field Museum:
a chipped wristlet to connect
with a personalised avatar,
‘from the war’
Source: own collection

the braided narrative follows “the temporal flow
of the story and never takes the reader back in
time”(Ryan, 2006 p.105). A fragmented presentation of
autobiographical events in the museum in Ypres however,
is not tied to a chronological flow of events or a cohesive
story with a start, middle and end.
In this case, there is also overlap with ‘Sea-anemone’ and
‘Vector with side-branches’, which explicitly offer sidetracks which deviate from a main storyline.

4.5.1 Parallel storylines
In ‘Avatars of story’, Marie-Laure Ryan describes a
plotstructure with parallel storylines as a “weave of
different destiny lines - one for each character”(Ryan,
2006) (see fig. 2.12).
At certain decision points, there is an opportunity to
‘switch tracks’(Ryan, 2006) to the life story of another
character or by creeping in his or her skin to experience a
certain event through new eyes.

Chapter 4.4 shows that there are no benefits from
splitting hairs on Ryan her conceptual diagrams. Thus,
the manifestation and employment of the ‘past-present’
track switching in the outdoor will be further examined
to research the potential of this narrative strategy for
provoking meaningful interactions and ‘encounters’ with
characters from the past. With a braided narrative as its
basic, conceptual plotstructure.

For battlefield visitation, the ability to empathize with
one or more characters who experienced historic events
firsthand, is one of the most effective (Soomers, 2014)
narrative strategies these days:
track switching provides an alternative for the linear
narratives employed by historians for narrating the war
at the Western Front by explicitly denying the sense of
narrative ‘closure’.
It also provides a way to examine the continuing
emotional appeal of the battlefields (Bond, 2002; Wilson,
2009) and anticipate on this by landscape design.
A visitor of the ‘In Flanders Fields Museum’ in Ypres
for example ‘meets’ a cast of holographic personages by
walking through the new exposition.
One personalised personage, an ‘avatar’(Ryan, 2006), can
be met more frequently, even outside the museum. But
only when a chipped wristlet is purchased. Fragments
of letters, sketches, diary and personal items amplify the
‘bigger story’ of the war in Flanders.
This example does already reveal a deviation from the
braided plotstructure of Ryan: she determined that

The analytical tools of episodic mapping will be deployed
to examine the act of track switching along the former
West Front on the following topics:
the characterisation of characters to which track
switching occurs while visiting the sites of the former
Western Front. Is this character a named and nearly
tangible individual from the past, like in the In Flanders
Field museum? Or more often a random individual
which might be generalised as ‘a Soldier of the Great
War’, or maybe an imagined action hero from a certain
nationality, regiment, gender, rank or morality? How
concrete does the avatar enter a personal narrative construct?
Second topic is about the story content and related to
the character: what can be interpretrf from switching to
the storyline of somebody else than yourself, the individual
visitor.
Third topic is related to the direct stimuli which
triggered the switching of tracks during visitation:
is it possible to locate, in place and time, which
(combinations of ) landscape features, landscape ephemera,
rituals, behaviour, fellow visitors and other creatures can be
responsible for this switching of tracks?
Four. Next to direct stimuli, also indirect factors might
contribute to track-switching, including expectation-,
perception- and evaluation phase:
to which extent does the structuring of the plot, prior to the
switch, contribute to this?
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4.5.2 Track-switch by non-human phenomena
Spirn in ‘Language of Landscape’(1998), introduced the
figure of speech ‘Personification’ to explain that people
‘identificate the non-human in landscape with the
human’(Spirn, 1998): a direct, metaphorical connection
between certain characters and phenomena which appear
unrelated at first sight. This is clearly a variant of trackswitching.
Most people engaged in their youth in the playful
recognition of, for example, trolls or the virgin Mary
in clouds and ‘natural rock formations’(van Schie &
Wolters, 2013). Other examples are the imagining of
human faces in bark: talking tree trunks historically
represent stories of the ‘green man’(Schroeder, 2009) or
for kids from the nineties: ‘grandmother willow’ from the
1995 animated Pocahontas movie.
A temporal switch of storylines might be achieved by
interpreting a phenomenon in landscape as a ‘metaphor’ for
a character - a personification.
The literary label of Spirn and the human habit
to playfully recognize hidden faces in the natural
environment, do not yet prove how and which nonhuman phenomena can be identified with war-related
characters while visiting the landscape of the former
Western Front.
However, several occasions of this kind of track-switching
emerged from the exercise of episodic mapping of the
fieldwork sessions.
A brief occasion, nevertheless memorable, was on the
top of the tower of the Villers-Bretonneux Australian
National Memorial, just before an encounter with the
familial wreath laying ceremony in the staircase (see
paragraph 4.5.3).
Enjoying the 360° panorama on cemetery amidst an
endless mosaic of yellow rapeseed, passerine birds were
clearly heard singing high in the air. In text it might
sound corny, but at the time being the poem of John
McCrae unfolded unexpectedly before the eyes.
It is said that he wrote the poem near his dressing station,
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“to pass away the time between the arrival of the batches
of wounded” during the Second Battle of Ypres, while
“watching the crosses, row on row, grew into a good-sized
cemetery”(letter from General Morrison in ‘In Flanders
Field and other poems by John McCrae, 2002; p.59).
The birdsong was the direct stimulus whereby not only
the experience of the site became meaningful, also the
poem grew in personal significance because, from then,
it related to an personal episode, anchored in place and
time.
This personal anchoring is not historically correct:
the site in France is dedicated to the advances of the
Australian Corps in 1918. Officially, the poem is inter
alia anchored to the visitable site of McGrae his Canadian
dressing station near the Ypres channel in Flanders,
several monuments in Canada and his resting place at the
Wimereux Communal Cemetery in Pas de Calais (cwgc.
org, 2014).
If it is not historically correctness, which factors at the
Villers-Bretonneux Memorial, besides the direct stimulus,
contributed to the switch of tracks to the scenery as
experienced and represented in a poem by McGrae?
Consulting the episodic map and -plotstructure of
the site visit (see paragraph 4.5.3), it becomes clear
that the architectural features at the site, as well as the
remembered events, succeed one another as the walk
progresses. Although not all events are staged, but they
all fit within the stroll as plotted by Sir Edwin Lutyens
(Geurst, 2010).
The classical references in the architecture of most
national memorials, Memorials to the Missing and
the highly standardized design language for cemeteries
ensures that each component, Australian or Canadian,
represents a larger whole. Therefore it is not illogical that
interpreted story content sometimes mismatches the
object.
A spatial mismatch, a non-authentic event as an indirect
factor, might be a recurrent event along the contemporary
Western Front and therefore an opportunity for design.

It is clear that the anchoring of the poem was at
least a temporal switch of storylines. The subsequent
remembered events at the site are not directly related to
the storyline of the poem or the poet.
But it is questionable if the wreath laying ceremony in
the staircase (see paragraph 4.5.3) would have also made
a lasting impression if the poem did not continue to
smoulder in the mind while descending the stairs.
Also later, more singing larks were noticed during
visitation of war-related sites and by reading memoirs of
front soldiers during the design phase.
A longer lasting track-switch is possible when a temporal
track-switching event affects the interpretation of later
phenomena, even on a site-overarching level.

“In Flanders fields the
poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on
row,
That mark our place; and in
the sky
The larks, still bravely
singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns
below (...)
Part of poem by John McCrae in ‘In Flanders Fields
and Other Poems’(2002
p.4)
“In dieser Wildnis fühlen
sich die Vögel wohl, so die
Rebhühner, deren seltsamen
Lockruf man oft in den
Nächten vernimmt, so die
Lerchen, deren vielstimmiger
Gesang mit dem ersten Licht
über den Gräben ertönt”
Ernst Jünger (1978 p.46;
original 1920)

“During the last watch, a
bright streak behind the sky
to the east announces the
coming day. The contours of
the trench are sharpened; in
the flat light, it makes an
impression of unspeakable
dreariness.
A lark ascends; its trilling
gets on my wick. Leaning
against the parapet, I stare
out at the dead, wire-scarred
vista with a feeling of tremendous disillusion.
These last twenty minutes
seem to go on for ever. At
last there’s the clatter of the
coffee-bringers coming down
the communication trench:
it’s seven o’clock in the
morning. The night-watch
is over.”
Ernst Jünger (translation
by Hofmann, 2004 p.39)
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TRACK-SWITCH to specific characters during fieldwork
sessions - to be discussed in next subparagraph:

figure 4.61&.62
Lochnagar Crater (Fr)

cross and plaque in memory of
22/1306 Pte George Nugent,
whose remains emerged from
the chalk at this spot in 1998.
“Identif ied by his razor and
reburied at Ovillers Military Cemetery’’(http://www.
lochnagarcrater.org)

figure 4.63&.64
Vimy Memorial (Fr)

This is our Great-Great-Uncle Daniel Patrick O-Byrne.
His name passed on through
our family since generations
afterwards, our own brother
included. His memory will
live on through this family
legacy. It means so much to
travel all this way, to honour
his sacrif ice
(caption picture frame)

Fr-VR1 0:01

figure 4.65&.66
Villers-Bretonneux (Fr)
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Uncle Charlie, 8 ” Field Ambulance (..) died 8/09/1918.
presented by your niece Robyn
(..), daughter of your younger
brother (..) your memory lives
forever
(part of message on wreath)

Fr-VR1 0:01

TRACK-SWITCH by other name-bearing features
during fieldwork sessions:

figure 4.67-.68
Deutsche Kriegsgräberstätte
Souain (Marne, Fr)
(new meaning after WW2)

(a christian) Landsturmmann
& a Jewish Gefreiter

figure 4.69&.70
‘Onze-Lieve-Vrouwehoekje’
Oud-Stuivekenskerke (Be)
‘fighting monk’

1914-1918
The observation post of artillery off icer - Franciscan
Martial Lekeux
was located here
(translation)

figure 4.71&.72
Thiepval Memorial
to the Missing of the Somme
(Fr) ‘make peace?’

Makepeace Alfred, private
Date of Death: 14/11/1916
Regiment/Service: Northumberland Fusiliers 1st/5th Bn.
(info from source: cwgc.org)

figure 4.73&.74
Ossuaire de Navarin
Monument aux Morts des
Armées de Champagne (Fr),
‘La Croix Cassat’

En Souvenir de A Cassat
(..) disparu á la tranchée de
Lübeck
le 27-9-1915
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4.5.3 Track-switch by name-bearing feature
Several occasions of track-switching emerged from the
exercise of episodic mapping of the fieldwork sessions.
A female avatar, encoded in the wristlet chip in the In
Flanders Field Museum, was assigned by a computer
which matched personal details of the visitor with
corresponding background, age etc. of individuals during
the war. By a mismatch, the female is not part of this
personal travel narrative: her story, unfortunately, did not
produce a lasting memory.
But even when encounters in the field with name-bearing
features become remembered events, these are not by
definition events which can be regarded as a switch to
the storyline of the character which is indicated by that
name.
George Nugent:
This can be illustrated by the example of the ‘lost and
found’ soldier on the edge of the Lochnagar crater in
the Somme region, by an encounter with his cross (see
previous spread)
The plaque on the cross (1) revealed a minimum
of written information about the life and death of
George Nugent and therefore it revealed not many
clues to construct a vivid memory. The story about the
indentification of the body by his engraved razor was
not discovered by the author until the writing of this
paragraph.
So, in the first glance, it seems that we are dealing with
‘just’ an encounter and not with a switch of tracks.
However, the encounter with the cross did not stand on
its own. At that moment, it directly created a sense of
awareness during the further walk and evaluation of the
site. An awareness that it was not only a walk around an
immense crater, but also a walk on human remains.
A ‘danger’ sign contributed on the awareness of the
subsurface. Some potholes in the chalk along the path
triggered the imagination to finally switch tracks. Not
to George Nugent, but to the person who was surprised
to find the remains emerging from the chalk in 1998. A
reason to take a closer look in potholes (2), to be certain
no bones are sticking out.
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The George Nugent example shows the interrelatedness
of the features of a site during a walkabout (cross, sign,
potholes, crater) and the added meaning and evolution
of narrative during the evaluation phase (razor). This
interrelatedness is schematized in the episodic plot
structure of the site visit.
Great-Great-Uncle:
The Great-Great-Uncle example, at the basis of the
Canadian National Vimy Memorial (see previous
spread), shows an interrelatedness of features on a site
transcending level.
At first glance, it is just one character among the engraved
names and ranks of “11.285 Canadian soldiers who were
killed in France and whose final resting place was then
unknown”(veterans.gc.ca, 2013). ‘Then’ refers probably
to the unveiling of the monument in 1936.
Difference is the framed letter which is temporal, but in
terms of content not less enduring.
During the visit, the grandeur of the Vimy monument
was too overwhelming to pay much attention to the
meaning of this familial tribute.
The next day, individual-oriented letters recurred at
Villers-Bretonneux Australian National Memorial. The
memory of the letter at Vimy was retrieved and evaluated
in the context of this later experience: by coincidence, a
brief familial wreath laying ceremony was looked upon,
which completed, in real-life, the typical narrative of the
‘Bereaved’(Winter, 1995): fallen relative -> name passed
on through generations -> family travels from far to pay
tribute at the battlefield 95 years later.
To draw parallels with the previous example at the
Lochnagar crater: at first sight, just a remembered
encounter with name-bearing features was produced at
(1). On closer inspection, a relation with other features
on the same site or during later experiences (2) is
revealed, which generated the switch of tracks.
The characters in question were not of any personal
significance to the reader, but they triggered the
awareness of a subsurface and the common narrative of
bereaved families.
There is no strict relation between charater and storycontent.
Besides the poor significance of the specific character for the
actual content of the story, non-fictive characters are at least
able to trigger common stories.

Villers-Bretonneux
Australian National
Memorial, Somme
designed by Sir Edwin Lutyens
photo: own collection

Lochnagar Crater
(Memorial) La Grande Mine,
Somme - privatly owned
photo: own collection
Rituals: ceremonies at July
the 1st & November the 11th
(Armistice Day)

Ritual: annual Dawn Service
(5.30 am., April the 25th)
lead signifiers
A. palladian entrance pavilions
B. V-B military cemetery
C. watch boxes
(+WW2 bullet holes)
D. Australian National
Memorial (name wall)
E. watchtower

lead signifiers

A. wooden cross
B. crater (21m deep),
path on crater rim
C. Gordon Dump Cemetery
D. La Boisselle Project:
permanent archeological
excavation

D, E

B, A

C

E1
2
A
D
C

B

2
B

sequence in space

1

2

A

C

E
A

C

storyline Great-Great-Uncle

1

D

A
2

B
1

storyline of the ‘Bereaved’

storyline George Nugent

2

sequence in time

C

La Boisselle

A

B

C

D

E

D

E

north
200m

north

B2

A
B

C

B1

A

200m
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4.5.4 Track-switch to archetypical character
The lark, mentioned in paragraph 4.5.3, was in the
beginning just a cue to the storyline of the 1915
‘historic’ character John McCrae. Later, the memory
evolved towards a narrative of the shared experience of
front soldiers all along the frontline at dawn: it became
possible to empathize and even participate in that shared
experience.
This should not be confused with ‘shared experience’,
which is suggested in figure 4.21 as a moment of choice
or opportunity to participate collectively in an event or
share an experienced event with people afterwards.
The competence to empathize with archetypical characters,
triggered by human or non-human phenomena in landscape,
is a characteristic of track switching interactivity.
Media, literature and oral tales do not lack rhetorics to
refer to First World War related characters: ‘A soldier of
the Great War’, ‘an Unknown soldier’(Bruley, 2006),
un soldat inconnu, ‘a witness’. Or more specific “un
poilu’, a British ‘Tommy’(Wilson, 2011), ‘veterans’, ‘les
anciens combattants’, the dead, ‘die Kriegsneurotiker’,
die Kriegskrüppeln, ‘the disfugured’(Biernoff, 2011). Less
specific but not less popular are references like ‘them’,
those boys, heroes, our brothers, our sons, etcetera.
The exact rhetoric used during fieldwork sessions cannot
satisfactorily be reconstructed from episodic memory
since they are interchangeable and memory is subject
to change. Though, several occasions of this kind of
generalisation of characters and their generalized war
experiences emerged from the exercise of episodic
mapping, from which one is presented in this paragraph.

The ‘Site de la Main de Massiges’, at the junction of the
Champagne and Argonne front), has been analysed to get
grip on this form of track-switching interactivity.
The site was the scene of years of fierce fighting to hold,
capture and re-capture this natural stronghold amidst the
lower limestone plateau.
Since recent years, the ‘Association La Main de Massiges’
has been opening up and restoring the network of filled
trenches and tunnels near a couple of deep mine craters.
Visitors of this site are exposed to a mixture of features
which might provoke a realistic ‘trench experience’, offer
a display of found scrap-metal, educate with strewn
around information panels and commemorate with a
simple monument.
The arrival at the site was after a long day in the
Champagne front region. A day of driving around for
hours and getting lost while making detours past gigantic
military training grounds. The visited sites along the
route were formal cemeteries, memorials and an ossuary.
All within a seemingly deserted agricultural setting.
In contrast to the antecedent, the chaotic setting of
Site de la Main de Massiges was a relief, which resulted
in a shared riotous mood and corresponding informal
behaviour while exploring the network of reconstructed
trenches.
Coming around a corner, a fellow traveller surprisingly
re-enacted a suicide scene by showing his bare toe “to be
able to pull the trigger of the gun” (1). A corner later, the
other fellow traveller was also discovered with a bare foot
to re-enact the absurd re-enactment (2).

B2

A
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B1

B3

Stumbling on the apparent members of the association
digging trenches, the shellshock narrative ended as
quickly as it started (4).
In retrospect, the macabre humour was certainly in the
service of trackswitching to the storyline of a archetypical
character by dealing with the (imagined) daily reality of
trench warfare: This was stimulated directly by the setting
and indirectly by the visitations earlier that day.
The plotstructure of Site de la Main de Massiges can
be schematized as a combination of Ryan her separate
plotstructures: a braided plot within a maze: the story
of the suicidal, shell-shocked characters evolved around
every corner, in search for the exit. ‘Every route of
the visitor can represent a different adventure in this
storyworld’(Ryan, 2006).
As the restoration at the site continues, more cues will be
provided to relate new stories to. For instance a “going
over the top”(Wilson, 2009) narrative.
The latest discovery and identification of several human
remains in the subsurface of the site (champagneardenne.france3.fr, 2013), shows similarities with
the earlier visited Lochnagar crater site, which is now
deliberately presented as a memorial where ‘respectful’
behaviour has became the norm.
The playful portraying of certain ‘adventures’ in the
maze, however, might become marked as inappropriate
behaviour when informal chaos makes place for staged
and top-down imposed story content.

Playful empathy was not the norm during the total site
visit. The most meaningful experience of track-switching
at this site happened after the escape from the labyrinth:
unnoticed, the weather and thereby the atmosphere had
changed dramatically.
A threatening, rolling thunder instantly forced to
empathize with ‘those’ who had populated this
inhospitable ridge during the war: during all weather
conditions, listening to the never-ending pounding of
artillery in the distance (5).
The car offered a safe escape, but the ridge was left
unpopulated with mixed feelings.
On Site de la Main de Massiges, artefacts were touched,
strewn around signs were read and a story was re-enacted.
All contribute to the narrative construct of site and day.
But that one-time magic moment of thunder is where it
might be all about. Just like the mule at Polygon Wood,
the song of the lark and the wreath laying ceremony at
Villers-Bretonneux.
A satisfying plot can be established in seconds by trackswitching, but time should be invested for it to happen.
* because the plotdiagram below is portrayed as a maze
(see scheme 3a in chapter 4.1.5), track-switching could not
be marked at node B1 and 2. The small numbers show the
succession of events and route choices. The blue numbers
mark the main story events during fieldwork

B

1
2

3

A

4

storyline archetypical
character

sequence in time
A - Craters
B - reconstructed
labyrinth of trenches

B

north

A

75m
Camp Suippes
(military terrain,
pockmarked
surface)

Site de la Main
de Massiges
north
500m

sequence in space
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4.6

Ambition for design phase

4.6.2 Design purpose

4.6.1 Re-formulating Landscape Narratives
As suggested earlier: everything on, around, below and
above a Site of Memory or Mourning has the potential to
join story. This chiefly for ‘unlocking’ parallel storylines
by track-switching interactivity: primarily by incidental
events and -features, landscape ephemera and mundane
experiences.
This thesis argues that the coincidental and ephemeral
components of todays Western Front landscape have a
major, and hitherto unrecognized, influence on the way
in which the landscapes and sites of todays Western Front
are - and should be - perceived, valued and narrated by
individuals.
This in cooperation with and complementing to the
permanent narrative components with ‘top-down’
imposed, closed narratives from national or tribal origin.
Literature study and fieldwork analysis provided enough
confidence to re-formulate landscape narratives for design
purposes:
Landscape Narratives: the total context of stories and the
structuring of space & time during an experience, which you
sense & make sense of (inter)actively, in relation to the past,
the contemporary and the future.
This cognitive, transmedial and cross-disciplinary
approach to landscape narratives can be visualised in
a brand-new scheme, which is an improved version of
figure 2.2 and 2.9 in the ‘State of the Art’ chapter.

Todays Western Front, including Sites of Memory and
Mourning are temporally inhabited by a cast of guests
(battlefield visitors) in a touristic setting and permanently
inhabited by a local population in their everyday setting.
The double arrows in the scheme below visualize the
interaction between the experienced landscape of today
versus a fictive or historical storyworld: a milieux de
mémoire, inhabited by past generations who witness
historical events.
The fusion of these two worlds - now and then, every now
and then - is not only the desire and the mental exercise
of the battlefield visitor, it is also the purpose of landscape
narrative design.
The design phase will explore, cross-country, the golden
mean between the direct way of literal re-enactment and
a detour provided by schemes for coding message and
meaning via symbolism. (See chapter 2.4)
Incident, coincidence, mundane, ephemera, individual:
the role and the sphere of influence of the designer is
unclear for providing and evoking satisfying plots.
Further, the events and landscape settings between 1914
and 1918 were far from fictive, and reality was for many
far from romantic, heroic and sacrificial:
the design phase is to explore another meaning for
‘satisfying plot’, which is not necessarily comfortable or
enjoyable.

Landscape narrative
Story (content)

Telling

Plot (structuring of story events)

Plot (discourse, structuring of events)

parallel Storyworld
event
setting
character
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Cognitive process
expectation
perception
evaluation

todays Landscape
event
setting
character

Time after time, analysis showed that parallel storylines
could be unlocked by direct stimuli like singing birds,
indirect factors like standardized monuments, and by
specific historical characters like one’s Great-Great-Uncle.
Concluding on the story content of those storylines,
there is nothing specific, locale or historically
“authentic”(Gough, 2004 p.251) about them: they offer a
template for the First World War in general and, at most,
the Western Front, one of its frontzones or a certain
battle in particular.
A visitor his or her desire for a satisfying plot (chapter
& 2.1 & 4.1.1) offers merely archetypical and
stereotypical characters and stories; the figure of speech
‘Personification’(chapter 4.5.2) turns out to be a cliché:
“metaphors which power eroded through overuse”(Spirn,
1998 p.229)

During fieldwork and evaluations, all efforts were devoted
to approach the experiential world of the battlefield
traveler, being a landscape architect.
The fusion of two experiential storyworlds - the traveller now
and the witness then - is the next ambition.
This design ambition is creating a wormhole between
reality and past reality, to offer what existing sites of
Memory & Mourning and forced analysis of First Person
Fieldwork can apparently not offer:
Genius Loci, the “spirit of the place”.

Landscape is still Unknown.
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the fusion of two storywolds

CHAPTER 5 - DESIGN CASE
Recent archeological excavations on the Western Front offer glimpses
of the life and dead of soldiers, their artifacts and physical conditions.
The same counts for the ungoing discovery and digitalisation of vast
amounts of memoirs, letters and diaries of witnesses from institutional
and familial archives.
Both fueled recent scholarship on the ‘human aspects’ of the First
World War and a collective memory is being forged.
In this design phase, memory is once again dealt with as a psychological
phenomenon because “individuals remember’, ‘repress’, ‘forget’ and ‘are
traumatized’, not societies”(Bourke, 2004 p.473).

5.1

Introduction on the fusion of two storyworlds

5.1.1 Soldiers coming to an understanding of a war-torn world
In line with the abovementioned, Ross J. Wilson calls in his articles
for remembering soldiers not as passive victims of conflict, but as
“individuals coming to an understanding of an unfamiliar and hostile war
landscape”(Wilson, 2011 p.347).
Soldiers not only witnessed, but also ‘participated in scenes of brutality,
which is a distasteful, but integral part of the soldiers’ experience of the
battlefield’(Wilson, 2007; Bourke, 2004).
Through their habits and actions, a notion of identity and sense of place
was derived. Perhaps most important via the practices of naming, narrating,
valuing and associating places, parts of their frontline and trenches with home,
with danger, for survival and navigation (Wilson, 2011). Reputation & place
names were often all what remained after villages were pulverized.
Distilled from the works of Wilson, an incomplete list is presented on the next
page which joins a phenomenological perspective:
“while the soldiers’ actions assisted in the creation of this war landscape, the
landscape in turn created the soldiers who belonged to it” (Tilley, 1994)
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5.1.2 Remembering & narrating war experience
As Joanna Bourke points out in her study of violence in
wartime: “at some stage, peace does break out”(Bourke,
2004 p.480)
Next to a phase of forgetting and repressing, many
combatants ‘felt a need to “bear witness” to a wider
community and also to themselves’(Bourke, 2004).

figure 5.3 (down & R)
interrelated topics from
ethnographic analysis of
the British soldiers in the
setting of the Western Front,
shaping wartime experience.
(Wilson, 2007, 2009, 2011)
devastation & desolation
otherworldly landscape
dead amongst the living
bizarre visual impact
anonymous fear & terror
rumours of enemy
intensive moments of
brutality & violence

For this, private memory needed to be translated into
a ‘legitimate narrative which is both coherent and
convincing for public discourse, and also for themselves
to reintegrate in society and cope with trauma and
(survivor’s) guilt’(Bourke, 2004).
This narratized memory ‘does not resurrect the past’
but ‘reconstructs it as a coherent, imaginative pattern’:
a narrative plot for which genres (i.e. adventure tale),
cliché’s about heroism and sacrifice, adopted language,
metaphors, Christian, ideological and classical references
(Winter, 1995) were employed and commonly shared.
Bourke concludes with the remark that “history and
memory are not detached narrative structures”(Bourke,
2004; p.485), but complement each other.
This is emphasized by Dylon Trigg in his book
“the memory of place - phenomenology of the
uncanny”(2012): memory is the ‘raw material’ with
which history works. For the design of experiential
stories, this process has to be reversed via design.

funerary practices
tacit truces
orders, hierarchy
trench system
military technology & tactics
procedures & inspection
battalion/group reputation
reputation of places
war propaganda
weapons as body extension
wounds & disfigurement
facial injuries
take role or refuse
new values & meaning

memory is recollected & shared
memory eventually becomes history

original experience
(raw-, lived-)
figure 5.4 (up)
scheme, based on
process and shift, described
in Trigg (2012):

preserved version
distance in time

individual memory, rooted
in lived experience, is the raw
material of history.
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5.1.3 Assumptions & considerations
The studies by Ross J. Wilson and Joanna Bourke
show evidence that some of our landscape narrative
design practices correspond to the way soldiers came to
understand, arranged and narrated their unfamiliar world
and war experiences in war and peace time.
For example by the practice of naming and re-naming the
topography of the Belgian and French countryside on a
large scale, the most universal and “simplest way a story
is anchored to a place”(Potteiger and Purinton, 1998
p.73). Next to this, names of insignificant villages (i.e.
Passchendaele), woods (i.e. Bourlon), hills (i.e. Pilkem
ridge) and streams (i.e. Lekkerboterbeek) still have the
power to evoke images of mud, suffering, gas and mass
graves.
This is an interesting point: the two experiential
storyworlds, ours and theirs, might be a century apart,
but differ not that much in theory.
Personal war accounts, representing lived experience, might
be studied and articulated via landscape design with the
same cognitive tools on episodic memory and spatio-temporal
plotting in relation to landscape as applied in chapter four.
After all, both battlefield tourists and soldier-citizens
are human beings at foreign places, who take their
experiences home to overthink.
Narratology ensures that storycontent can migrate freely
from one medium to the other, landscape included.
Taken in mind that some media are “born storytellers,
but others suffer from serious handicaps”(Ryan, 2006),
it is obvious that written memoirs and other media have
their limitations in articulating wartime experience. We
have seen what track-switching interactivity is capable of
in chapter 4.
Landscape narrative design might bridge the gap between
now and then, us and them.
With the etnographic analysis in figure 5.4 and the
process of “loosing sight of the original experience”(Trigg,
2012 p.75) showed in figure 5.5 in mind, the question
of Dylon Trigg sounds legitimate to the purpose and
ambition of this design phase (2012, p.71):
‘How can we observe the past in landscape when the past
is external to our lived experience?’
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This question challenges the wished fusion of two
experiential storywolds, traveller and soldier (see chapter
4.6):
The literal reconstruction of history, due to the general
absence of the Millieux de Memoire, is not that necessary if
the basic conditions and cognitive processes can be unlocked
in which soldiers came to an understanding of a war-torn
world.
There is a down side in this statement: stimulating
the ‘Spirit of the Bayonet’ by seriously “domesticating
narratives of killing”(Bourke, 2004 p.483) (see list
figure 5.4), is only desirable when designing military
training facilities and plotting life-size simulations for
contemporary warfare.
Nevertheless, in todays camp Auswitch, visitors are
willingly forced through a cramped gas chamber or
crematory, as part of the guided tour.
Overall, tourism is a comfortable and non-traumatic
business, but the boundaries between what is desirable or
not are fluid and negotiable via design.
figure 5.5
The Platoon Experience (source: passchendaele.be, 2013)
• full day’s programme (9 am - 5 pm or 10 am - 6 am)
• guided tour in the Memorial Museum Passchendaele 1917
• hot ‘Tommy Tucker’-meal (with corned beef )
• personal stories to experience
• battlefield walk in authentic kit*
• guided tour at Tyne Cot Cemetery
• educational support by one or two guides
*if groups don’t behave properly in a spirit of remembering
those who went this way in 1917, the guides have the right to
break off the experience at any time

Conclusion - ‘the experience of reading’

5.1.4 Approach

This thesis research rejects that there is a methodological
blueprint for a satisfying plot by landscape design. Every
effort to establish one by extensive modelling exercises,
distracts from the primary goal of design:

To build up a ‘genius loci dataset’, ‘raw experience’ will be
inventoried to analyse the pecularities of the case region
in the past, present and near future.

the necessity of adressing war and peace themes, to tell and
re-tell the stories of the First World War (chapter 1.2)
Landscape Narrative Design for battlefield visitation
considers not only a physical elaboration by design, but
also spatio-temporal, social and psychological elements.
We have to acknowledge that the designer-storyteller
operates in a very grey area, in which creativity, emphatic
skills and a dose of lucky coincidence rule the game:
•

•

•

intermingling the production side and interpretation
side for bi-directional storytelling (chapter 1.3 & 4.1)
via efficient management of choice and opportunity
with interactive plotstructures (4.1.5 & 4.4.1)
switching between the experience of ‘being’ pilgrim
& ‘being’ tourist (chapter 3.2) to create a state of
mind which makes the individual traveller able to be
bodily and emotionally engaged with travel, sensitive
to genius loci and produce vivid memories to be
taken home to overthink (4.2)
the fusion of two realities (chapter 4.6), todays- and
wartime reality by torning down the walls between
representation and reality (2.3)

for the design case, one is added:
•

A selection of peculiarities will be interlinked on a
cognitive, transmedial and cross-disciplinary level which
will result in landscape design interventions.
Once again, a pragmatist stance will be taken: all
analytical and communicative tools as used and
developed in chapter four, will be converted to design
tools for plotting experienceable stories: what works at
the time.
This design interventions are fictive, and will not be
implemented in real life during this thesis project. I am a
aware of the experiential side of the story: extra attention
will be invested in presentation tools to engage a diverse
audience with the subject matter and to challenge and
discuss design solutions.
An example was the chance to present at the
international, scientific Peace Conference in Wageningen.
(peaceconference.eu, 2013)

figure 5.6
a very unpleasant experience
in a crematory in Camp
Auswitch. Visitors are willing
to go deep for the sake of
switching storylines in the
‘spirit of remembering’
source: own collection

switching to parallel storylines, by approaching raw,
lived wartime experiences (chapter 5.2.2) and unlock
the cognitive processes in the traveler by which
soldiers came to an understanding of a war-torn
world (5.1.3) the fusion of two realities (chapter 4.6),
todays- and wartime reality by torning down the
walls between representation and reality (2.3)
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August 1779
“Kilmaine was entrenched
with his troops in a fairly
strong position known as
Ceasar’s Camp. If any defeat
should befall his army, with
now only 120 miles between
him and Paris, there would be
a clear road for the enemy to
the capital.
(...) The advance of the
enemy continued all day
and by nightfall on 7 August
the allied army of 80.000
threatened the French camp.
The situation was critical
for Kilmaine. Hurrliedly
summoning a council of
officiers, he proposed a retreat
as the only thing that would
save France and the cause
of the Revolution. When
allied forces debouched in
front of Ceasar’s Camp they
found to their surprise that it
was completely abandoned.
Kilmaine’s move proved a
masterly one, saving the lives
of his enire force.”
(B. Clark, 2010 p.113-114)

s-C

Ceasar’s Camp

amb

rai

Agache valley

Escaut valley

Bourlon wood

brai

Cam

epaum

Ba

Cambrai

Havrincourt wood

Tortille stream

north

Somme river
Peronne

figure 5.7
The Cambrai (Kamerik)
region is characterized by
its topography of marshy
valleys, high woods and
perfectly straight (Roman)
roads across the rolling
plains, which gave the
region significance for its
‘agricultural production, as a
cultural and economic

Cologne stream

corridor and a strategic
stronghold between Paris
and the countries in the
north’ (Johnson, 1921). Not
much has changed since “la
carte de Cassini” was drawn
in the 18th century (original
from: http://www.geoportail.
gouv.fr, 2014), except from
a system of parallel canals.
Under Napoléon, the

tin
Quen
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Arra

to St.

July 1917
“Cambrai is a sleepy little
town in the Artois, with
a name full of historical
associations. Its narrow old
streets wind their way round
an imposing town hall,
ancient town gates, and many
churches where the great
Archbishop Fenelon once
preached his sermons.
(...) The Great War pulled the
place out of its enchanted sleep,
and turned it into the focal
point of enormous battles.
Brisk new life went clattering
over the cobbles, and jangled
the little windows, behind
which anxious faces peeped out
to try and see what on earth
was going on.
Strangers drank lovingly
maintained cellars dry”
(Junger, 2004 p.110)

Sensée river

10km

Canal St. Quentin was
finished. Later, the Canal
du Nord was designed to
connect the Somme with the
Sensée river via the basins
of the Tortille and Agache
streams. Like the St. Quentin
channel, an ingenious system
of locks, ship tunnels and
deep transections, bridged
the differences in height.

5.2

Introduction to the Cambrai region

In april 2011, Nicolas Sarkozy kicked off the prestigious
construction of the ‘Canal Seine-Nord Europe’.
This waterway will link the Seine with the Scheldt and
in this way France with the Benelux and Paris with the
North-Sea for fluvial transport.
The 4.5 billion euro mega-project involves the excavation
of 106 km channel and the construction of multimodal
platforms, harbours, water reservoirs, aqueducts, locks
and other related infrastructural works (vnf.fr, 2014). As
a preparation the French archaeological institute Inrap
conducted excavations along the whole course of the
future canal (inrap.fr, 2014).
This is is where the story ends. Costs of the project
amounted to 7 billion euro and the construction was
postponed. At the moment of writing, it is uncertain
when the project continues and how the project might be
reconfigured the next coming years (seine-nord-europe.
com, 2014)
The exact trajectory of the canal is planned between
Cambrai and Compiègne, a rural area which cuts
through the entire width of the 1914-1918 battlefields.
It is an exceptional occasion that a mega infrastructural
project coincides not only spatially, but probably also
within a period of great attention towards the theme of
the First World War: the 2014-2018 centenary.

figure 5.8 (up)
the planned Canal SNE is
the missing link between
todays fluvial networks of the
Seine and the rest of Western
Europe.
Source: www.vnf.fr, 2014
5.9 -.11 (down)
The old Canal du Nord was
left under construction

during the First World War
and its dry bedding, locks
and earthworks became in
1917 and 1918 a strategic
barrier, north of the 1916
Somme Battlefields. Canal
SNE will run partly parallel
with the Canal du Nord.
Source: (left) westhampals.
blogspot.nl, 2013; (middle)
inrap.fr, 2013

Moeuvres
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5.2.1 Todays Cambrai region
The Cambrai region is a textbook example of ‘todays’ Western
Front, as conceptualized via a literature study and by own
investigation in chapter 3.1 and 3.3 in this thesis:
there is a clear contradiction between the actual events
which took place in the landscape of the Western Front, ‘the
unimaginable and horror’, and what part of history is being
told in this landscape today: the sad ending of the story and the
process of recovery.
Also, the visitable, First World War related sites in this region
are divers from origin (nationality, battle, year) but most sites
fit in the ‘bulk’ available along the whole Western Front:

Canal Seine Nord Europe
left under construction

A Western Front highlights (0)
A1 Western Front ultra highlight universal icons (0)
B Commonly visited WW1 sites (5-6)
C Sites to ‘pass by’, mainly cemeteries (< 50)
Although the region knows its own highlights, real ultra- or
ordinary highlights (on Western Front scale) are absent. This
statement is contestable, but fact is that it is one of the best
known but at the same time, least visited former battlefields.
This although the Somme region with its density of (ultra-)
highlights and touristic networks is not far to the southwest.
The Chemin des Dames (see virtual tour chapter 3.3) is the
next well-visited frontzone in the southeast, 75 km away in a
straight line.

Bourlon Wood
Canadian Memorial

Louverval
Cambrai Memorial
To the Missing

Cambrai

Flesquières
Tankmemorial

Topography is not much altered since 1914-1918, villages
are rebuilt but never extended, woods have maintained their
dimensions. Except from the A26 Autoroute and the modern,
agricultural machinery, time does not seem to get a grip on this
landscape: it is desolated, depopulated and its monuments and
cemeteries are durable and perfectly distributed through the
region. Boring.
Bellicourt & Bony
American Memorials

north
5km
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figure 5.12 - .21
map and pictures of the
region today: end of the
story: monuments (yellow
stars) & cemeteries (dots).
Except for reconstruction
& infrastructural works,
the countryside is fairly
unchanged. Canal Seine
Nord Europe is left under
construction
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5.2.2 The fusion of two realities
Glimpses to ‘the other part of the story’, as shown in
chapter 3, offer themselves on different timescale. Instead
of a century, it is earlier seasonal.
The construction and excavations for Canal Seine Nord
Europe has accelerated this process.
Seemingly insignificant, the Cambrai battlefields are
actually the most vibrant and dynamic of all frontzones
along todays Western Front.

1. Canal Seine Nord Europe archaeological ‘trenches’ at
future bedding - episode 1

8

2. Canal Seine Nord Europe archaeological quarries for
future locks - episode 2

1

3. desolated ruin (a) above tunnel Canal de Nord
(b) at old railway crossing Epehy - episode 3
(c) on top tunnel Canal St. Quentin

5
2

4. forest to be felled & compensated for bedding
- episode 4

7

6

4

5. plans for wind turbine park near burial site poet E.A.
Mackintosh - episode 5
6. plans for local museum for the recovered tank
Deborah (1998) & poet E.A. Mackintosh

3a

7. construction bypass Cambrai, excavations (finished)
3b

8. archaeological excavations for multimodal platform
(finished)

3c
north
5km

figure 5.22 - .30
contemporary activities
in the area offer glimpses
of wartime genius loci:
temporarily & incidentally
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5.2.3 The Cambrai battlefields then
The first Battle of Cambrai was launched at 20 november
1917.
It was an allied attack, prepared in secret, in which
infantry, cavalry, and about 450 tanks, appeared from
woods and valleys in the early morning, and broke
through the unbreakable and brand-new Siegfried
Stellung, also known as the Hindenburg Line:
an ingenious German defensive system of bunkers,
fortified villages, railways, depots, thick belts of barbed
wire, gun positions and deep trenches - in some places
this ‘line’ was up to 10 km in depth. Canal du Nord and
the St. Quentin Canal were strategically incorporated in
this system. Canal crossings were detonated and banks,
locks and tunnels were transformed into hospitals and
headquarters. (Turner, 2007)
After more than three years of digging in and fighting for
the meter, troops were moving through the open again
to capture the main objectives: the woods and villages
of Bourlon, Havrincourt, Flesquères and canal crossings
at Moeuvres, Marcoing and Masnières. And possibly
the city Cambrai. It was the first application of massed
armour in history.
As church bells were rung in Britain to celebrate the
apparent victory, the element of surprise was already over.
German counterattacks were launched. At 7 december,
this sector was relatively quiet again (Turner, 2007)
The end of the story: “total British casualties at Cambrai
were 47,596 with about one-third of that figure killed or
missing. For their part, the Germans suffered up to
53,000 casualties”(Turner, 2007 p.93).

figure 5.31-.34
Tanks, troops in the open
and the unbreakable
Hindenburg Line
sources:
31, 32, 34: iwm.org.uk
33: http://www.
freewebs.com/denbob/
ulsterdivcambrai.htm
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Geological & topographical
conditions in memoirs:

to Belgium & NL
(Scheldt system)
lock Canal SNE
Canal du Nord

Canal Seine-Nord Europe
(under construction)
multimodal platform
Cambrai-Marquion
& locks
Bourlon (wood)

Cambrai

Moeuvres

Flesquières
lock Canal SNE

Havrincourt
(wood)

Tunnel
Canal du Nord

Marcoing
Masnieres

Canal St. Quentin

lock, cereal dock
& water reservoir
Canal SNE

to Compiègne
(Seine system)

Tunnel
Canal St. Quentin

lock, cereal dock,
water reservoir,
facilities for yachts
Canal SNE

4-20 Nov. 1917
The ground was hard chalk,
and no amount of rain
could make it unfit for our
use. Natural and artificial
obstaceles could be surmounted
easily enough or avoided.
Given sufficient tanks and the
advantage of surprise, there
was no earthly reason why we
should not go straight through
to Cambrai. What could stop
us?
(..) We were only troubled by
the thought of Bourlon Wood,
which from its hill, dominated
the whole countryside between
Havrincourt and Cambrai.
(..) We returned to Wailly
bubbling over with
enthusiasm.
(Watson, 1920 p.162)

north

Peronne

figure 5.35
Geological map of the
Cambrai region with existing
canals & tunnels and the
planned Canal Seine Nord
Europe. Marked in two
tones of red is the Battle of
Cambrai in 1917. Black line
is the British frontline at the
opening day of the attack.

17-18 Nov. 1917
“We had five miles to go and
in the best conditions we were
unlikely to make more than
five miles an hour. Certainly
the ground was dry and chalky
- was that what the intelligent
fool called cretaceous? I hoped
I was not going to see it change
to the alluvial - but after that
the conditions were not the
best. We were utterly tired
out.”
(Bion, 1995 p.154-155)

10km

the thin, red dotted line is
the furthest gain of terrain
that first day. The solid red
line is the final frontline after
the German counterattacks.
Source map & legend:
Bureau de recherches
géologiques et minières
(http://infoterre.brgm.fr,
2014) original 1:50.000

Argiles, argiles sableuses et tuffeaux
Sable, tuffeau et argile (sand, limestone & clay)
Sables d’Ostricourt (tertiary sands&clay, erosion remnant)
Sables du Qesnoy
Craie blanche pauvre en silex (white chalk & flint)
Loess, pouvant inclure à la base des vestiges tertiaires
Limons loessiques (loam, loessic)
Alluvions récentes, Holocene (recent sedimetns)
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5.3

Genius Loci Dataset

“One of the most demoralizing things, which we were to
experience often in future, was the silence that followed the enemy
breakthrough. Hitherto we always had felt that the cessation of
artillery fire meant the end of the show. Now we had learnt that it
might mean a complete breakthrough-the capture of our guns and
the silence consequent upon the advance of theirs”
Bion

“We walked up the road, which in a few yards widened out. On
either side were dug-outs, stores, and cook-houses. Cauldrons of
coffee and soup were still on the fire. This regimental headquarters
the enemy had defended desperately. The trench-boards were
slippery with blood, and fifteen to twenty corpses, all Germans and
bayoneted, lay strewn around the road like drunken men”.
Watson

“Mighty shells were falling only singly now, but then one promptly
smashed down at our feet like a greeting from hell, and filled the
canal bed with dark smoke. The men fell silent, as if an icy fist had
them by the neck, and stumbled along over barbed wire and debris
in my wake. It is an eery feeling to be striding through unknown
position by night, even when the shelling isn’t particularly strong;
your eyes and ears are subject to all sorts of deceptions. Everything
feels cold and alien as in some cursed other world”
Jünger
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5.3.1 Three parallel storylines
Spatially plotted on this page are the detailed memoirs
of three witnesses who took part at the Battle of Cambrai.
In the middle of all this, a British tank commander
– Wilfred Ruprecht Bion – who gives a detailed
description of the start of the battle in his memoirs.
After exhausting preparations to get his tank ready during
the night and the days before, his tank rolled through
no-man’s-land in the cold early morning on 20th of
November: downhill, uphill, crushing barbed wire and
enemy trenches. But then, a direct hit at Flesquières, his
tankcrew wounded or dead, chaos.

Canal du Nord

Barrale

Not within the direct heat of battle, but following the
military operation from a certain distance is his collegue
Major William Henry Lowe Watson, who is making his
way along the tracks of tanks and through the captured
lines, passing many wounded and never-ending lines of
German soldiers which surrendered.

Cambrai

Bourlon wood
Moeuvres
Graincourt

The days after, he is observing the struggles to capture
Bourlon wood and he ends up in the middle of the
unexpected counterattacks launched by the Germans.
Roles are reversed, the nearly victorious assault on
Cambrai became a bitter fight.

Havrincourt

Havrincourt wood

Flesquières
26 Nov
Trescault

Ytres

At the first day of December, Ernst Jünger, a young
German officer, is sent to re-capture parts of the lost
territory with 80 ‘sturmtruppers’. He makes his way
through the bombed bedding of Canal du Nord, got lost,
but finally ends up in an extreme outburst of violence
within a maze of trenches, near Moeuvres.
He gives a report of hours of men-to-men fights, driven
by crazy rage and alcohol, to recapture every meter and
corner.

Gouzeaucourt

Fins
20 Nov
30 Nov

north
5km

figure 5.39
map of the region during
the First Battle of Cambrai:
frontlines and captured areas
in red incl. walkabouts of the
characters. Canal du Nord
was left under construction,
but strategically integrated in
the Hindenburg defence line
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figure 5.40
crop of a standardised,
1:2000 British trench map
in preparation of the Battle
of Cambrai, 1917. See
also figure 3.11 and the
Appendix DVD. Source:
library.mcmaster.ca, 2014
figure 5.41-.46 & 5.48-.51
photographs of some scenes
taken before, during and
after the battles of Cambrai.
Sources: iwm.org.uk & bild.
bundesarchiv.de, 2013-2014
figure 5.47
sketches by Bion in his War
Memoirs of the route he and
his crew took with their tank
and the use of the facine:
“it was the only battle I saw
anything clearly”
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5.3.2 Memoirs as episodic plots
“Of all plots and actions the episodic are the worst. I call
a plot ‘episodic’ in which the episodes or acts succeed one
another without probable or necessary sequence”
The poetics of Aristotle, translation in S. Butcher (1961)
This paragraph will show that the notion of raw
experience as an episodic plot will bring us one step
closer to the fusion of two experiential storyworlds - the
traveller now and the witness-participant then. And one
step away from an all-encompassing birdseye view of a
(landscape) historical narrative of the Cambrai region.
The memoirs of the three men, which are basically
sequences of events, plotted in time and space, share
similarities on both content and way of telling.
Junger filled during the war 16 notebooks with notes and
sketches and Bion offered his handwritten notebooks to
his parents after demobilisation “as a compensation for
having found it impossible to write letters to them during
the war”(Bion, 1997; foreword by Francesca Bion).
The memoirs of the three combattants are detailed and
factual records of wartime experiences, in which the
writers were devoted to give a complete and nonfictional
account. The texts are devoid of extravagant, glorious or
romanticized rhetoric to exaggerate their contribution in
the events during the first Battle of Cambrai.
Besides this, they describe more or less the same same
scenery, under the same sky, but from another perspective:
their own.
Parthenope Bion Talamo wrote in the closing chapter of
War Memoris 1917-1919: “Bion is trying to present the
reader with raw, basic, almost primitive experiences that
had been dealt with at the time of their occurrence by
a mind that was recognized as being ill-equipped to do
so”(Bion, 1997; aftermath by Bion Talamo).
As Hofmann points out in his foreword in a translated
version of ‘in Stahlgewittern’: “it has no pacifist design
(...) It offers nothing in the way of hows and whys, it
is pure where and when and of course, above all, what.
There is nothing in it about the politics of the war nothing even on its outcome”(Hofmann, 2004 p.3).
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Both remarks could have applied to the memoirs of
all three. Referring to the scheme in chapter 5.1: the
closest we can approach original experiences during the
battle(s) of Cambrai, might be the preserved versions of
raw experience by these three individual participants in
textual form.
Noteworthy is that the three combatants were not only
able to recount their experiences, they obviously survived
the war, but they also describe their service at other
parts along the Western Front, during the whole course
of the First World War (Bion from 1917; Watson &
Junger from 1914 till the end of the war: their Cambrai
experiences are told, at times, in perspective of earlier and
later experiences.
figure 5.52
map displaying the routes
and actions of Bion his
personal, episodic plot in
Belgium & France
source: Bion, 1997

”It (German Springoffensive 1918) was our last storm. How
many times over the last few years we had advanced into the
setting sun in a similar frame of mind! Les Eparges, Guillemont,
St-Pierre-Vaast, Langemarck, Passchendaele, Moeuvres, Vraucourt,
Mory! Another gory carnival beckoned”

(Junger 1920; translation by Hofmann, 2004 p.189)

This quote and figure 5.8 stress that sites of battle along
the Western Front are interlinked on a personal level, just
like a individual tourist who accumulates experiences on
a site overarching level in an episodic plot, as schematized
in paragraph 4.3.1.
Episodic plotting manifests itself not only in a (battle)
site-overarching level within their personal narrative. The
Cambrai region is also mentioned in a battle-overarching
level: the same dry banks of Canal du Nord and the same
deserted villages and woods became a scene of action
and nonaction throughout the years and seasons: stories
came to overlap spatially. Junger, for example, was posted
occasionally in the area in 1916, 17 and 18. About a
scene in the early morning at the end of august 1918, he
wrote:

Canal du Nord,
left under construction

Sept-Oct 1918
2nd Battle of Cambrai
Bourlon wood

Nov-Dec 1917
1st Battle of Cambrai

In spectral light, we clattered through the war-torn country of last
year’s Cambrai battles, wending our way through eerily devastated
villages, along roads lined with walls of rubble.

(Junger, 1920; translation by Hofmann, 2004 p.187)

Havrincourt wood

But in all texts, this episodic interrelatedness is
just sporadically evaluated on, as all three are more
fragmented, diary-like records, which probably follow
their fieldnotes or memory of their actions in a strict
chronological way.
Following Aristotle, an episodic plot can never be a
satisfying plot: unprocessed wartime reality is clearly
not satisfying enough in his eyes. But in chapter four,
a satisfying plot for battlefield visitation was defined
different than just a coherent sequence of events with a
start, middle and end.
The analysis of the fieldwork session showed that visits
to Sites of Memory which were satisfying, are indeed
characterized by the experience of incoherent events
(incidents, ephemera etc.) which unlocked a wide array of
story fragments: ‘open narratives’ (Potteiger & Purinton,
1998).
The question is which memoir fragments & (designed)
events, content & telling, are suitable for offering a
satisfying landscape narrative plot in the case region,
which is possibly episodic.

Cambrai

St. Quentin Canal
& Tunnels

March-April 1918
German spring oﬀensives
1914
invasion / retreat
Sept-Oct 1918
Battle of St Quentin Canal

figure 5.53
map of the region during
four years of war. The region
was the scene of battle in
the last years of the war,
but mostly it functioned as
German Hinterland, like
during the battle of the
Somme, south-east from here
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5.3.3 Defining ‘true’ war episodes
The idea of a fragmented or episodic plot is not only
specific to the memoirs on the battle of Cambrai.
Relating to classic combat novels like ‘All Quiet on the
Western Front’(first published in 1929) and ‘Under fire’
(le Feu) (1916), much is written about the plots and
literature styles which are able to render the reality of war.
Samuel Hynes in ‘A War Imagined’ (1991), mentions
that “incoherence is the essential principle of that reality”
(p.204). “The war”, he states, “while it was being fought,
did not seem to be narrative at all, did not seem, that
is, to be a continous and coherent action that moved
through related events to a conclusion”(Hynes, 1991
p.203).
Bourke (2004 p.477) refers to such a ‘true’ warstory:

“Patrol went up the mountain. One man came back. He died
before he could tell us what happened”

Bion himself explains in his memoir: “in the action
itself everything is such terrific confusion that you can
only tell what is happening in your own immediate
neighbourhood. I shall try to give you our feelings at
the time I am writing of. Although now one sees how
unfounded some of our fears were, yet at the time we
could not tell, and it was just the uncertainty that made
things difficult to judge and unpleasant to think about”.
“The men slept under the tanks. We felt very miserable, as we had
no idea what was going to happen, and really felt quite useless
if the enemy did attack. We didn’t know the country, we had no
orders as to the direction in which we were to retire in the event of
retreat, and our tanks were quite useless for defence anyhow”

(Bion, 1997*)

In his comparative research on the presentation of war
in the Iliad and in novels of the Great War, Luiz Gustavo
concludes that the representation of war was “basically
made of either the horror of the battles or the horror
of boredom”(2007, p.49), which are not opposites from
each other, as these moments of action and non-action
are both spent facing and surviving death and led in most
cases nowhere - at least it did not shorten the war: both
were pointless and often described as nightmarish:
“Our trench is drowning, the morass is now up to our navels, it’s
desperate. On the right edge of our frontage, another corpse has
begun to appear, so far just the legs”

(Junger, 1920; translation by Hofmann, 2004 p.47)
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With this generalisation of the reality of the First World
War in mind, the primitive, raw experiences in the
memoirs of the three witnesses and participants can be
analysed on usability for the design case. Usability relates
to the adopted umbrella term of narrative in chapter 3.1:
storycontent should be able to migrate freely from one
medium to the other, from memoir to contemporary
landscape.
Unlike the studies on plots and styles, literature study
did not provide a clear list of categories to analyse the
storycontent of written war memoirs in an extensive way.
Text analysis is also not the official ‘cup of tea’ of the
Landscape Architectural discipline.
But it seems that it is partly possible to test the written
episodes according to the figures of speech and rhetorical
means of Spirn (1998, see also chapter 2.2), the practices
of Potteiger & Purinton (1998, see also chapter 2.2).
Potteiger & Purinton:
Naming was already mentioned in chapter 5.1 (Wilson,
2011), but incoherence and uncertainty can be interpret
as a practice of Revealing and Concealing information
which “creates drama, suspense or surprise that engages a
reader with a story”(Potteiger & Purinton, 1998).
Spirn:
In relation to Spirn her Figures of Speech, ‘In Stahl
Gewittern’ has been analysed on ‘Sprachbilder’ by Oliver
Lubrich (2010). Jünger his ‘repertoire on contemplation,
casual fearlessness, melancholy but also his ‘big
metaphors’(Junger, 1920; foreword by Hofmann, 2004
p.11) were the reason of the embracement of his work by
fascists during the interwar and WW2 (Lubrich, 2010):
Jünger sees Landscape as transformed into ‘Geisire und
Vulkane’, soldiers function as ‘Automaten, Maschinen:
Cyborgs’ and canons and shellbursts like wolves: ‘Sie
heulen, fauchen, bellen, brüllen und verschlingen’. War is
a show: “Heute schmeckt es mir etwas nach Theater”
(Junger, 1922; Lubrich, 2010).
On specific content:
Extensive categories and complex codification systems
create distance from reality via representations (see
chapter 2.2-.3). For the design phase, there is chosen
to limit the analysis in relation to the categories on the
basis of an ethnographic analysis as listed in figure 5.4,
which is adjusted in relation to the specific content in the
memoirs, often based on (sensory) perception.

the darkness. The wounded man
collapsing on the path suffered
the same fate; he too was
trampled underfoot by the boots
of those hurrying ever onwards.
And always the sweetish smell!”
(Junger, 2004 p.71)

figure 5.54 & .55
categories of primary / raw
experiences in the memoirs
of Bion, Watson & Jünger:
these are not based on a
complete analysis, as there
are also technical and
retrospective episodes. But
it defines their perception of
war by an overexposure to
sensory stimuli in battle or a
total lack of events between
the clashes

Huge: as far as we
could see.., desolation,
otherworldly landscape

eyes and ears, tensed to
the maximum

entrapped perception

“the engine ran down the centre
of the tank. It was a 105-h.p.
Daimler sleeve-valve engine.
“We were marching along a
There was just room to squeeze
wide road, which ran in the
past the engine and the side of
moonlight like a white ribbon
the tank in the passage. You
across the dark countryside,
could not stand upright. You
towards the thunder of guns,
whose voracious roar grew ever looked through flaps in the front
of the tank for driving (...)
more immeasurable. Abandon
When in action, these were shut
all hope! What gave the scene
down, and you looked through
a particularly sinister aspect
was the way all the roads were small flaps in those flaps until
clearly visible, like a network of you came under fire. Then you
shut down even these and put
white veins in the moonlight,
your forehead against a leather
and there was no living being
on them. We marched as on the pad on the side of the tank and
looked through three small pingleaming paths of a midnight
pricks to each eye. When you did
cemetery”
that, you got a small complete
(Junger, 2004 p.68**)
vision”
Tiny: coziness against all (Bion, 1997* sketch fig. 5.11)

oddities

“In other respects, too, our
shack was an entertaining place
to be. As we lay idly on our
wire-sprung beds, enormous
earthworms would come nosing
out of the earthen wall; if we
interfered with them, they
would show a surprising turn
of speed, disappearing back
into their holes. A gloomy mole
occasionally came snuffling out
of his warren; his appearances
always greatly enlivened our
siesta time”
(Junger, 2004 p.103)

intensive moments of
horror & violence

“On, on! Men collapsed while
running, we had to threaten
them to use the last energy from
their exhausted bodies.Wounded
men went down left and right
in craters - we disregarded
their cries for help. We went
on, eyes implacably on the man
in front, through a knee-high
trench formed from a chain
of enormous craters, one dead
man after another. At moments,
we felt our feet settling on soft,
yielding corpses, whose form we
couldn’t make out on account of
* page numbers of the quotes of Bion are unknown due to
consulting an online source

“Eyes and ears are tensed to
the maximum, the rustling
approach of strange feet in the
tall grass is an unutterably
menacing thing. Your breath
comes in shallow bursts; you
have to force yourself to stifle any
panting or wheezing. There is a
little mechanical click as the
safety-catch of your pistol
is taken off; the sound cuts
straight through your nerves.
Your teeth are grinding on the
fuse-pin of the hand-grenade.
The encounter will be short and
murderous. You tremble with
two contradictory impulses:
the heightened awareness of
the huntsman, and the terror
of the quarry. You are a world
to yourself, saturated with the
appalling aura of the savage
landscape”
(Junger, 2004 p.54)

immediate people

“A fourth member of our party
was a fellow named Hauser. He
was about 20 years old, fussy, an
infernal nuisance to his superior
officers and a plague to his men.
He was never seen frightened or
in any way worried in an action
and was kind-hearted and
efficient (..) He called himself an
agnostic and talked about the
war like the oldest inhabitant of
the most boring club in London
(..) I will give you a story of him
that is typical..”
(Bion, 1997)

trifle guilt, emphaty,
observation of tragic event
“We felt a trifle guilty in our
luxury as we watched the
grim infantry going forward
to the dark terrors of Bourlon,
and my men in their kindness
would give them part of their
rations, for, during these days,
the rations of the infantry were
painfully short. But war is war,
and, putting Bourlon out of our
minds, we made an expedition
to Bapaume, had tea at the
oficers’ club, a hair-cut and a
shampoo, bought potatoes and
eggs and dined sumptuously”
(Watson, 1920 p.195-196)

vivid memory of ordinary
scenes
Sum: of all (fears)
“The candles on the General’s
table threw the rest of the room
into deep shadow. Outside
there was low eager talking in
the courtyard, the tramp of a
sentry, the rhythmical rattle of
a limbered waggon with horses
trotting, a man singing quietly,
the sudden impertinent roar of
a motor-cycle, the shouting of a
driver, and then the silly whine
and the clear reverberating
crash of a shell bursting by night
among houses. The General
was speaking evenly, without
emphasis....”
(Watson, 1920 p.203)

“The days were all cold and
cloudy and the country rather
desolate. There is something
uncanny about being camped on
an old battlefield-particularly
when you yourself have fought
over it quite recently (...)
The food was poor - eternal
cold bully and biscuits. This,
combined with the strain of a
breakthrough at any moment
- which always threatened us
- and the cold, made us very
miserable”
(Bion, 1997)

** quotes of Junger are the translated version in ‘Storm of Steel’
by Hofmann
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EpisodEs: site Selection

Watch the video on
the appendix DVD

Episode I:
Between Canal du Nord
(1), the highway (3) and
the high, thick mass of
Bourlon Wood (4), a
section of Canal Seine
Nord is waiting for its
transformation into a 54
meter wide and 4,5 meter
deep canal bedding (2).
The section drawn in blue
is already archeologically
investigated, but might
be rerouted according to
budget cuts and turn to the
west to join the bedding of
Canal du Nord
Episode II:
The region knows several
desolated ruins: a ruin at
a former railroad crossing
(left, included in episode)
and near a tunnel entrance
above Canal de Nord,
inhabited by cows (right)

Episode III:
North of Havrincourt,
archaeologists dug quarries
to investigate layers from
the Palaeolithic steppes: the
era of the neanthertaler.
The resulting 9m deep
quarry and soil heaps are
left abandoned till the
construction of locks and
reservoirs for Canal SNE
will be re-launched
(episode not included in this
report version)
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2
1

3

4

Episode IV:
Between the highway
and the old Canal du
Nord, a section of
Havrincourt Wood waits
be deforested, investigated
by archaeologists before the
excavation of Canal Seine
Nord Europe will be relaunched

Episode V:
Nine wind turbines,
approximately 75 meter
high, will be placed in the
proximity of Orival Wood
(1), Orival Wood Cemetery
(2) and the village of
Flesquières (3) in the near
future

1
2

3
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EpisodE i : switching Tracks

In the distant the dark mass of Bourlon Wood which is
unseen from the winding road which is located parallel
and between both canals.
This episode knots two scenes together following the
struggles to capture Bourlon Wood. Both are described
by Junger and Watson, but on different days.
In the first scene, the character has a distant, panoramic
view on a new phenomenon: warfare in the open. Having
lunch in the field, watching through binoculars: it is a
show. Huge, as far as you can see.
Second scene: the previous experience as a detached
spectator competes with a scene in which the observation
of a tragic event or setting provokes empathy. Landscape
narrative design can provide the switchpoint between
these scenes.
Watch the video on the appendix DVD.
Graincourt, November 23rd, 1917
“after a little breakfast I walked to the high ground south-west of
the village, and watched through my glasses the opening moves of
the attack. (...) On the hillside to the left of the wood we could
mark the course of the battle, - the tanks with tiny flashes darting
from their flanks - clumps of infantry following in little rushes - an
oﬃcer running in front of his men until suddenly he crumpled up
and fell, as though some unseen hammer had struck him on the
head..” (Watson, 1920 p.189)
Baralle, November 30th, 1917
“At ten to twelve we observed through our binoculars lines of
riflemen emerging on to the empty crater landscape, while in the
rear the batteries were harnessed up and rushed forward to new
positions (...) After following the progress of the attack avidly from
the elevation of the castle grounds, we emptied a dixie of noodles
and lay down for a nap on the frozen ground”
(Junger, 2004 p.142)
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“In the vicinity of the embankment, looking like stranded hulls,
were many shot-up tanks, which I would inspect closely in the
course of my peregrinations. (...) To be in the narrow turret of
such a tank, going forward, with its tangle of rods and wires and
poles, must have been extremely unpleasant as these colossuses, in
efforts to outmanoeuvre the artillery, were forced to zigzag over
the country like huge helpless beetles. I felt keen sympathy for the
men in those fiery furnaces. Also, the countryside was dotted about
with the skeletal wreckage of downed aeroplanes.” (Junger, 2004
pg.170)
“The village was surrounded with derelict tanks, like a boar at
bay with dead hounds (...) We watched one tank hesitate before it
crossed the skyline and our hearts went out to the driver in sympathy. He made his decision, and the tank, brown against the sky,
was instantly encircled by little puffs of white smoke, shells from the
guns on the reverse slope. The man was brave, for he followed the
course of a trench along the crest of the hill. My companion uttered
a low exclamation of horror. Flames were coming from the rear of
the tank, but its guns continued to fire and the tank continued to
move. Suddenly the driver must have realised what was happening.
The tank swung towards home. It was too late. Flames burst from
the roof and the tank stopped, but the sponson doors never opened
and the crew never came out.... When I left my post half an hour
later the tank was still burning....” (Watson, 1920 pg. 179-190)

The road is the starting
position of a walk uphill.
4 starting positions are
distinguished. Larger groups
of people can be divided
among these four.
Places for breaks emerge
automatically: at cemeteries,
at the bedding of the canal
under construction, at the
edge of a small copse. You
can turn around, watch other
groups staggering uphill,
search for landmarks.
Once arrived at the future
canal, beaten tracks of canal
dozers can be followed to the
huge facines which appear
from the crops and “weighed
over a ton”(Bion, 1997) .
This is the switch point:
a sudden discovery and
recognition of a part of a
story which has never been
told.
Not in memoirs, nor in
photos, films or sketches.
There were as many tanks as
fascines, strewn around as
dead hounds in landscape.
This is the end. Walk back
and overthink. You never
reached Bourlon.

observation direction
Junger
Dec 30th

driving direction
tank observed by Watson
Nov 22nd
observation direction
Watson, Nov 22nd
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Episode ii : morale after Adventures

This is one of many ruins, a former railway cottage
from unknown age and located along the road between
the village Heudicourt and Epehy: a desolate place in
between the St. Quentin Canal and Canal du Nord, a
logistic centre in the German hinterland between 19141916, south to the 1917 Cambrai battlefields and on the
route to the less visited 1918 battlefields to the northeast
and the famous Somme district to the west.

“We came to a Y.M.C.A. hut and found a service going on. We
went in. The place was bare and feebly lit. About twenty men
were present, and all crowded up at one end of the hut. The service
dragged on. No attempt was made to sing carols or Christmas
hymns - that would have been more than we could sand. The
sermon came - the text, ‘Peace on earth, goodwill to men’. It was
proved, apparently to the satisfaction of the preacher, that this was
idealism - our real task was to hate evil and so, presumably, to hate
Germans. We sang a closing hymn and cleared out.

During the day an ordinary ruin, but without much
effort turned into shelter and meeting point for travellers
passing through after a long day of exploring the Western
Front; a place for planning the coming day, eat & drink;
to exchange stories in the companionship of others - or
to be left alone in the dark.

We got back to camp, after trudging through snow and slush, at
about 10 p.m., and thus ended our first Christmas in France. Had
everyone gone mad?”
(Bion, 1997 pg. unknown)

“Christmas Day (1917) dawned in a heavy snow storm(...)
The camp was on top of a bleak and desolate hill. The whole
district was on the edge of the devastated Somme area. There was
nothing to do. It was very cold and blowing hard the whole time
we were there. Snow used to come in through the cracks in the huts
and cover the floor about an inch deep.
(Bion, 1997 pg. unknown )

Scratched into the wall: I was also here - Christmas 2017
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“A collection of bottles of all sorts against the back wall of the
hut suggested that my eremitic predecessors must have spent some
contemplative times here, and I endeavoured to keep up the proud
tradition of the place. In the evening, when the mists rose off the
stream bed, and mingled with the heavy white smoke of my wood
fire, and I sat in the gloaming with the door open, between the
chill autumnal air and the warmth of the fire, I thought I had
come up with just the right peaceful sort of drink: a fifty-fifty
mixture of red wine and advocaat in a big-bellied glass.”
(Junger, 2004 p.128)

“a little espaliered peach tree
despoiled of its sustaining wall,
and spreading its arms pitifully;
in the cattle byres and stables
and barns the bones of livestock
still dangling from their chains;
trenches dug through the ravaged
gardens, in among sprouting
bulbs of onions, wormwood,
rhubarb, narcissus, buried under
weeds; (...) Sad thoughts are apt
to sneak up on the warrior in
such a locale, when he thinks of
those who only recently led their
lives in tranquillity.”
(Junger, 2004 pg. 35)

This site is capable of offering a whole array of scenes
and stories. Two Tiny (coziness against all oddities:
a category in paragraph 5.3.3) scenes are selected from
the memoirs to unlock for the battlefield visitor unusual
moments of the day and the year. The scene on this page
represents Christmas 1917, after the battle of Cambrai at
the start of a new year of fighting. A Christmas tree in the
corner is enough to switch the function of the ruin from
folly to chapel, when entered.
On the next page, the night is spent in this shelter. After
a whole day of tramping and travelling the battlefields,
everything has the ability to join story. Eyes and ears are
suddenly tensed to the maximum when an occasional car
cuts through the darkness with its lights.
Watch the video on the appendix DVD.
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“The candles on the General’s table threw the rest of
the room into deep shadow. Outside there was low
eager talking in the courtyard, the tramp of a sentry,
the rhythmical rattle of a limbered waggon with horses
trotting, a man singing quietly, the sudden impertinent
roar of a motor-cycle, the shouting of a driver, and then
the silly whine and the clear reverberating crash of a shell
bursting by night among houses.
The General was speaking evenly, without emphasis....”
(Watson, 1920 p.203;
left photo by Frank Hurley “And alone I did it (73)”

132
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EpisodE

iv

: a call in the Wood

As marked on the map, a part of the trees in Havrincourt
wood were ‘felled by enemy and left on the ground’. For
Bion and Watson, the dense, Havrincourt wood was
their home in November and December 1917 where they
camped and hid their tanks for enemy aircrafts.
History repeats itself when archaeologists start their
investigation in this area: a giant operation to clear 1,5
kilometres of trees. At certain moments and separately
at different locations, it will be a giant mess of cut trees,
uprooted trunks, broken branches and stumps. It is not
hard to imagine yourself being entrapped in a shelled
wood, which is steadily destroyed while you are in in it.
There is no easy way out.
The issues concerning temporality and safety in such a
landscape ask for a high adaptability of the routing for
visitors for this experience. Interactive plotstructures
offer solace: very literally translated into a cord for each
character, sometimes in a bundle, sometimes followed
individually. the route can turn into a maze or into a
vector with side branches and side events.
Follow it, or reroute it towards scenes of, for instance,
entrapped experience, horror. Explosives and limbs
might stick out of the ruptured topsoil. Or a feather.
Watch the video on the appendix DVD.
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“in the flat light, it makes an impression of unspeakable
dreariness. A lark (here: peacock) ascends; its trilling gets on
my wick” (Junger, 2004 p.98)
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Episode

v

: gone was the Mourner

I THINK this was the place, Sirr,” said the Sergeant, glaring
through his periscope at the German trench sixty yards
away.“ It was on the parapet yonder that he died,
Sirr - was it not?“
(Mackintosh, 1918 p.153)

Today:

Orival Wood Cemetery, north of the village of
Flesquières, is a small and uncomplicated cemetery,
begun during the Battle of Cambrai in 1917 (cwgc.
org, 2014) and now calmly sited in the outskirts of Bois
d’Orival, which is more a copse than a wood.

the traveler now and the witness then: it was experienced
during visitation that it is not difficult to back-reason
the transformation from hastily placed wooden crosses
amidst the hostilities of november 1917 to the neat
cemetery in the serenity of the deciduous wood today.

The site was visited two times while exploring the
battlefields of Cambrai for fieldwork, because it was
branded in guides as the burial site of Lieutenant Ewart
Alan Mackintosh MC (4 March 1893 – 23 November
1917). During his short life and after his death during
the Battle of Cambrai he made a reputation for his poems
in “A Highland Regiment and Other Poems” (1917) and
in the posthumus volume “War, The Liberator, and Other
Pieces” (1918) as “poems still keep arriving, scribbled on
mud-smeared bits of paper (...) The war created him; the
war has taken him away”(The Times, Dec 04, 1917)

This imagined fusion is visualised on this page with
the help of the sketch of Fred Farrell, who followed the
Highland regiment as an ‘embedded’ war artist (Farrell,
1920; plate 24). His sketches are careful studies of
scenes without “scenic splendour or thrilling panoramic
eftects”(Farrell, 1920 p.30 foreword by Neil Munro).

Regarding the importance of ‘preparation’ and
‘evaluation’ phase for actual perception during visitation:
the story of the same aged Mackintosh and his work,
were not studied till the second visit. The second visit,
the effort was taken to find the exact headstone with the
cemetery register and read the guestbook (interaction:
consult archive): “thank you for your poems”(note by
British couple, fieldwork 2013)
Also, a classic example of the fusion of two experiential
storyworlds can be noted (trackswitching interactivity) -
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Tomorrow:

The evocative power of this serene “battle cemetery”
might change in future.
Although initial plans are postponed and modified,
this thesis assumes that circa nine windturbines,
approximately 75 meter high, will be placed in the
proximity of Orival Wood in the near future (nord-pasde-calais.developpement-durable.gouv.fr, 2014).
Both municipality and the private association which
preserves and exhibits the tank ‘Deborah D51’ in a
humid barn, since its excavation in 1998, still have the
ambition to build a museum about the Battle of Cambrai
in the village, including adressing the work and life of
Mackintosh.

sketch position
official war artist F. A. Farrell,
in which he marked the grave of
Lieutenant Macintosh,
5th Seaforths

This episode offers an alternative ending to the last,
unfinished story written by Mackintosh and it is the last
category of war experiences, which is not mentioned in
paragraph 5.3.3: the acceptance of your own death:
just walk towards it.
Checklist reader:
• watch the video impression on the appendix DVD;
• read the unfinished story on the next page. And skip
the last alinea to avoid an instant switch point;
• more info on indirect death reminders, existential
exercises & target groups: read paragraph 6.2 (Last
reflection).
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GOLD BRAID
in memory of a friend
last of “three studies in war psychology” in:
War, the liberator. And other pieces by E.A.
Mackintosh, M.C. LT. Seaforth Highlanders
(51th divison) p. 153 - 156

“I THINK this was the place, Sirr,” said the Sergeant,
glaring through his periscope at the German trench sixty
yards away. “It was on the parapet yonder that he died,
Sirr - was it not?”
His usually loud and hearty voice was hushed to that subdued
tone in which the British soldier mentions the dead, and the
Captain who stood beside him wondered why it should jar so.
It wasn’t as if the Sergeant didn’t feel it, he thought - disgust
at pretended reverence and emotion was natural and easy to
understand - but he knew there was no veil of hypocrisy in this
case for his candour to penetrate and his mind to revolt at.
That hushed tone was offspring partly of pity for the dead
man and partly of respect for his own grief at the loss of his
friend, chiefly perhaps of reverence for an experience beyond
the Sergeant’s knowledge and for the human spirit which had
faced it. It was his own damned fastidiousness of mind that
was wrong ; always suspecting unreality subconsciously even
when he knew it wasn’t there. No, perhaps it was that fear and
reverence of death that irritated ; he had never been afraid of
death - nor had old Andy.
“Don’t put it in so high up, boys,” he said. “They’ll see it and
knock this bay to hell.” The men lowered the wooden cross till
the position met with their officer’s approval. He watched it
sombrely - that little cross was all they had to show for Andy;
that and memory. It was a good thing Andy didn’t care about
being buried properly and death and hell and all that rot. He
read the inscription again as the men wired it into position
against the parapet.

in memory of
Lieut. ANDREW MACKAY
a co. 1st sutherland highlanders
killed in action
in the german trench
opposite this point
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20th November 1917 age 19
“SCHOOL WAR DEATH”
His mind went back to that trench opposite this point three
days ago - the yelling and the noise and the fierce excitement
of killing, and Andy Andy with his arm and half his side torn
off, telling him to take the others. Andy’s lips telling them to
leave him, but his eyes asking dumbly to be taken too. “ I’m
pretending to be damned brave, old man,” but the eyes had
said, “ and I hope the men believe me but surely you can see
what I want.”
He called himself a liar for thinking Andy hadn’t been afraid to
die. “I’m afraid, Tagg,” the eyes had said, “afraid of dying here
away among these bloody Bosches. Oh, take my body back
anyway and bury me with my own people.”
He supposed those queer feelings he had always laughed at,
were strongest in the end and he hadn’t been able to get the
body in. Andy had died on the Bosche parapet and he’d had
the wounded to bring in, and that was the end of it all. He
would never see Andy again, never stumble into the dugout to
talk the world over with him, never drink with him in the jolly
old billet, nor argue about art and lose his temper with him
- never - never again. He felt he could have given all the rest
if only Andy had been left - damned selfish - but he wouldn’t
have cared. What a bloody war it was. What was the sense of it
all? And he used to think war was good fun but then Andy had
been there to enjoy it with him.
Why couldn’t he die too?

“Look out, sir,” said a man, “oil can coming over.” Instantly
self-preservation reasserted itself. Gone was the mourner
longing for death and peace; in his place a wary animal,
alert and fearful, watched the falling bomb with rapid and
instinctive calculation.
(Unfinished)
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start today

CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSIONS & REFLECTION
bi-directional storytelling, interaction, empathy, lucky coincidence
This thesis research operates within a field of tension between the
demands of the Wageningen University to be able to graduate, trends
within society (to be able to operate in the professional world) and a
strong personal fascination for heritage & history and the case study
itself, which demands care and respect.
Finding a storyline in this field of tension is experienced (and ment to
be experienced!) as emotionally challenging and self-reflective on many
aspects of life (and death) and education. Not only for me as an authorresearcher-designer, but also to engage you as a reader of this report in
the research. In a way, this endproduct has autobiographical tendencies.
The discussions with other students working on their thesis during
DesignLAB meetings (see chapter 1.1.1) and friends from other studies
(Plant Science, Environmental Science,..) strengthened the idea that
landscape architecture is one of the few scientific disciplines which does
not settle with a negative outcome of research, because of the required
design phase or element which often functions as a bandage to stop the
bleeding. (see chapter 1.2)

figure 6.1 & .2:
A group of soldiers rushing
forward - a scene which was
noticed while plunging
from one crater into the
next around the Ossuaire
de Navarin, Champagne
(France), offering a glimpse
of war by lucky coincidence.

I condemn this function for design, but there is an element of truth in
it: chapter 2 and 4 show that it is an illusion that ‘landscape narratives’
is an indisputable theory or a design method with clear-cut models,
ready for direct application: truth is what works at the time, and what
satisfies the demands from society, scientific community, the memory of
the First World War and especially personal standards.

Who does still care that
these statues represent
Quentin Roosevelt (nephew
of the US president), the
brother of the sculptor and
General Gouraud if they can
evoke this event??

A satisfying storyplot or temporal sequence for experience, is a term
which was introduced in chapter 4.1 of this thesis, handed by Yuriko
Saito (2007) and turned into a main goal to define and design in
chapter 5 (see 4.6):

An event experienced in
private and which memory is
still vivid and taken home to
overthink.
source: own collection

“the ability to imagine how the experience unfolds for its user, recipient, or
viewer”(Saito, 2007 p.227)
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6.1

Conclusion - Summary

This paragraph will focus on the joint result of all
phases of literature study, the fieldwork sessions to the
solitary Sites of Memory and Mourning along the former
frontline, the efforts in developing an innovative and
(in!-)coherent approach to landscape narrative research
and design and the results of bringing those efforts in
practice via a case study.
I dare to present at least one negative result of this
research: it will take many more years of developing
emphatic skills, testing and connecting methods,
knotting plotstructures and allowing content to travel
through different media to actually be able to design
satisfying, experienceable stories in landscape for
battlefield visitation.

The main research question, as formulated in chapter
2.5, is displayed in the next column. Two sub questions
guided respectively the research and design phase.
These two sub questions are re-formulated in
retrospective, because in chapter 4.5 and chapter 5.1,
the initial questions are displayed which evolved during
the phase itself as priorities shifted: these questions are
therefore part of the results of research. The question for
the research phase is introduced in chapter 1.2
main research question:
How can a pragmatic approach to Landscape Narratives,
contribute to designing experienceable stories in the
Unknown Landscapes of the First World War?

I experienced this project as a buffet in a world of
embodied experiences, (co-)production and consumption
of history: painstakingly, I first tried to distinguish main
dishes from starters, planned to plot tours by the rules of
Aristotle and his worshipers; gradually, the plate ended
up to be too fully loaded and hesitation grew if a designrecipe for a plot which really satisfies could actually exist.
During fieldwork, I discovered that it was not the
coherency in storyelements which ‘makes sense’ most, but
the chaotic, incoherent and ambiguous experiences that
seem random. A creative designer could be the manager
of ‘free’ choice and lucky coincidence.

research question for fieldwork phase:
How can (personal) episodic memory of travel be
evaluated for landscape narrative design purposes?
research question for design phase:
How can we experience the past in landscape when the
past is external to our lived experience?
research question for this reflection phase:
To what extent does this thesis research fit the grand
challenges of the coming century and the ambition for
innovation within the landscape architectural discipline?
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Chapter two - Definitions

Chapter three - Story

•

•

literature study & critical reflection on the State of the Art
in spatial storytelling:

•

Narratology presents narrative as an cross-disciplinary
umbrella term for both story and telling;
Story has the ability to migrate freely from one medium
to the other, landscape included;
Landscape architecture is a storytelling discipline;
landscape architects are concerned with spatial
storytelling;
established landscape narrative theory & methods
(Spirn, 1998 + Potteiger & Purinton, 1998) offer ways
of telling and reading, mostly for representing story in the
vernacular or designed outdoor;
unexplored cross-disciplinary and transmedial narrative
theory & methods offer ways to circumvent coding and
decoding practices and processes: stories can be evoked to
happen directly in front of the eyes;
A pragmatic approach to landscape narrative design
embraces both evocation as representation to reposition
the study of landscape narrative design on the
transmedial and cross-disciplinary track.

literature study and the creation of a landscape typology
(via armchair travelling & by/for actual fieldwork) to
conceptualise todays Western Front, its visitors and the
transformation from conflict- into post-conflict landscape;
formulate a Western Front related problem statement.
Select a case region for design:

Todays Western Front, from the Belgian coast to the
Swiss Alps, offers a huge contradiction:
a contradiction between the memory of raw experience
of the actual events which took place between 2014 and
2018, ‘the unimaginable and horror’, and what part of
history is being represented in this landscape today: the
sad ending of the story and the expression of loss and
recovery at the Sites of Memory & Mourning - Lieux de
Mémoire.
Though, the areas between and beyond the highly
orchestred, touristic enclaves evoke ‘glimpses’ of the
Milieux de Mémoire on a daily basis - real Environments
of Memory: incidental events in landscape which can be
unlocked for battlefield visitation.
One seemingly insignificant landscape stands out: by
coincidence, a full-scale theatre of war is resurrected along
the delayed construction of Canal Seine Nord Europe,
which turns the landscape a century back in time into the
Battle of Cambrai in 1917.

Landscape narrative
Story (content)

Telling

Plot (structuring of story events)

Plot (discourse, structuring of events)

parallel Storyworld
event
setting
character
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Cognitive process
expectation
perception
evaluation

todays Landscape
event
setting
character

Chapter four - Telling vs Reading

Chapter five - Genius Loci Archaeology

•

•

•

•

•

literature study and critical reflection on cross-disciplinary
and transmedial narrative theory & methods regarding
spatio-temporal ‘plotting’ (focus on virtual reality &
general psychology);
fieldwork along todays Western Front to map narrative
experiences at a wide variety of WW1 sites in First Person
(as embedded designer) and simultaneously improve and
develop a communicable, analytical method to recollect
and episodically map episodic travel memory;
deploy the analytical method for innovation in
design(ing): past-present track-switching for provoking
meaningful interactions and ‘encounters’ with characters
from the past (1914-1918);
re-formulate ‘landscape narratives’ for bi-directional
storytelling and settle an ambition for the design phase:

Formal features at the Sites of Memory & Mourning
impose top-down, closed narratives.
This thesis argues that the coincidental and ephemeral
events in todays Western Front landscape have a major,
and hitherto unrecognized, influence on the way
in which these landscapes are - and should be - perceived,
valued and narrated by travellers. Temporal events
cooperate with and complement to the permanent
components: everything has the potential to join story.
A user demands a feeling of acting on free will and the
landscape architect wants to control narrative structure:
for bi-directional storytelling, the interpretation and
production side (open vs closed landscape narratives) can
be intermingled via an efficient management of choice with
interactive plotstructures.
A storyteller strives to a satisfying plot and a reader reads
for a satisfying plot. From a cognitive approach, ‘plot’
is proposed as an organising AND sense making activity
which stretches beyond the time-frame of actual perception.
This thesis research rejects that there is a methodological
blueprint for a satisfying plot by landscape design.
We have to acknowledge that the designer-storyteller
operates in a very grey area, in which emphatic skills,
imagination, and lucky coincidence rule the game.
‘landscape narratives’ reformulated:
the total context of stories AND the structuring of
space & time during an experience, which you sense
& make sense of (inter)actively, in relation to the past,
the contemporary and the future

•

•

create a ‘genius loci dataset’ by collecting and analysing
raw, lived wartime experiences related to a specific time
and place: the 1917 Cambrai battles;
discover and select the most dynamic and vibrant locations
in todays Cambrai region which can evoke ‘glimpses’ of
the Milieux de Mémoire by unlocking them for battlefield
tourism;
test track-switching to parallel storylines on a selection of
these sites by landscape narrative design:

Deploying the analytical tools to evaluate past-present
track-switching to parallel story worlds (to historical
characters, events and settings), showed that sites of
todays Western Front offer merely archetypical and
stereotypical characters, events and settings and fail to
mediate genius loci (et tempus?): the spirit of the specific
place on a particular moment in time (e.g. 2017->1917).
There is a demand and opportunity for doing
‘genius loci archaeology’ to fuse two experiential
worlds: reality and past reality, the traveller now and the
soldier then. The delayed construction of Canal Seine
Nord Europe resurrects memoir fragments of soldiers
incidentally but continuously on the former Cambrai
battlefields. The stories of Unknown Soldiers can be
reunited to their Unknown Landscapes.
Unlocking these glimpses to these parallel story worlds
for travellers requires momentum for landscape narrative
designers: events, settings and characters are popping up
throughout the region but are fragmented, incoherent
and uncertain: the touristic anti-network.
Fragmentation, incoherence and uncertainty are also the
key elements by which soldiers came to an understanding
of a war-torn world and narrated their perception of war
via episodic plots: the horror of battle and the horror of
boredom.
The analytical method from chapter five is deployed for
further innovation in designing satisfying, episodic plots
for battlefield visitation which are temporal and exclusive,
but directly applicable:
•
•
•

designing switch points between pilgrim and tourist role
of the visitor (empathy, close vs distancing, show);
unlock specific ephemera (at night, Christmas, ..);
offer existential dilemmas (respond to indirect death
reminders. (see paragraph 6.2 ‘Last Reflection’)
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6.2

Last reflection

In the introduction of this chapter and interwoven
throughout all earlier chapters (pages marked with red
bar), there is already continuously reflected on previous
results from which assumptions and considerations were
derived for next steps in the research.
In this paragraph, a standpoint will be formulated on
the contribution of the chosen path in this thesis for
innovation in the research angle of Landscape Narratives
for the academic and professional world: there are some
loose ends which are in need of further exploration:
First of all on the target group of the episodic designs:
the individual element of the cognitive approach in this
research makes it superfluous to classify or differentiate
‘target groups’, as explained in chapter 3.2.
A solution on an individual level is offered by the field
of psycho analysis and environmental- and existential
psychology.
Julius Kuhl introduced the concept of “state vs action
orientation”(Kuhl, 1981) which validity is supported by
more than 60 published studies. Individuals with welldeveloped self-regulation skills are “action-oriented”
individuals. Individuals with less developed selfregulation skills have been referred to as “state-oriented”
individuals. Self regulation is a skill or mechanism which
operates on an unconscious level, enables people to adapt
and control defensive instincts, fear and terror. (Berg &
Koole, 2005).
Action-oriented individuals (from Berg & Koole, 2005)
•
•
•
•
•
•

feel less disoriented in alienating situations;
are better able to perceive coherence in a threatening
context;
are more prone to remove themselves from social
obligations;
are more likely to be proficient at avoiding a full-blow
confrontation with death-concerns;
are more able to enjoy the bright side of wilderness (by
suppressing the dark side: death & uncontrollability);
are able to suppress indirect death reminders but respond
defensively to direct death reminders.

Second on the notion of episodic plots:
there are more characteristics of such plots than the
mentioned ones: incoherence, fragmentation and
uncertainty.
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In literature, postmodern narratives like episodic plots
are referred to as “untamed stories” or “les savages
narratives”(Herman & Vervaeck, 2005); and as
“Rhizomes”(Deleuze & Guattari; 1987), which neither
have a beginning nor end, but grow from the middle. Just
like the soldiers in the Cambrai battle, which were in the
middle of it all and did not know where their story would
end.
Episodic plots are explained by Devlieger (et al., 2012) as
a “monster” which includes:
•
•
•

Monstrous time (nonlinearly organized time; e.g., story
elements that are difficult to date or that conflict with the
separation among past–present–future);
Monstrous causality (a lack of clear, linear cause and effect
relationships);
Monstrous space (space that is constantly in motion and
that lacks a fixed central point).

In retrospective, the designed episodes in this thesis
are experiments to test if untamed stories with such
monstrous characteristics are able to mediate the daily
reality of the First World War including the terror, fear,
violence, act of killing, death and dying on the battlefield.
Episodic plot meets target group:
It is a relief that there apparently is a target group of
Action-oriented individuals which can and are willing to
take a little bit of beating while they still derive personal
meaning from it. Even when he or she is confronted to
the ‘cruel fact that much of what happened is inherently
without meaning’(Fussel, 1951 p.172).
Besides my critique on the ignorant imitation of
traditional plots from literary fiction (coherency, causal
relations, encompassing) for spatial storytelling in
chapter 2.1-.3, a landscape architects should question the
established idea that dealing with the darker stories in
human history ought to be interesting and meaningful in
the first place. Sometimes it is more suitable to unchain
a monster in order to come to know something about
mankind. Or more important: to really experience peace
(referring to quotes by Otto Dix & Ian McHarg on the inside
cover).
figure 6.4 &.5
a landscape narrative
designer does not even need
an authentic battlefield to
mediate the absurdity of the
First World War:

concerning raw experience,
it makes sense to lure
battlefield travellers into the
Somme estuary and wade
through a creek towards the
horizon.
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5.

Thoughts on the applicability of episodic plots:
The series on the next page show the temporal and
spatial unfolding of events at carefully composed sites of
reputation, which do not all fit in the streamlined, topdown imposed story.
Though, these events became an essential part of personal
episodic memory related to travel: not much different
than the donkey and the approaching thunder in chapter
four.
There is no reason why these experiential stories cannot
be investigated with the help of the ‘tools’ as developed
in this thesis. Outside your lived experience, the past
reality is not much different than switching to a fictive
reality, whether it is intended (Stourhead) or not (Jurassic
park in the Lofoten). Even an audio-controlled visit to
Auschwitz-Birkenau knows its switch points between
serious pilgrimage and informal, touristic behaviour.
Recommendation: further investigation.

•

•

•

•
•

35°

characters filling the pastoral scene on the Long
Meadow addressing the role of parks for public
health, today translated into the struggle against
obesity;
a cinematic approach to a mountainous coast by ferry
which aroused childhood memories to the Jurassic
Park theme song. The event became just as impressive
as the designed panoramic points along the route;
an intended contemplative mood evoked by the
magic play of light and an illuminated angel
face, covered with birdshit, pulling the observer
temporarily back to reality;
English weather conditions forcing a designed
successive plot into a stationary plot (series 4 & 5);
and a disruptive clash of a carefully structured tragic
and emphatic narrative of genocide with the heroic
marching of Israeli armed forces into the camp.

Prospect Park, Brooklyn
NY (visited in 2009)
Touristic Route Lofoten,
Norway (2013)
Skogskyrkogården,
Woodland cemetery,
Stockholm (2013)
Stourhead estate, GB
(2010)
Auschwitz-Birkenau,
Poland (2010)

figure 6.6 - .30
five series of successive
events at narrative centered
environments.
Source: own collection
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figure 6.31
a trench garden.
creating normalcy in the
midst of madness and order
out of chaos: life, hope, work
& beauty’ (Helphand, 2006)

Landscape narratives and the experience of reading is not
by definition exclusive to serious travellers and serious
episodes in human history in the spirit of remembrance:
it offers a certain light heartedness, a safe escape from
daily reality and a way to question what is taken for
granted.

Next research question & challenge:
is landscape architecture capable to face the conflicts of
today and tomorrow, outside highly orchestrated enclaves
of ideology, to safely escape a daily reality of conflict and
the trauma of post-conflict?
Jaap Dirk Tump, landscape architect since 2014
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Large-scale, linear
traces of conflict or trauma
in todays Europe & beyond
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Crimean enclave?
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